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ABSTRACT 
This thesis covers a range of topics related to the effects of fluid pressure on the 
laser nucleation of bubbles and bubble clouds in water, the collapse characteristics 
of those bubbles, and the outcomes of those collapses, including single and multi 
bubble sonoluminescence and the formation of a high pressure phase of water in 
the vicinity of the collapse. The disparate nature of these phenomena obscure the 
purposes they served in relation to a bigger project seeking to optimize the collapse 
of bubble clouds in connection with recent interest in acoustic inertial confinement 
fusion. 
The laser breakdown studies sought to explain anomalous nucleation charac-
teristics of bubble clouds at different ambient pressures. It was shown in these 
studies that the laser induced dielectric breakdown threshold in water is a func-
tion of pressure, and that while this was problematic insofar as it made it difficult · 
to repeatably nucleate identical bubbles and bubble clouds, it could be utilized as 
a non-contact method for measuring pressures in the fluid. 
vii 
The multi bubble sonoluminescence studies were initially designed to use MBSL 
events as markers for the collapse strength of bubble clouds in the resonators. 
However, when it was observed via imaging that events produced were bright, 
large, and long-lived, with radii and lifetimes on the order of rv300 pm and rv70 ns), 
respectively, the study was repeated for single bubbles. SBSL studies showed 
comparably large and long-lived events, with radii and lifetimes on the order of 
rv300 p.m and rv70 ns, respectively. 
SBSL studies consistently showed the formation of two ring-like structures in 
the vicinity of collapsing bubbles, with the radii of these rings being on the orders 
of 100 p.m and 250 p.m. Fu rther analysis revealed that the rings formed at the lo-
cation in the fluid where the pressures first exceeded 1.6 and 18 GPa, respectively. 
While these pressures are sufficient to generate a number of water's crystalline 
phases, observations suggest they are instead the result of a liquid or amorphous 
transition. 
viii 
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Part I 
Introduction and Background 
1 
Chapter 1 
Prologue 
2 
Bubble collapse phenomena have been studied closely in the recent past for their 
potential applications in a number of fields, ranging from biomedical applications 
[1,2] in targeted drug delivery [3] and treatment of diseased or damaged tissues [4-
6] to physical descriptions of sonoluminescence [7] and its potential applications 
in energy production [8-12]. The work presented in this thesis stemmed in large 
part from a project whose ultimate goal was the optimization of bubble collapse 
events in pursuit of energy concentrations within bubbles exceeding that required 
for nuclear fusion. To that end, custom stainless-steel spherical resonators (Figure 
1.1) were constructed by Impulse Devices Inc., which allowed for precision control, 
both temporally and spatially, of bubble nucleation sites by way of laser nucleation 
via a series of sapphire optical windows mounted in the spheres' walls. 
In pursuit of optimizing the collapse events produced in the spheres, various 
metrics needed to be established to gauge the success of each aspect of the project. 
Of particular interest were the optimization of nucleation conditions using a fo-
cused laser (or laser array), measuring the acoustic and absolute pressures in the 
sphere leading to the best collapse events, and measuring various aspects of col-
lapse events including the strength of emergent shock waves and the size, du-
ration, and intensity of sonoluminescence events to characterize the strength of 
each series of collapses. In addition to establishing metrics to gauge our successes, 
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many unexpected problems and phenomena were observed during experiments 
that needed answers and that altered the project's plan of action and in turn my 
course of study. For instance, the nucleation of an array of bubbles, arranged in 
a precise spatial pattern, turned out to be virtually unrealizable. The effect that 
caused this demanded an explanation and fix if possible. We also observed, in the 
course of studying the collapse of single bubbles, unexplained ring-like structures 
present in the aftermath of collapses and so an effort was made to figure out what 
they were and why they were appearing. 
My role in this project changed relatively frequently as the goals and points of 
inquiry of the funding body, Impulse Devices, changed over the course of my stud-
ies. Largely, I was responsible for establishing the metrics used to gauge various 
phenomena within the project and for the investigation of the unexplained phe-
nomena encountered along the way. This thesis will highlight studies carried out 
over a range of topics relating to the physical processes involved in generating op-
timal, high-energy bubble collapses and characterizing the strength and resultant 
phenomena associated with these collapses. Specifically, this thesis will cover how 
pressure affects the dielectric breakdown threshold of water at elevated pressures 
and how this in turn influences the nucleation of bubbles by means of a focused, 
high-intensity laser beam. Following this, characterization of collapse events as a 
function of single bubble and bubble cloud radii will made by analyzing the size, 
duration, and intensity of sonoluminescence events generated by the collapses. 
And finally, the possibility of a phase change as a result of rapid pressure increases 
in the vicinity of collapsing single bubbles will be explored. 
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1.1 Motivations for Experiments 
1.1.1 Laser Induced Dielectric Breakdown as a Method for Non-Contact Pres-
sure Measurements 
Measuring the static and acoustic pressures in water is an interesting topic and 
there are myriad ways by which one might accomplish the task. However, many 
of the standard techniques are limited in that they are not sensitive to the absolute 
pressure of water under the influence of a sound field without interfering with the 
sound field itself. Piezo hydrophones, for example, require direct insertion into 
the sound field at the point of interest, and even then (assuming they are well cal-
ibrated) only give one the acoustic pressure [13]. Fiber optic hydrophones, while 
capable of gathering both static and acoustic local pressures [14], come at the ex-
pense of low sensitivity in the low pressure regimes [13], a very much increased 
cost per unit, and they still interfere with the sound field. There do exist methods 
to measure the absolute pressure in a non-contact fashion (for instance, measuring 
the change in the index of refraction [15]) but most of these are limited to spe-
cial2-dimensional, or static cases. These standard techniques also become difficult 
to implement under extreme conditions. For instance, when working at elevated 
static pressures it becomes very difficult to maintain an adequate seal around a hy-
drophone inserted into the high pressure region to which the sound field is being 
applied. 
This part of the project stemmed, in part, from the desire to measure the ab-
solute pressure at the center of the water filled spherical resonators (a drawing of 
which may be Fig. 1.1) being used to study the collapse characteristics of laser 
nucleated bubble clusters [16]. The spheres were designed with four optical win-
dows, aligned along their equators and arranged in a criss-cross pattern such that 
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the lines of sight through each pair of windows crossed at the center of the cell. 
This arrangement allowed for one to fire a laser through one set of windows to 
nucleate a bubble or bubble cloud, while simultaneously imaging it through the 
other set. One goal of this project was to determine how factors such as acoustic 
driving amplitude, elevated static pressures, the intensity of the laser pulse respon-
sible for nucleating events, etc. affected the collapse characteristics of the bubbles. 
The pressures reached in the fluid before, during, and after collapse events are im-
portant metrics to qualify the strength of various collapse events. For a variety of 
reasons, however, the above mentioned techniques for measuring the pressure in 
the spheres were deemed inadequate. As the spheres would typically be operated 
at static pressures at or above 10.3 MPa, sealing in a hydrophone became some-
thing of a safety concern. Coupled with this, hydrophones placed at the center of 
a sphere would be dangerously close to, if not directly in line with, the incoming 
laser beam used to nucleate the bubbles. Finally, optimal geometric focusing of the 
sound field at the center of the sphere was desired; inserting a measuring device 
into the sphere would negatively affect the quality of sound field. 
Given the above concerns, a method for measuring the pressure in the spheres 
was needed that didn't involve putting something inside them. This presented . 
an interesting problem, as the only access to the inside of the sphere that didn't 
involve entering through one of the physical ports was through the optical win-
dows. At this point it became clear that an optical method to measure the pressure 
in the spheres was the best option. Measuring the change in the index of refraction 
at the center of the sphere was ruled out because of the difficulty associated with 
measuring such small local changes in the index with the light traveling through 
the entire sphere. Measuring the change in the laser-induced breakdown threshold 
with respect to pressure was then put forward as a solution to the problem. 
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Figure 1.1: Drawing of the High Pressure Spherical Resonator. The gray boxes 
attached to the exterior of the sphere represent the piezo electric horns used to 
apply the acoustic field. The four light regions shown embedded in the sphere wall 
in this image are the sapphire windows which grant optical access to the sphere's 
interior. 
1.1.2 Single and Multi Bubble Sonoluminescence 
This part of the project initially sought to use aspects of multi bubble sonolumi-
nescence as markers for the strength of collapse events and evolved over time as 
results from each series of experiments led us to attempt the next. Because of the 
constant evolution this aspect of the project underwent, and to provide the reader 
with some insight into the motivating factors that led from one aspect of the project 
to the next, brief mention of the results gathered along the way will be presented 
throughout this section as necessary. Following the conclusion of the laser break-
down studies, this part of the project began by looking to verify the notion that 
collapses at increasing static pressures should be stronger than those at lower pres-
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sures. To that end experiments were designed which looked at the total light emis-
sions from collapse events as a function of pressure using photo multiplier tubes 
(PMTs), as well as looking at the energy imparted to the walls of the spheres by 
impacts from the shock waves generated by collapses by monitoring the response 
of the spheres' walls using a laser doppler vibrometer (LDV) and/ or piezoelectric 
pill transducers mounted to them. 
When these experiments revealed very bright and long lived sonoluminescence 
events, experiments shifted to using imaging in addition to, and then instead of, 
PMT monitoring to gauge the strength of collapse events using MBSL regions. 
These experiments were designed with objectives similar to those of the experi-
ments using the PMTs alone to study emission features of the MBSL events. In ad-
dition to looking at the intensity of events, by way of measuring pixel brightness 
observed in images across the light emitting regions captured, these experiments 
also sought to characterize the strength of collapses based on the size and duration 
of events at different ambient pressures using the same notions mentioned above. 
These studies confirmed the bright nature and long duration of events measured 
via PMT experiments, and additionally showed the sizes of events measured to be 
relatively large. 
Having demonstrated the feasibility of using imaging techniques to capture 
and quantify various aspects of MBSL events, the goals of the project shifted from 
using MBSL events to characterize the strength of collapse events to using imag-
ing to characterize MBSL events in their own right. Experiments to do this were 
designed with a number of goals in mind. We first sought to measure the repeata-
bility of events and so designed experiments to look at the cycle to cycle variation 
of emissions in terms of size, relative position, and intensity. As these experiments 
proved largely successful, we then moved on to attempting to capture the time 
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evolution of the light emitting regions in images. With PMT results suggesting 
events lasting on the order of 100 ns, and a high speed camera with minimum 
frame exposure times of 5 ns and eight available frames, capturing the time evo-
lution of these objects seemed to be well within the realm of possibility. This ex-
periment also proved successful and so we moved on to attempting to capture 
not only the light emissions of events, but the dynamics leading to and following 
them. In the imaging experiments carried out to this point, backlighting in images 
was omitted in order to ensure that light emissions from MBSL events were not 
drowned out by it. However, as events proved exceedingly bright, a camera flash 
was introduced so the non-light emitting phenomena associated with collapses 
could be observed as well. These experiments focused primarily on capturing the 
final stages of the cloud's collapse before light emissions, and the early stages of 
the development of the shock waves generated thereafter, to provide insight into 
the conditions present in the system surrounding the light emission events. 
Following this, and because these experiments were also successful, we de-
cided to try and image the light emissions from single bubble collapses. It was 
thought that light emissions from single bubble collapses might be similarly bright 
and long lived as their cloud collapse counterparts. Experiments looking at these 
light emissions were carried out in much the same way as the last of those look-
ing at their MBSL brethren. That is, they were carried out using a back light and 
focused primarily on the final stages of collapse and early stages of shock wave 
development thereafter. When these studies also proved successful, revealing rel-
atively bright and large events, we attempted to capture time resolved images of 
the SBSL events as well. We did. In the process of looking at these SBSL events, 
however, strange objects were consistently observed to form around the collapse 
points of the bubbles generating the light emissions and so what was initially in-
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tended to be a brief study into them was launched, which leads us to the next 
section. 
1.1.3 High Pressure Phase Transitions 
When these objects were consistently and repeatably observed to form in the after-
math of single bubble collapse events, we sought to describe them, if for nothing 
else, because we didn't know what they were. These studies focused primarily 
on measuring how aspects of these objects changed with respect to experimental 
parameters. To make sure these objects were not just artifacts in images, we first 
looked for a relationship between their radii and the maximum radii of the bubbles 
generating them. It was found that their radii were linearly dependent on the max-
imum bubble radii generating them. After this we sought to measure the effects of 
the ambient pressure of the radii of these objects. 
A description was eventually found which explaineq the linear relationship be-
tween the bubble's maximum radius and the radii of the ring structures observed. 
Interestingly, the description by which this relationship held showed another im-
portant bit of information. That is, that the rings all formed at a location in the fluid 
where the local fluid pressure first crossed a fixed threshold value. It was found 
that the outer ring structures all formed at locations where the fluid pressure first 
exceeded 1.6 GPa and that the inner rings formed where it first exceed 18 GPa. 
These results suggested that what these rings actually were, were a form of a high 
pressure phase of water and so a full fledged series of experiments to study them 
was launched from there. 
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1.2 Historical Contexts 
1.2.1 Laser Induced Dielectric Breakdown 
The study of optical breakdown (dielectric breakdown induced by high intensity 
light [17]) in water has a number of important applications in a variety of fields. It 
is of particular interest in the medical field where an understanding of plasma for-
mation as a result of breakdown events is crucial for safely carrying out procedures 
such as laser ablation, lithotripsy, and ocular surgery [18]. It is also of interest in the 
fields of chemistry and physics where the mechanisms of breakdown themselves 
are studied [19-21]. 
Dielectric breakdown is most typically thought of as ionization resulting from 
interactions with very strong electric fields, wherein atoms and molecules become 
strongly polarized, and eventually conduction paths in the bulk are formed as elec-
trons are ripped from their host atoms. The mechanisms involved in optical break-
down are somewhat different than this, and instead of resulting from interactions 
with strong electric fields causing atoms to become strongly polarized and ripping 
them apart, photon absorption and cascade ionization are the primary factors re-
sponsible for liberating electrons. 
Breakdown also has the interesting character of being a threshold phenomenon, 
meaning that below a certain critical intensity of the incoming light, breakdown, 
or the series events leading to it, will not be observed. However, once a critical 
intensity is reached events occur strongly and consistently. Optical breakdown is 
particularly interesting in that this threshold is somewhat arbitrarily defined, as 
will be described later on. 
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1.2.2 Sonoluminescence 
Sonoluminescence is the phenomenon by which collapsing bubbles in a fluid emit 
light at the end of their collapses. It has been studied in various contexts since 
its discovery in 1934 [22], and has received considerable attention in recent years 
due to suggestions that the conditions present within the bubble may also be 
sufficient for the generation of nuclear fusion. Importantly, recent simulations 
have suggested that the temperatures and pressures reached within some of the 
most strongly collapsing bubbles may reach upwards of 100,000 K and 150 GPa 
[16,23-25], respectively: conditions approaching those needed to generate nuclear 
fusion. While previous results have come under severe criticism and largely been 
refuted [26-29], the possibility remains that bubble collapse events may present 
conditions sufficient to spark nuclear fusion, and this was largely the basis for car-
rying out the work to be presented in the rest of this document. 
That possibility aside, however, despite the attention sonoluminescence has re-
ceived in recent years, the mechanisms by which the light is generated are still 
unknown. Theories run the gamut from effects like Bremsstrahlung radiation via 
the generation of a plasma region within the bubble [30], corona discharge effects, 
wherein the fluid region at the boundary with the bubble wall becomes strongly 
ionized and begins emitting light [31], and quantum vacuum radiation, wherein 
the bubble wall is moving fast enough to prevent virtual photons produced in the 
vacuum (what we may consider as the empty bubble) from reentering the void and 
so converting them into real photons which we may then observe [32,33]. Experi-
mental attempts to describe emissions events, and ascribe to them an appropriate 
mechanism by which their light is generated, have been fraught with difficulty. 
For the most part, temperature studies have measured the spectrum of the light 
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they emit [30, 34-37], and to fit the measured spectra to curves of different types 
of emitters would be expected to produce. This process has posed significant chal-
lenges as the spectra of emissions indicative of higher temperatures fall outside 
the range of the visible and, at least in the case of water, wavelengths outside of 
the visible are strongly absorbed [38, 39]. In order to use spectra to measure tem-
perature then, one must overcome the challenge of fitting data obtained to the 
tail of an emission curve instead of to the whole thing. Despite the challenges, 
however, these techniques have allowed researchers to narrow the range of likely 
suspects for the emission mechanisms down to blackbody or Bremsstrahlung ra-
diation [30,37]. 
1.2.3 High Pressure Phase Transitions 
Water has a wonderfully diverse phase space, with over 15 known solid phases 
[40, 41]. The majority of these form at cryogenic temperatures, but a handful 
also form at warmer temperatures and higher pressures. Water has a number 
of liquid/ amorphous phases as well, which all form at or near cryogenic tem-
peratures [42-44], but which are in fact thought to be the dominant form of water 
present in the universe [ 45-48]. Of particular interest to this study, however, are the 
crystalline phase of Ice-VI and Ice-VIT, and the amorphous phases, which posses a 
number of properties relevant to the studies to follow. 
The crystalline forms of Ice-VI and Ice-VII are observed to form at room tem-
peratures at pressures of about 1.1 and 2.1 GPa, respectively [49-52]. These two 
phases are of interest to us primarily because observations made during exper-
iments show unexplained objects forming in the vicinity of collapsing bubbles, 
and calculations of the pressures at the locations where these rings form are in 
line with those of both Ice-VI and Ice-VII. In fact, the possibility that these phases 
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might be produced during bubble collapse events was theoretically predicted by 
Hickling in 1994 to explain some of the anomalous features observed of sonolumi-
nescence [53]. With that in mind though, the same observations of these ring struc-
tures very strongly suggest that the objects observed are not a crystalline solid, 
but rather a highly viscous liquid or amorphous phase. Despite the fact that the 
amorphous phases have only been observed to form at cryogenic temperatures, 
they possess properties of ultra-viscous liquids that are relevant here. Importantly, 
the low density amorphous (LDA) and the very high density amorphous (vHDA) 
phases possess viscosities up to 15 orders of magnitude greater than regular wa-
ter [54]. These two properties, the pressures at which the crystalline phases form, 
and the viscous properties of the amorphous phases, are the ones of importance to 
us. 
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Part II 
Experimental Setups and Procedures 
15 
Chapter 2 
Experimental Setups 
While the range of material studied in this thesis is fairly broad, the experiments 
designed to study them were fundamentally similar. Because of this, instead of 
dedicating a separate chapter to each, this chapter will be broken down into sec-
tions describing the multitude of requisite subsystems for each experiment first, 
and then proceed to describe the experiments themselves for each of the phenom-
ena studied. 
2.1 Equipment 
For future reference, tables of equipment regularly used in these experiments are 
presented here. 
Common Name Manufacturer Model 
1" Sphere Impulse Devices, Inc. #07 
2" Sphere Impulse Devices, Inc. #10 
8 Window Sphere Impulse Devices, Inc. #20 
High Pressure Vessel Custom Built N/A 
High Pressure Pump HIP -
Table 2.1: Spheres and High Pressure Equipment 
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Common Name Manufacturer Model 
Oscilloscope Lecroy VVaveRunner20411XJ 
Function Generator Agilent 33220a 
Power Amplifier (lower ampli- E&I 1040 
fication) 
Power Amplifier (greater am- E&I 1140LA 
plification) 
Power Meter Valhalla 2400 
Impedance Matchbox Enl EVB-1 
Timing Box BNC Model500 Pulse Generator 
DAQBoard National Instruments BNC-2090 
Table 2.2: Acoustic Driving and Electronic Components 
Common Name Manufacturer Model 
532nm Nd:YAG Laser Continuum Surelite III 
5x5 Phase Grating Halo I Or Ltd. MS-025-Q-Y-A 
7x7 Phase Grating Halo I Or Ltd. MS-2500-49-0.35 
7x7 Phase Grating Halo I Or Ltd. MS-2500-49-0.095 
Notch Filters CVI XNF-532.0-25.0M 
Sapphire VVindows Guild Optical Custom 
12 GHz Photo Detector New Focus 1557-A 
650 MHz Photo Detector New Focus 1607-AC-FC 
PMT Photonis XP2262B 
Energy Meter Coherent FieldMaxii-P Laser Energy Meter 
Retiga Camera Qirnaging Retiga 1300 
High-Speed Camera Specialised Imaging SIM-X8 
Camera Flash (long & average) Photogenic Powerlight 2500-DR 
Camera Flash (short & bright) Specialised Imaging SI-AD300-IMS 
Table 2.3: Optical Train and Monitoring Components 
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2.2 Expansion Optics 
The expansion optics set up was kept generally constant throughout the experi-
ments. On occasion the polarization angle of the expanded beam (to be explained 
in the following paragraphs) was adjusted to change the downstream beam power, 
and mention will be made of that in the description of the experiments as neces-
sary. 
The expansion optics served two primary purposes. First, as the laser used 
for the following experiments was exceedingly powerful, the expansion optics 
served to lower the local intensity of the incoming beam by spreading it over a 
larger area. This served the primary purpose of protecting the optical components 
downstream from being damaged by intense local fields. It also helped preserve 
beam quality, as intense local fields can have adverse optical effects, like generat-
ing dielectric breakdown, as was mentioned in the previous chapter. Second, the 
expanded beam allowed for lower F numbers (ratio of focal length to aperture) 
which allowed for more tightly focused beams downstream, and so better local-
ization in the regions undergoing study. 
The expansion optics were set up in a box placed immediately after the exit 
point of the beam at the laser's head. The box served the purpose of keeping 
dust off of the expansion optics, and is otherwise uninterestmg. Inside the box, in 
order upstream to downstream, were placed a half wave plate, two lenses for the 
expansion and collimation of the beam, and a polarizing beam splitter. Adjacent 
to the polarizing beam splitter, and still within the box, was a beam dump for light 
of the rejected polarization. A diagram of this setup may be seen Figure 2.1. 
The beam, upon entering the box, had a diameter of 1 mm and was horizon-
tally polarized. At the half wave plate, the polarization of the beam was adjusted 
Collimating Lens 
Half Wave Plate 
0 
Divergent Lens 
Polarizing Beam 
Splitter 
Beam Dump 
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Figure 2.1: Schematic Drawing of the Expansion Optics. The beam would travel 
from left to right, in order, through the half wave plate, divergent lens, collimating 
lens, and polarizing beam splitter. At the polarizing beam splitter, depending on 
the polarization angle set by the half wave plate, a portion of the beam would be 
directed to the beam dump, while the rest would continue on for use in experi-
ments. 
from being completely horizontal to some angle away from the horizontal depend-
ing on the experiment. The polarization of the beam was important downstream, 
where the polarizing beam splitter selectively diverted light of one polarization 
into the beam dump, and allowed the other polarization to pass in the forward 
direction. The wave plate and the beam splitter thus acted as a means to adjust 
the downstream power of the laser. The expansion lenses were placed between 
the half wave plate and the beam splitter. The first expansion lens was a divergent 
lens, acting to expand the incoming light before passing through the second lens. 
The second lens served to collimate the newly expanded beam for use downstream 
in the various experiments. After passing through the collimation optics and the 
beam splitter, the beam exited the box with a diameter of 25 mm and a fully ver-
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tical polarization, with an adjusted power dependent on the polarization angle of 
the beam entering the splitter. With the beams diameter expanded, and its power 
adjusted, it was sent downstream for use in experiments. 
2.3 The Spheres 
The spheres used in the experiments to follow were custom designed by our spon-
sor, Impulse Devices, Inc., for use in experiments pertaining to the cluster collapse 
of bubble clouds. The spheres were made of 3 I 4" thick stainless steel and had 
an outside diameter of 9". They were designed with four or eight sapphire op-
tical windows, arranged such that one could simultaneously fire a laser into the 
center of the sphere through one set of windows, and image the events through 
the other(s). Mounted to the spheres were either eight custom, high-power, piezo-
electric drivers designed by Impulse Devices, or eight APC drivers (Model 90-
4040). These drivers were responsible for delivering the acoustic signal to the 
spheres. The spheres were also equipped with three optional fluid ports for fluid 
handling and for mounting external/internal devices. During experiments spheres 
were operated at pressures up to 31 MPa. During experiments the spheres were 
supported on tripods. 
2.4 The High Pressure Vessel 
The High Pressure Vessel (HPV) was designed with the intent of performing break-
down experiments at extremely high pressures. In designing the HPV the impor-
tant points of concern were that the HPV would be able to withstand pressures 
up to about 175 MPa, the volume of the liquid to be contained in the HPV would 
be small to allow for quick and easy adjustment of temperature and dissolved gas 
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content, and that the liquid in the HPV would be optically accessible. These were 
some pretty tough design constraints to meet. 
The HPV body is made of three, 6"x6"xl", machined, 715-PH stainless steel 
plates. The two outer plates are milled to three quarters of an inch thick except 
near their center's. Located centrally on the inner faces of the outer plates are 1.5 
inch diameter, quarter inch thick protrusions. At the centers of these protruded 
regions are one inch diameter, half inch deep, milled out sections where the optical 
windows are placed. At the centers of the outer faces of the outer plates of the 
HPV are one quarter inch thick, conically milled sections, with minor diameters of 
half an inch and major diameters of one inch. Drilled centrally through the outer 
plates are half inch diameter holes where optical access is granted. Eight equally 
spaced holes, located 2.5" from the centers of the plates, are drilled out for bolts to 
pass through. See Figures 2.2 and 2.3. 
-
-
Figure 2.2: HPV Outer Plate Top View 
The center plate of the HPV body is one inch thick and has a centrally located, 
1.5 inch diameter hole drilled through it. Two 0.02 inch holes are drilled through 
the centers of opposing one inch faces at the plate's ends along one of the long axes 
of the plate, which terminate at the drilled out hole in the center. At the exterior 
ends of these holes, HIP specific mounting sockets are machined. On each face of 
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Figure 2.3: HPV Outer Plate Bottom View 
the center plate is also milled a 2" diameter, 3/8" wide, 0-Ring track for sealing 
purposes. Again, equally spaced holes are drilled out at a radius of 2.5 inches from 
the plate's center for bolts to pass through. See Figure 2.4 
Figure 2.4: HPV Center Plate 
The optical windows used in the HPV are one inch diameter, half inch thick, 
cylindrical sapphires, manufactured by Guild Optical Associates. Sapphire was 
chosen as the material for the windows for its favorable optical qualities, as well 
as its extreme strength. It was just about the only material with the desired optical 
qualities that could withstand pressures up to 175 MPa. The windows were glued 
in to the outer plates of the HPV using Epotek-377, low out-gassing epoxy. This 
was accomplished by coating the outer edges of the milled out window sections 
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with epoxy, sliding the sapphire windows into place, and then baking the whole 
assembly at 210 degrees Celsius for one hour, as per the instructions given by the 
epoxy manufacturer. 
The 0-Rings used in the vessel were stock #330 Polyethylene 0-Rings from 
McMaster-Carr. Once the windows and 0-Rings were in place, the pressure vessel 
components were assembled and bolted together using llOrnrn, grade 10.9, bolts. 
The bolts were torqued to 220 N ·m, as calculated per established guidelines for 
proper 0-Ring sealing. All told, the final product can be seen in Figure 2.5. 
Figure 2.5: HPV Final Product 
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2.5 Liquid Gas Handling System 
The liquid gas handling system (LGHS) was designed, at least initially, by Jeff Ket-
terling and Robert Apfel for use in investigating the effects of dissolved gas on 
single bubble sonoluminescence [55]. It has since been modified by a number of 
individuals including Phillip Anderson, Jonah Zimmerman, and Eleanore Hanlon, 
to expand its capabilities to meet the needs of various experiments. In its most re-
cent incarnation, and as it was used for all the experiments to follow, it had the 
capabilities to degas, filter, and deionize a large reservoir of water, and to subse-
quently pump water into and out of the sphere and pressure vessel. 
As the liquid gas handling system was primarily maintained and documented 
by Jonah Zimmerman, his description will be presented here, verbatim. 
2.5.1 Liquid Side 
The central component of the liquid side of the LGHS is the 5000mL 
spherical reservoir (Ace Glass) with 8 connections. Seven 1 I 4 NPT con-
nections are located on the top, and one hose barb connection is found 
on the bottom. Water leaves the reservoir through the bottom port, 
and one of the 7 top ports is plugged. The other six are used for tem-
perature control, return water, pressure transducer/vent, input water 
supply, and connecting to the gas side of the LGHS. 
From the base of the reservoir, Tygon tubing takes the water to a manual 
shut-off valve and then 1/ 4" Swagelok tubing takes it to the pump. The 
pump is a Micropump Integral Series pump with a 83124-1096 head fit-
ted. It runs off of 24 V and up to 3 A, which is supplied via the Electron-
ics Box. It also has a variable speed control on the back for fine-tuning. 
In parallel with the pump is a check valve which will in theory allow 
back flow past the pump if the outlet pressure builds too high, but un-
fortunately the cracking pressure of the valve is unknown, but assumed 
to be high enough that no part of the system could ever reach it. From 
this point onward, all connections can be assumed 1/ 4" Swagelok tub-
ing unless otherwise noted. After the pump, the water flows through 
a flowmeter (Dwyer) which allows visible inspection of the pump per-
formance. Typically the flowrate is between 1 and 3 gallons per hour. 
After the flowmeter, the water then enters the filters. There are two 
valves at this point that allow the user to select first whether or not to 
use the filters, and then whether to use only the particulate filters, or 
the de-ionizing and then the particulate filters. The ion filters used are 
an adsorber, followed by a research unit. The particulate filters are a 10 
micron canister followed by a 0.35 micron canister. 
At this point there are 4 manual valves which control the flow. The 
first controls whether or not the water flows out an external Tygon tube 
(handy for filling SBSL cells or getting water for acid), the second de-
cides if the water exits to the sphere/pressure vessel, and then there are 
2 manual shut-off valves for the lines going to/from sphere/pressure 
vessel... 
2.5.2 Gas Mixing Side 
There is no central component of the gas mixing side, so we start arbi-
trarily with the mixing vessel (Whitey, W1A-3614). Attached directly 
to it is a pressure gauge (Omega, 232-12) and a pressure transducer 
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(Omega, asd). Then there is a manual shut-off valve which allows the 
vessel to be isolated from the rest of the system. 
From this point, six different components make connections. First is 
a safety release valve which has an unknown cracking, however, this 
author has reached pressures of lOOpsi (0.7 MPa) without it leaking, so 
it must be somewhere above that. The next component is a manual 
vent valve, which has been fitted with a long length of copper tubing 
so that it sits just above and to the right of the BNC breakout box. Next 
are two solenoid valves which allow high pressure gases to enter the 
LGHS. These are known as "gas 1" and "gas 2". 
Last are two valves which connect this area to the rest of the LGHS: 
a leak valve and a solenoid valve. The leak valve allows for the gas 
mixture to be slowly leaked into the liquid reservoir so that precise 
pressure heads above the water may be obtained. The solenoid valve 
simply bypasses the leak valve for other occasions, and is known as 
"gas-desiccant". 
Through the leak valve and gas-desiccant is another junction with many 
connections. First is another solenoid, "vacuum pump", which connects 
to the vacuum pump. Also present are a vacuum pressure transducer 
(VRC), another manual vent, and the desiccant canister. The vacuum 
pump (BOC Edwards) is capable of much higher vacuums than we can 
achieve with the current LGHS (maximum achieved by this author is 
300m Torr) ... The desiccant is used to absorb water vapor and prevent it 
from entering the vacuum pump, which could be damaged by it. 
Through the desiccant there is ap.other solenoid, "reservoir-desiccant", 
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which connects the desiccant to the liquid reservoir. 
2.6 High Pressure Plumbing System 
The High Pressure Plumbing System (HPPS) was designed to allow us to pres-
surize the spheres and pressure vessel to pressures often exceeding 7 MPa, and 
reaching as high as 175 MPa. The HPPS was also designed with the constraints in 
mind that it needed to meld smoothly with the LGHS in order that high pressure 
experiments could be run with clean water and known dissolved gas concentra-
tions, as well as maintaining safe laboratory operating conditions. This was partly 
accomplished by isolating components of the LGHS and HPPS using high pressure 
valves, and partly by maintaining a strict set of operating guidelines. 
2.6.1 Physical Set Up 
The components used on the high pressure end of the system were all stock parts 
from the company HIP, which specializes in high pressure fittings and tubing. 
As a first step, the HPPS was connected to the forward side of the LGHS through 
an HIP valve (valve 1 ). On the high pressure end of valve 1, high pressure pipe was 
run to aT-junction. Connected to one end of the T-junction were an HIP 30kpsi (207 
MPa) rated liquid pump, and in one incarnation or another, a 30kpsi (207 MPa) or 
10kpsi (69 MPa) pressure gauge. Connected to the other end of the T-junction there 
was another HIP valve (valve 2) leading to either the sphere or HPV, depending 
on the experiment. And finally, exiting the sphere or HPV was another HIP valve 
(valve 3) that connected the HPPS to the return side of the LGHS. See Figure 2.6. 
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Figure 2.6: Schematic Drawing of the High Pressure Plumbing System 
2.6.2 Operating Guidelines 
Having established the physical set up of the HPPS, it is important to establish the 
operational guidelines. All mention of pressure adjustments in the experiments to 
follow are carried out via these procedures. 
• Filling the Pressure Pump/Pressurizing the Sphere/HPV 
To fill the pressure pump, first close valves 2 and 3, and if the pressure in 
the fluid lines connecting the sphere/HPV is at ambient, open valve 1. If 
the fluid in the lines is pressurized, make note of that pressure, and depres-
surize it. The pressure is lowered by winding out the pressure pump. Once 
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depressurized open valve 1. Next, the liquid pump from the LGHS should 
be turned on to low power, and the spindle of the pressure pump should be 
wound counter clockwise until the piston is fully extended. Once fully ex-
tended, close valve 1. With valve 1 closed wind the pressure pump clockwise 
until the pressure in the tubes reaches the pressure noted earlier. Open valve 
2 and wind the pressure pump clockwise until the sphere is at the desired 
pressure. Close valve 2. 
• Depressurizing the Sphere/HPV 
To depressurize the sphere/HPV first note the current pressure in the tubing, 
then unwind the pressure pump so that the pressure in the lines between 
valves 1 and 2 is at ambient. Next open valve 1, and wind the pressure pump 
clockwise until there is about two inches of piston remaining between the 
head of the piston and body of the pump. Next, close valve 1 and wind the 
pressure pump clockwise until the pressure is at the pressure noted earlier. 
Open valve 2 and unwind the pressure pump all the way. Once at the end 
wind the pressure pump 4 or 5 turns clockwise, note the pressure. Close 
valve 2 and unwind the pressure pump until the pressure between valve 1 
and 2 is ambient. Open valve 1 and repeat this process until the sphere/HPV 
is depressurized. 
• Flowing water through the sphere/HPV 
To flow water through the sphere/HPV, for purposes of filtering or degassing, 
make sure the sphere/HPV is not pressurized. If pressurized, depressur-
ize via the procedure above. Once depressurized, open all the valves in the 
HPPS. Turn on the liquid pump in the LGHS and let the water flow. 
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2. 7 Acoustic Driving and Resonant Tracking Systems 
The Acoustic Driving System was primarily responsible for providing the acoustic 
signal to the drivers mounted to the sphere. At the core of the acoustic driving sys-
tem was the Agilent 33220a function generator used to generate the acoustic signal. 
The output of the function generator was split, one end was connected to either the 
E&I 1040 or E&I 1140LA power amplifier, and the other to a LeCroy WaveMaster 
oscilloscope for analysis purposes. The output of the power amplifier was sent to 
an Enl EVB-1 impedance match box, and from there routed in parallel to the piezo 
drivers mounted to the sphere. See Figure 2.7. The sphere was generally driven 
resonantly at its </;300 mode at a frequency of rv26 kHz. 
Function 
Generator 
Agilent 33220a 
... E&l 1040 
1--"T"""'' .. ~ Power Amplifier 
Osci lloscope 
Lecroy 
WaveRunner 204MXI 
.. 
Enl EVB-1 
Impedance 
Match Box 
( Sphere ) 
Figure 2.7: Schematic Drawing of the Acoustic Driving System. The function gen-
erator in this image provided the signal used to drive the acoustics of the resonator. 
From the function generator, this signal would be split into two paths, one directed 
to the oscilloscope for monitoring purposes, the other directed towards the power 
amplifier. The power amplifier would then amplify the signal from the function 
generator, whereupon it would be sent through the impedance match box and then 
on to the sphere to drive the acoustics. 
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2.7.1 Resonance Tracking in Breakdown Experiments 
The resonance tracking system in the breakdown experiments was responsible for 
automatically adjusting the drive frequency of the acoustics to keep the sphere 
at its resonant mode. This was accomplished by maximizing the voltage output 
of a piezo-electric pill transducer mounted to the side of the sphere by adjusting 
the drive frequency. Initially this was accomplished by hand, by monitoring the 
pill signal using an oscilloscope, and then manually adjusting the frequency of 
the function generator driving the acoustics until the signal at the scope was at a 
maximum. 
This process was then automated to allow computer control of the resonance 
tracking. This was accomplished by taking the signal from the pill transducer and 
sending it to a National Instruments breakout box, which was then connected to a 
data acquisition (DAQ) board in the computer. Using a custom Matlab controller, 
the signal from the DAQ (and hence the pill) was sent to the computer to be an-
alyzed. The function generator was also connected to the computer (via GPIB) 
which was also controlled by Matlab. The basics of the controller, then, were as 
follows. The controller would look at the pill signal over 100 or so cycles of the 
acoustics and store the RMS amplitude value of that signal. It would then store the 
current driving frequency of the function generator, and subsequently increase or 
decrease the driving frequency of the function generator. It would then remeasure 
the RMS amplitude of the pill signal and the new driving frequency, store them, 
then determine if the new amplitude was greater or less than the old amplitude. 
Depending on the direction of the last frequency shift, and the change in amplitude 
of the pill signal, the controller would then determine whether or not the current 
frequency was above or below the resonant frequency, adjust the drive frequency 
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accordingly (in increments of O.lHz), and repeat roughly once every second. 
One of the main advantages of this system, which at first glance seems disad-
vantageous, was its relative slowness. If, for example, the system were rv 5Hz 
from resonance it would take the controller a little under a minute to find it, which 
was disadvantageous (though in such a case the user could make manual adjust-
ments to speed up the process). The advantage of the relative slowness was that 
upon detuning, say after a collapse event, the controller could not drift very far 
from resonance during the few seconds it would take the sphere to recover, and so 
was able to quickly re-establish it. The real disadvantages of this system, and what 
ultimately led to it being scrapped, were stability and timing issues associated 
with the constant frequency adjustments the controller needed to make to track 
the resonance. While these frequency adjustments didn't meaningfully affect the 
amplitude of the acoustic signals as measured at the sphere wall ( <5%), they made 
precisely synchronizing devices/ events in phase with the acoustics difficult to im-
plement. This would become particularly problematic during the bubble collapse 
studies, where precise control over the phase at which the bubbles were nucleated 
was important. 
2.7.2 Resonance Tracking in Sonoluminescence and High Pressure Phase Tran-
sition Experiments 
The resonance tracking system in the sonoluminescence and high pressure phase 
transition had the same responsibilities as the system used in the breakdown ex-
periments but was implemented differently. In these studies, a laser doppler vi-
brometer (LDV) was used in addition to, or instead of, the pill transducer to mon-
itor the response of the sphere. The LDV allowed for direct measurements of the 
displacement and velocity of the resonator's wall to be made which was not possi-
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ble with the pill transducer. Resonance tracking was also accomplished differently, 
using a phase-locked loop (PLL) to track the resonance frequency instead of an am-
plitude monitor. The PLL worked by using a phase detector and a custom Labview 
program to reference the LDV and/ or pill signal against that of the driving signal, 
and making adjustments to the driving frequency accordingly to maintain reso-
nance. This method allowed more precise control over the resonance frequency, as 
well as better control over the laser firing phase with respect to the acoustics. 
2.8 Timing System 
The Timing System was responsible for synchronizing the laser and camera trig-
gers at a fixed point in time with respect to the phase of the acoustic driving signal. 
At the core of the timing system was a custom TTL circuit built by Phillip Ander-
son. The TTL circuit was responsible for generating and modulating a variety of 
input and output signals. Most importantly, it was responsible for generating a 
constant 10Hz TTL clock pulse synced in phase with the 26kHz driving acoustics, 
which continuously triggered the laser flashlamps required for normal laser oper-
ation. Importantly, if the flash lamps were not triggered at this 10Hz repetition 
rate, the energy of each laser pulse was observed to vary wildly from shot to shot, 
and often resulted in the laser ceasing to fire entirely. Triggering the flashlamps 
does not trigger the Q-Switch which is responsible for the actual firing of the laser. 
In order to synchronize the laser firing with the acoustics the Q-Switch needed an 
independent user controlled trigger synced with the flashlamps. 
In order to synchronize the 10Hz flashlamp trigger with the acoustics, the TTL 
circuit took a sync signal from the function generator driving the acoustics as a 
reference point for the flashlamp trigger. Through a series of gate and delay logic 
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circuits (and a bunch of voodoo magic), the TTL circuit effectively delayed or ad-
vanced the This 10Hz signal with respect to the acoustic signal by up to one half 
an acoustic period, or roughly ±20 p.s. This effectively served to line up the 10Hz 
laser signal with the 26kHz acoustic signal in a way that preserved optimal laser 
flashlamp trigger timing (the assumption being that ±20 p.s was an inconsequen-
tial shift over 0.1 s and so the 10Hz repetition rate of the flash lamps would be 
effectively maintained). This 10Hz signal could then be advanced or delayed with 
respect to the acoustic signal using a potentiometer in order to line it up with a 
fixed point in phase with respect to the acoustics. The timing diagram of all this, 
courtesy of Phillip Anderson, may be seen in Figure 2.8. 
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Ca Independent Delays 
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*Rxed Delay can be extended with a monostable 555 timer circuit if necessary 
Figure 2.8: Timing Diagram of the System Controlling the Firing Time of the Laser 
(Courtesy Phillip Anderson) 
The output of the TTL circuit was connect to a BNC model 500 pulse generator, 
which was responsible for sending out the actual Q-Switch and camera triggers. 
Upon an operator supplied input trigger signal to the TTL circuit, the TTL circuit 
would send out a trigger pulse to the pulse generator. The pulse generator featured 
four independent output channels, which could be independently set to send out 
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pulses arbitrarily delayed from the TTL trigger pulse, with user defined pulse type 
(positive or negative going TTL, etc) and durations. The Q-Switch trigger to the 
laser was set to fire 200 ps after the input trigger pulse, and the camera trigger 
timing was set depending on the experiment. 
2.9 Miscellaneous 
Included in this section are the bits and pieces of the experimental setup that don't 
merit full section descriptions of their own, but are nonetheless important. 
During experiments where temperature was monitored, an Omega CNi-3252 
temperature probe was used with a T-type thermocouple. The thermocouple was 
taped to the side of the sphere/HPV. It was generally assumed that the tempera-
ture shift in these experiments would be slow, and so the difference between the 
surface and interior temperatures of the sphere/HPV would be negligible. The 
output of the thermocouple was routed to the breakout box, and monitored using 
the Matlab or Lab View controllers mentioned above. 
The Retiga camera used in the breakdown experiments was controlled alterna-
tively by the Qimaging software suite and the Matlab controller. The Qimaging 
suite was used in some of the earlier experiments, but was eventually replaced 
by the Matlab controller to allow for more automated experiments to be run. The 
Qimaging software suite and the Matlab controller both allowed the user to set 
camera exposure times, digital gain, region of interest, and trigger type (computer 
controlled or TTL pulse). 
Through its many iterations, the Matlab controller became responsible for reso-
nance tracking, modifying the amplitude of the function generator output voltage 
(hence power of the acoustics), camera triggering, and temperature monitoring. 
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It also had manual user defined inputs for ambient pressure level, camera expo-
sure time, and built in data sorting and storage functions, essentially becoming 
a file system in its own right. Unless otherwise noted, trigger timings, exposure 
timings, acoustic amplitude, etc., and all data acquisition were accomplished with 
either the Matlab or Lab View controllers mentioned. 
Chapter 3 
Breakdown Experiments 
3.1 Early Experiments and Motivation for Further Breakdown 
Studies 
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The idea to use optical breakdown as a tool for measuring the absolute pressure in 
water was an offshoot of another experiment designed to test the quality of custom 
phase gratings. The phase gratings were to be used as a cost effective way to 
nucleate a spatially controlled cloud of bubbles in water using a single, powerful, 
laser beam. The phase gratings worked by 'splitting' one incoming laser beam 
into 25 fractionally powerful outgoing beams, arranged in· a 5x5 or 7x7 grid. The 
experiments called for a number of separate phase gratings, wherein the outgoing 
beams from each could be focused at staggered locations in the fluid to nucleate 
the bubbles in a 5x5x5 or 7x7x7 cube. Ideally, the 25 or 49 new beams from each 
grating would be equally powerful, and so an experiment was drawn up to test 
the quality of the phase gratings based on some metric of the equality of the split 
beams. 
The experiment devised was relatively simple. It involved setting up a test 
tank into which the split laser from the phase gratings would be fired, and looking 
at light scattered in the focal region of each beam using a camera. The idea was 
that, so long as the beams coming out of phase gratings were equally powerful, 
the intensity of the scattered light should also be equal. 
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The test tank used was a custom, five-sided, open top box, with a 1" diameter, 
conical sapphire window mounted in the side (See Fig. 3.1). The sapphire win-
dow was chosen for its favorable mechanical and optical properties, as well as to 
replicate the laser propagation conditions in future work on another project. Once 
the tank was set up on the optical bench, the rest of the optical components requi-
site for the experiment were set up. From the exit point of the beam expander, the 
laser was directed through a phase grating and a focusing lens, and then into the 
test tank. The lens used in these experiments was a 200 mm focal distance lens, set 
up adjacent to the tank such that the focal point of the incoming beam was at the 
center of the long axis of the tank. The phase grating was placed prior to the lens 
in the optical path, spaced a few millimeters in front of it. The Retiga camera was 
then set up on a perpendicular axis to the incoming laser beam and set to image 
the focal region. 
Figure 3.1: Tank used for phase grating studies. Tank dimensions: 12"x6"x10" 
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After the tank was set up, and the beam conditioned and focused into it, the 
timings of the camera and laser triggers, as well as the camera exposure time, were 
set up. The timings of these events were set to provide optimal images of the focal 
region, based on pixel saturation and brightness levels of observed events. The 
timings of the trigger pulses were controlled by the BNC model 500 pulse gener-
ator which allowed for variable delays between multiple trigger pulses based on 
user supplied reference trigger pulses. The camera exposure time was set via the 
Qlmaging software suite packaged with the Retiga camera. Via a process of trial 
and error it was found that a camera exposure time of up to 3 seconds, with the 
camera trigger arriving lOms before the laser pulse trigger, was optimal for our 
observations. A typical image of the events taking place in the focal region during 
this experiment can be seen in Figure 3.2. The image shows 25 lines of breakdown 
events, with the brightest events occurring at or near the focal plane (roughly the 
half way point along the length of the image), dimmer events occurring in the pre-
focal region (left), and very few events occurring the post focal region (right). The 
dimmer events in the prefocal region correspond to areas in the beam path with 
relatively low intensities (though clearly high enough to generate a few events). 
The lack of events in the post focal region is due to the scattering. and absorption 
of light in the pre focal and focal regions which prevents light of great enough 
intensity to cause breakdown events from reaching the area. 
As the actual results of this experiment are unimportant to what follows, and 
are not expressly my own but rather Phillip Anderson's, they will not be explained 
thoroughly here. However, parts of the events observed were instrumental in pro-
viding motivation for the experiments to follow, and so they will be presented in a 
concise fashion to highlight key points. 
As a first point of note, we look at an example image of optical breakdown 
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Figure 3.2: Typical image of breakdown events from a single laser pulse in the test 
tank during phase grating studies. Beam Characteristics [Pulse Energy: 80 mJ, 
Pulse Width: Sns] Camera Settings [Exposure Time: 1 s, Trigger Timing: 10 ms 
pre-laser] 
from previous experiments [17](Figure 3.3). The similarities between the line event 
in Figure 3.3 and the line events in Figure 3.2 are striking. Both display a dotted 
character, where one finds small regions of very bright events, connected by (at 
least partially so) dimmer, but still clearly bright spots. It is also noticeable that the 
events in both figures seem to have some threshold beyond which the events dim 
down dramatically and stop. This was a good indication, at least qualitatively, 
that what we were observing was indeed breakdown (as opposed to a thermal 
phase transition), which had not been considered when this experiment was ini-
tially thought up. 
Second, it is interesting to note some of the actual results of the analysis of 
these events. Particularly, the ease with which the varying levels of brightness of 
each line in the focal region could be distinguished. It is clear to the naked eye 
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Figure 3.3: Optical Breakdown in Water [17]. Beam Characteristics [Pulse Energy: 
10 mJ, Pulse Duration: 6 ns] 
in Figure 3.2 that the center line is considerably dimmer than lines surrounding 
it, this is also readily observed in a computational analysis of the images. The 
analysis performed involved taking line sums on the rows of the image matrix 
(images from the Retiga are nothing but matrices of 12 bit numbers corresponding 
to the brightness observed at a given pixel) and then plotting the results of the line 
sums to reveal peaks corresponding to the laser lines imaged (See Fig. 3.4a). Aside 
from giving us results that were already clear just from looking at the images, 
the analysis also revealed that it was relatively easy to distinguish the brightness 
levels of each line from the other lines, not just the very dim center line. This 
showed that, at least over the range of laser powers spanned by the beams exiting 
the phase grating, the dynamic range of the Retiga camera was suitable enough to 
capture differences quantitatively. 
Finally, as another means of quantifying the beams, a line sum was taken on 
the columns of the image matrix to reveal the spatial characteristics of the events 
in the focal region (See Fig. 3.4b ). It was observed in the spatial profile that there 
was a relatively gradual increase in brightness from the entrance point of the beam 
to the focal region, and then a steep decline in brightness immediately following 
the focal region. Though not a tell tale sign, the spatial profile in the brightness 
suggested a scatterer (or strong absorber) was being generated in the focal region 
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(a) Plot of horizontal line sums of breakdown (b) Plot of vertical line sums of breakdown 
events generated under the same conditions events generated under the same conditions 
presented in Figure 3.2 presented in Figure 3.2 
Figure 3.4: Plots of Horizontal and Vertical Line Sums Used of Multi-line Break-
down Images 
and stopping a large portion of the light from traveling further downstream. This 
coincided with the notion that breakdown would generate a large plasma region, 
capable of doing either of those things. 
Although it had been known that breakdown events were 'always' taking place 
in the focal region of the beam (they were in fact the primary mechanism for cre-
ating nuclei for bubbles) it had never until this point, been thought of as being 
useful for anything more. With the realization that breakdown events were so im-
mediately observable, the camera was able to distinguish and resolve differences 
in relative brightness of the events, and with the unsolved problem of how to mea-
sure the pressure inside the sphere, the idea to use optical breakdown as a pres-
sure sensor was truly born. Experiments were drawn up immediately to determine 
whether breakdown was affected by pressure, and whether or not the effect would 
be observable in the region of pressures we would be exploring. 
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3.2 Experiments in the Sphere 
The bulk of early breakdown experiments were carried out in the sphere (See Fig. 
1.1) using an imaging technique to detect breakdown similar to that presented in 
the Section 3.1. In most all of the experiments carried out in the sphere, images of 
multi and single line events were taken and analyzed in order to glean what we 
could about the dependence of the breakdown threshold on pressure, temperature, 
and dissolved gas concentrations. 
3.2.1 Phase Grating Breakdown Studies 
The experiments carried out in the sphere involving the phase gratings were sim-
ilar to the experiments carried out in the test tank. In these experiments, the en-
ergy of the expanded beam was adjusted using the wave plate and beam splitter 
to a nominal energy of 12.5 mJ per pulse. The beam energy was measured inter-
mittently throughout the experiments with the Coherent energy meter to ensure . 
minimal experimental variation. Upon exiting the expansion box, the beam was 
directed toward the sphere via a series of mirrors. The beam was then aligned 
such that it passed through the center of the sphere. A 5x5 phase grating was 
then placed in the path of the beam adjacent to a 125 mm focal length lens. The 
lens and phase grating were then positioned in such a fashion that the focal plane 
of the beams was at the center of the sphere. The Retiga camera was then posi-
tioned at the optical window orthogonal to the path of the laser and focused to the 
sphere's center (See Fig. 3.5). The window opposite the Retiga was covered with 
black paper to prevent outside light sources from contaminating what the Retiga 
imaged. The water used in the sphere during these experiments was degassed by 
equilibration with air to 120 Torr. 
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The trigger timings and camera exposure times were controlled by the BNC 
pulse generator and Qlmaging software, and set via trial and error methods to 
give the best images. In this case, the timings were set such that the camera was 
triggered lOms before the laser and the camera exposure time was set to one sec-
ond. 
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Figure 3.5: Schematic drawing of experiments carried out in the sphere using 
phase gratings. CL - Collimating lenses used to expand the beam from a diameter 
of 1 mm to a diameter of 25 mm. HWP & PBS - Half wave plate and polarizing 
beam splitter used to adjust the downstream energy of the beam used in experi-
ments. 5x5 - Phase grating used to split the single incoming beam into a 5x5 grid 
of fractionally powerful beams for use in experiments. FL - Focusing lens used 
to focus the incoming beam at the center of the sphere. CCD- Charge coupled 
device, i.e. the camera used to image breakdown events generated at the center of 
the sphere. 
The standard operating procedures (SOP) for the phase grating experiments, 
once everything was set up, began with the operator arming the Retiga. Once 
armed, the Retiga waited for a trigger pulse before beginning its exposure. The 
operator would then manually send the trigger signal to the timing circuit, which 
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in turn sent out trigger signals to BNC pulse generator and the camera. Once 
triggered, the Retiga would begin its exposure, the laser would fire, and once the 
exposure was complete, the image would be sent to the Qimaging software suite, 
where it could be previewed and/ or stored. 
Static Pressure Effects on Breakdown 
The experiments looking at the effects of static pressure on breakdown (using 
beams split by the phase gratings) was very much the proof of concept experiment 
for this whole line of work. Following the SOP for the phase grating experiments, 
images of breakdown events were taken over a range of pressures from 0 MPa to 
24.1 MPa, in increments of 1.7MPa. Ten images of the events were taken at each 
pressure. Pictures were taken spaced in time roughly one minute apart, to be ana-
lyzed later via the vertical line sum technique used to generate Figure 3.4b and to 
be more fully developed in Section 6.1.1. 
Acoustic Pressure Via Breakdown Techniques 
The experiments attempting to measure acoustic pressure via breakdown (again, 
using beams split by the phase gratings) was similar to the static pressure experi-
ment, only now with acoustics running. Experiments with acoustics were carried 
out at two ambient pressures, 5.5 MPa and 10.3 MPa. During these experiments the 
resonance frequency was tracked manually by the user, and the output voltage of 
the function generator going to the E&I 1040 amplifier was set to 50 m V at 5.5 MPa 
and 80 m V at 10.3 MPa. Using the timing system described above, the laser firing 
time was adjusted with respect to the phase of the acoustic signal from 0 to 21r in 
increments of 1r /5. The camera trigger and exposure times for this experiment re-
mained 10 ms pre-laser trigger and one second, respectively. Ten images at each 
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of the ten phases of the acoustics were then taken following the SOP. Images at 
any given phase were taken at one minute intervals. Between advancing the laser 
firing phase from one phase to the next with respect to the acoustics, the output 
voltage of the function generator was set to 10m V. 
3.2.2 Single Line Breakdown Studies 
The phase grating studies, having yielded very promising results (See Sections 
6.1.1 & 6.1.2), warranted continued study of the observed phenomena. In sum-
mary, what we learned in the multi-line studies was that at super threshold irra-
diances, increasing the static (or acoustic) pressure had the effect of reducing the 
intensity of the light observed at the Retiga as well as shortening the length of the 
region where events were observed. We also used what we learned from the phase 
grating studies to refine our experimental techniques and try to get better results. 
Some of biggest refinements came in the form of reducing the size of the regions 
imaged, as data transfer at the Retiga was a huge bottleneck, and now that we only 
had one line to image we could afford to cut out the blank space. We also began 
ramping down and then ramping back up the acoustic driving amplitude between 
every image, as bubble clouds seemed to have become stabilized by the acoustics 
in the multi-line study, which interfered with results. And by generally automating 
the whole system, less time was lost on processes that were formerly controlled by 
the user, such as data storage and the manual tracking of the laser firing phase and 
resonance frequency. 
The basic set up of the single line experiments, as far as optical paths and cam-
era positioning, was almost identical to the multi-line experiments. The primary 
difference here being that the phase grating responsible for splitting the beam was 
removed from the optical path (refer to the phase grating setup image, Fig. 3.5). 
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The laser energy per pulse in this experiment was also adjusted such that the beam 
energy leaving the expansion box was 2.1 mJ per pulse. The water in these experi-
ments was degassed to 120 Torr. 
Static Pressure Effects on Breakdown 
Procedurally, this experiment was quite similar to the static pressure phase grat-
ing studies. Images were taken over a range of static pressures from 0 MPa to 
24.1 MPa in 1.7MPa increments. However, because of the newly functional au-
tomation scheme, 250 images were taken at each pressure instead of 10 and because 
there were fewer bottle necks in capturing and storing data, images of events were 
taken roughly once per second instead of once per minute. 
Acoustic Pressure Via Breakdown Techniques 
This experiment was also reminiscent of the earlier phase grating experiments, but 
not as exactly similar as the static pressure experiments. The ambient pressures 
at which the single line studies were carried out were 5.5 MPa and 10.3 MPa. The 
driving amplitudes of the function generator were again set at 50mV and 80mV, 
depending on the ambient pressure. 
The two main differences between this experiment and the phase grating ex-
periment were how the phase with respect to the acoustics was tracked, and how 
the acoustic amplitude was modified between individual laser shots. In this ex-
periment the laser and camera triggers were not locked in phase with respect to 
the acoustics. Instead the laser firing time with respect to the acoustic phase was 
arbitrary, but was monitored and stored in the oscilloscope for analysis later us-
ing a New Focus fast photodetector. It should be noted that at this point we were 
not using the photodetector to measure anything quantitative about the beam it-
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self, we only cared about when the laser was fired with respect to the phase of the 
acoustics. After obtaining the firing phase of each shot, the data was binned, for 
analysis purposes, in increments of 1r / 5 over the range from 0 to 21r, where each 
bin spanned the range ( n1r ) / 5 ± 1r / 10. 
The other major difference in this experiment between it and its phase grating 
counterpart, was the acoustic amplitude modification. As we had had problems 
in the phase grating study with nucleating and stabilizing bubble clouds while 
the acoustics were running, we decided to ramp down the acoustics between each 
shot of the laser. After each laser trigger the driving amplitude at the function 
generator was ramped down to 10m V over 10 seconds. It was then held at 10m V 
for 25 seconds, then ramped back up over another 10 seconds to 50 m V or 80 m V 
depending on the ambient pressure of the particular experiment. It was then held 
at this peak amplitude for 5 seconds before the laser and camera were triggered. 
This process was repeated approximately 1200 times at each ambient pressure. 
Temperature was also monitored during these experiments using the Omega 
temperature head. This experiment, at each ambient pressure, took roughly five 
hours to run and during that time, because of the confined space, the continuous 
running of high power electronics, and poor environmental control in our lab, the 
lab would heat up considerably, as much as 20 degrees Fahrenheit over the course 
of a single experiment. 
Temperature Effects on Breakdown 
This experiment was an offshoot of the acoustic pressure experiment described 
above, and came about because we could not control the temperature in the lab 
and needed to be able to compensate for its effects. This experiment was nearly 
identical to the static pressure experiments and was carried out at two static pres-
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sures, 12.1 MPa and 19 MPa. During this experiment, all the electronics in the lab 
were turned on to generate heat similar to what was experienced when the acous-
tics were turned on. This meant turning on the oscilloscope, power amps, function 
generator, etc., but not connecting the components driving the acoustics to the 
sphere. After this, identical procedures to the static pressure experiment were fol-
lowed, with one difference. Instead of taking 1200 images, an arbitrary number 
were taken. The number of images taken was arbitrary in the sense that there was 
no preset number of images to be taken going in to the experiment. Instead images 
were taken continuously until the room reached temperatures too uncomfortable 
to work in, or when the laser ceased to function properly, which happened in both 
cases at about 33-35 oc. 
3.3 Experiments in the High Pressure Vessel 
Having established through both subsets of experiments in the sphere that pres-
sure did indeed affect the characteristics of breakdown at super-threshold irradi-
ances, we sought to further refine and expand our experiments. The hope with 
the high pressure vessel was to devise a more robust method to measure pres-
sure's effect on optical breakdown without using the slower imaging techniques. 
We also sought to measure the breakdown threshold directly in these experiments 
instead of extrapolating based on length of breakdown region as in the previous 
experiments at super-threshold irradiances. Further, we wanted to extended the 
pressure region over which had run at previously to have a more complete picture 
of the effect. 
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3.3.1 Temporal Anomaly Experiment 
The temporal anomaly experiment was the first carried out in the HPV. This ex-
periment was designed to look for emissions from breakdown events by looking 
for spikes in the photodetector signal monitoring the events. The idea here was 
that the light captured by the photodetector would be made up of both laser light 
and light from breakdown emissions, and so emission events would stand out as 
anomalous blips in the signal that would otherwise just be laser light. In this ex-
periment the laser energy coming out of the expansion box was set to 2.1 mJ per 
pulse. From the exit of the expansion box the beam was routed via a series of 
mirrors to pass through the center of the HPV. In the beam path, between the last 
routing mirror and the pressure vessel, were then inserted another half wave plate 
and polarizing beam splitter. Between the polarizing beam splitter and pressure 
vessel was then placed a 40 mm focal distance lens, set to focus the beam at the 
center of the HPV. Placed behind the pressure vessel was the New Focus 12 GHz 
fast photodetector (see Fig. 3.6). The output of the fast photodetector was routed 
to the oscilloscope. 
During this experiment the laser was set to run automatically at its default set-
tings, firing both the Q-Switch and flash lamps at 10Hz. Data was also collected 
automatically in this experiment by the oscilloscope, which was set to trigger at the 
arrival of the photodetector signal and then record and store that data on its own 
hard drive. The scope was set to record data over 20 ns intervals such that it would 
capture signals up to 5 ns before and after the rise and fall of the laser signal. 
In this experiment the energy of the beam directed to the HPV was adjusted us-
ing the second wave plate and beam splitter configuration. The energy was varied 
over a range of energies by adjusting wave plate angles from () = 0 to () = 45 de-
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Figure 3.6: Schematic drawing of the temporal anomaly experiments. HWP - Half 
wave plate used to adjust the polarization angle of the light exiting the laser. PBS 
- Polarizing beam splitter used in combination with the half wave plate to adjust 
downstream laser energy. L1 - 40 mm focal length lens used to focus laser into the 
center of the HPV. PD2 - New Focus 12 GHz photodetector. 
grees in increments of 5 degrees, with the forward laser energy given by E0 sin(2B). 
One hundred data sets were collected at each energy interval and the experiment 
was repeated over a range of pressure from 0 MPa to 172.4 MPa in 34.5 MPa incre-
ments. 
3.3.2 Cross Correlation Experiment 
The cross correlation experiment, instead of looking for anomalous blips in a sin-
gle photodetector signal, was designed to look for differences between two sepa-
rate photodetector signals. In this case, one photodetector was set up behind the 
pressure vessel to monitor emissions from breakdown events as in the temporal 
anomaly experiment, while another was set up in front of the pressure vessel to 
collect a reference signal from the laser pulse alone. In this way, upon compar-
ing the two signals, one might be more readily able to separate emissions from 
breakdown events from the laser pulse background. 
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Figure 3.7: Schematic drawing of the cross correlation experiments. HWP- Half 
wave plate used to adjust the polarization angle of the light exiting the laser. PBS 
- Polarizing beam splitter used in combination with the half wave plate to adjust 
downstream laser energy. Ll - 40 mm focal length lens used to focus laser into the 
center of the HPV. PDl- New Focus 650MHz photodetector. PD2- New Focus 
12 GHz photodetector. 
The set up and execution of the cross correlation experiment was nearly iden-
tical to the temporal anomaly experiment. The only difference was that a second 
photodetector, the New Focus 650 MHz detector, was placed at the output of the 
second beam splitter, and its output was collected and stored by the oscilloscope 
along with the 12 GHz signal (see Fig. 3.7) . Attenuators were also placed in the 
path of the beam directed to the second photodetector to prevent it from becoming 
saturated or damaged. This experiment was run over the same range of pressures 
and wave plate angles as the temporal anomaly experiment. 
3.3.3 Peak Intensity Deviation Experiment 
This experiment, instead of looking at the time evolution of individual events, was 
designed to look at how the average peak intensity of events observed changed as 
a function of pressure. In this experiment the laser energy coming out of the expan-
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sion box was set to 0.5 mJ per pulse. From the exit of the expansion box, the beam 
was routed via a series of mirrors, to pass through the center of the HPV. In the 
beam path, between the last routing mirror and the pressure vessel, were placed in 
order from the mirror to the HPV, up to seven glass slides1 spaced one inch apart, 
one polarizing beam splitter oriented such that the horizontal polarization passed 
forward to the HPV, one 50/50 beam splitter1, a half wave plate, another polariz-
ing beam splitter, and the 40 mm focusing lens, focused to the center of the HPV. 
A power meter was placed adjacent to the third beam splitter in the chain, at the 
exit point of the beam splitter where the rejected polarization of light was routed, 
and a 25 mm lens was used to focus the rejected light on to the optical element 
of the power meter. Placed behind the pressure vessel was a 50 mm lens focused 
on the optical element of the New Focus 12 GHz fast photodetector, which had a 
532 nm Raman notch filter taped to its front to prevent it being damaged and to 
filter out signals from the laser (see Fig. 3.8). The output of the fast photodetector 
was monitored at the oscilloscope. 
The laser was set to run automatically in this experiment as it was previously. 
The oscilloscope was again triggered by the photodetector signal and spanned the 
same time interval as the temporal anomaly experiment. However, the scope was 
not set to record and store individual time traces from the photodetector. Instead 
the scope was set to use its built in math functions to take the average of 500 pho-
todetector traces, then store that data on its hard drive. 
In this experimeht the energy of the beam was adjusted in two ways. At maxi-
mum power all seven glass slides and the 50/50 beam splitter were removed from 
the optical path. The beam energy was then adjusted using the wave plate and 
beam splitter over the full range allowed by the configuration. Once the power 
1These items were optionally removed to adjust downstream beam energy reachlng the HPV 
Nd:YAG Laser 
6ns, 532nm 
HPV 
PD L2 Ll PBS HWP GL * 50/50 
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Figure 3.8: Schematic drawing of the peak intensity deviation experiments. HWP 
-Half wave plate used to adjustthe polarization angle of the light passing through 
it. CL - Expansion and collimation lenses used to expand the beam diameter from 
1 mm to 25 mm. PBS - Polarizing beam splitter used in combination with the half 
wave plate to adjust downstream laser energy. GL - Glass slide placed in beam 
path to adjust downstream laser energy. 50/50 -50/50 beam splitter, optionally 
placed in the beam path, to adjust downstream laser energy. GL *-Up to seven 
glass slides, optionally p laced in the beam path, to adjust downstream laser en-
ergy. L1 - 40 mm focal length lens used to focus laser into the center of the HPV. 
HPV - High pressure vessel. L2 - 25 mm focal length lens used to focus light ex-
iting the HPV onto the photodetector. NF - 532 nm Raman notch filter placed in 
front of photodetector to block out light from the laser. PD - New Focus 12 GHz 
p hotodetector. 
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forward, as prescribed by the wave plate and beam splitter was at a minimum, the 
50/50 beam splitter was placed in the beam path to reduce the power forward an-
other 50 percent. Following the 50/50 beam splitter, the glass slides were inserted 
in to the beam path, one after another, to reduce the beam energy another 4 percent 
each. The laser energy during this experiment, at each pressure, was varied over 
the full range just described. The experiment was carried out over pressures from 
0 MPa to 172.4 MPa in increments of 6.9 MPa. 
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Figure 3.9: Photodetector Alignment for the Peak Intensity Deviation Experiments 
This experiment also explored the effects of changing the photodetector loca-
tion with respect to the outgoing laser beam from the pressure vessel. In one set 
of experiments the photodetector was aligned concentrically with respect to the 
beam (Fig. 3.9a), and in another it was lined up askance to it (Fig. 3.9b ). Placing 
the photodetector off-axis wasn't part of the experiment as originally designed, but 
rather came about as a type of sanity check after observations from the concentri-
cally aligned case were made which were exactly opposite of what was expected 
at low pressures, and just completely unexpected at higher pressures. A possible 
explanation for the results obtained (at low pressures, at least) was that, instead 
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of capturing light from the breakdown regions, the photodetectors were actually 
capturing laser light, and that the trend inversion we were observing was the re-
sult of laser light being absorbed and/ or scattered by the breakdown regions. The 
photodetector was placed off-axis with the incoming beam in order to investigate 
this possibility. 
Chapter4 
Sonoluminescence and High Pressure Phase 
Transition Experiments 
4.1 Experimental Setups 
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The experimental setups for the sonoluminescence and high pressure phase transi-
tion studies are all very similar to those of the breakdown studies carried out in the 
spheres presented in the last chapter. In these experiments, bubbles were gener-
ated in the center of the sphere via laser nucleation. The water was prepared in the 
same fashion as presented in the previous chapter, and for these experiments was 
degassed by equilibration with air down to 120 Torr. These experiments were car-
ried out at or near room temperature, 27.3 oc, with the ambient temperature across 
experiments varying on the order of less than ±3 oc; however, the effects of tem-
perature on the phenomena studied in this section were not explicitly monitored. 
The sonoluminescence experiments were conducted for both the single and multi 
bubble cases and so were alternately conducted with and without phase gratings 
to generate single or multiple bubbles. SL emissions were monitored in two ways, 
via either PMT monitoring of the light output, or by direct imaging using the high 
speed camera. The high pressure phase transition experiments were conducted 
only for the single bubble case and were monitored via imaging. 
In these experiments, the beam energy of the laser was adjusted using the half-
waveplate and polarizing beam splitter at the exit of the expansion optics enclosure 
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described in the previous chapter. The beam energy used for single bubble studies 
was nominally set to 2.3 mJ per pulse, but was adjusted around this value as neces-
sary to ensure only a single bubble was generated. For multi bubble experiments, 
the beam energy was set to 180 mJ per pulse. Once the energy was set, the beam 
was then routed through a series of mirrors to the sphere to nucleate the bubbles. 
In the case of multi bubble studies, the beam was shone through a 7x7 phase grat-
ing and focused to the center of the sphere using a 125 mm focal length lens. For 
single bubble studies the phase grating was omitted. 
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Figure 4.1: Schematic of the experimental setup for imaging experiments. CL-
Collimation lenses used to expand beam waist from 1 mm to 25 mm. HWP - Half 
wave plate used to adjust the polarization angle of the light exiting the laser. PBS 
- Polarizing beam splitter used in combination with the half wave plate to adjust 
downstream laser energy. 7x7 - Phase grating responsible for generating the 7x7 
grid pattern of laser beams2 . FL - 125 mm focal length lens used to focus laser into 
the center of the sphere. 
Events initiated by the laser were then monitored via either PMT or imaging 
2The phase grating was removed during SBSL and High Pressure Phase Transition Studies. 
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techniques depending on the experiments. To monitor events using the PMT care 
had to be taken to prevent damage to the device upon firing the laser, as the laser 
was considerably brighter than might have been safe for the PMT. To accomplish 
this, a 532nm Raman notch filter was mounted to the PMT's lens before the whole 
assembly was mounted to the sphere to monitor events. Images of events taken 
during the imaging experiments were captured using the SIMx8 camera focused 
at the sphere's center. In experiments where a flash was used to backlight images, 
the flash was mounted opposite the camera and directed towards it through the 
optical port opposite that of the camera's. Figure 4.1 shows a general schematic of 
this setup. 
4.2 Sonoluminescence Experiments 
4.2.1 Multi Bubble Sonoluminescence (MBSL) 
PMT Monitoring 
The first sets of data on MBSL were collected using PMT monitoring. These ex-
periments were conducted to find a relationship between the ambient pressure 
and the light output of the sonoluminescing regions. In a typical experiment the 
sphere was first brought up to pressure and driven acoustically just below the am-
bient cavitation threshold at its resonance frequency. The laser was then set to fire 
in phase with the negative going zero crossing of the applied acoustic field to gen-
erate the bubbles. This timing of the laser firing phase with respect to the acoustics 
was used in all experiments to follow. As the bubbles collapsed, MBSL light emis-
sions were collected using the PMT. Each nucleation event was monitored via PMT 
from the time the laser was fired, onwards out to roughly 100 acoustic cycles and 
in this way we were able to monitor the evolution of light emissions as the bubble 
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clouds evolved from cycle to cycle. These experiments were carried out at pres-
sures from OMPa to 27.6MPa in increments of 1.7MPa. 
Imaging (No Backlighting) 
Data from the PMT experiments indicated long lived emission events, with the du-
rations of each event reaching upwards of 50 ns. As MBSL emissions in the sphere 
were visible to the naked eye, we then decided to try imaging events directly. The 
first set of imaging experiments conducted without a backlight were set up such 
that each frame of the image series captured by the SIMx8 camera would show the 
light emissions from one acoustic cycle. With a driving frequency of 26kHz, this 
corresponds to one frame every 38p.s. Frame exposure times in these experiments 
were set to be comparatively long at lp.s, and exposures were centered about the 
peak positive phase of the acoustics in order to ensure that small variations in the 
timing of the light emissions would not result in empty data sets. This method al-
lowed for monitoring of the evolution of light emitting regions from cycle to cycle 
as the cloud from which they were generated developed in time. It also allowed 
us to quantify the size and relative position of the regions as they developed cycle 
to cycle. These experiments were carried out at ambient pressures from 3.4 MPa to 
27.6 MPa in increments of 3.4 MPa. 
Following this set of experiments we then attempted to capture the time evolu-
tion of single events. In these experiments camera timings were adjusted to focus 
on light emissions from only one collapse event. In order to monitor the time 
evolution of events, frame exposure times, as well as the time from the end of one 
frame to the start of the next, were set to 5 ns and in this way a full series of 8 frames 
would span 80 ns. The first frame of each image series in these experiments was 
timed to start 40 ns before the peak positive pressure of the acoustics was reached. 
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Events captured in this way allowed us to monitor the evolution of the light emit-
ting regions from formation to decay. This particular experiment was only carried 
out at a pressure of 10.3 MPa, as this was the pressure at which the sphere could 
be operated most reliably, an important consideration in trying to capture these 
events. 
Imaging (With Backlighting) 
We next wished to capture the dynamics of the collapse events leading to, and 
immediately following the emission events while simultaneously capturing the 
emissions themselves. As events captured during the first series of imaging ex-
periments proved to be exceptionally bright, and so likely to stand out in images 
even in the presence of backlighting, a backlight was set up and a new series of 
images was captured. It should be noted that, for this set of images only, a diffu-
sion plate was used to reduce the intensity of the backlight to ensure it wouldn't 
overwhelm emissions from the cloud. The frame exposure and separation times 
in images captured in this series of experiments were varied in order to capture 
more or less of the dynamics immediately before and after emission events while 
still capturing the emission events themselves. Typically, however, exposure times 
in these experiments were set to be about 50 ns and image series were set to cap-
ture the dynamics of events within only a few microseconds before and after light 
emission. These experiments were carried out at ambient pressures of 10.3 MPa 
and 17.2 MPa. 
4.2.2 Single Bubble Sonoluminescence (SBSL) 
We next moved on to imaging SBSL events. Images of SBSL events were cap-
tured in much the same way as those of MBSL events, except they were all backlit 
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and no diffusion plate was used. We first sought to capture the dynamics before, 
during, and after emission events by adjusting frame exposure and start times in 
accordance with which aspects of the dynamics we were focusing on in a given 
experiment. After this, exposure and inter-frame times were reduced, as in the 
MBSL case, to capture the time evolution of single events. These experiments were 
also carried out at pressures of 10.3 MPa and 17.2 MPa. While studying images of 
SBSL events, however, ring-like structures were consistently observed in the fluid 
region surrounding the collapse point. Observations of these structures defied ex-
pectations and demanded an explanation, which leads us to the next section. 
4.3 High Pressure Phase Transition Experiments in H2 and D 20 
As noted above, while studying SBSL, ring-like structures were observed to form 
in the fluid region surrounding the bubble's collapse point. Not knowing what 
these objects were, but convinced they were not anomalies as they were repeatably 
observed to form in the aftermath of single bubble collapses, we began an inves-
tigation to shed some light on their presence. To that end we devised two sets of 
experiments to help characterize them. First, we sought to measure whether or 
not they decayed or dissolved as a function of time. This was accomplished by 
adjusting the camera timing settings to monitor the structures during the time pe-
riod between their formation and bubble collapse events of subsequent acoustic 
cycles. Following this, we sought to establish a parameter dependence on the size 
of these objects as a function of experimentally available parameters including the 
ambient pressure and maximum radius of the bubble which generated the rings. 
This was accomplished by adjusting the camera timings such that the early frames 
of an image would capture the growth and collapse of the bubble and the later 
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frames would capture the ring structures. These experiments were also carried 
out over a range of ambient pressures from 3.4 MPa to 31 MPa. Additionally, these 
experiments were carried out in both H 20 and D20. 
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Part III 
Laser Induced Dielectric Breakdown 
as a Method for Non-Contact Pressure 
Measurement 
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Chapter 5 
Theory and Modeling 
Very little work has been done in regards to the study of optical breakdown in wa-
ter at elevated pressures. However, a good deal of work has been done recently 
on optical breakdown in water at ambient pressures, as its effects have become im-
portant as lasers have found more and more uses [17, 18,20,21,56,57]. Much of the 
work carried out on optical breakdown pertains to the two primary mechanisms 
responsible for generating the events, multiphoton and cascade ionization, and in-
ferred thresholds based on the criteria for measuring them [19,58,59]. This section 
will primarily deal with theoretical models used to describe breakdown thresholds 
at ambient pressures, as well as some interesting nonlinear optical effects such as 
optical self-focusing. Some consideration will also be given to a model of break-
down where the threshold has a very explicit dependence on the material's index 
of refraction [60], and what predictions can be drawn in regards to pressure's ef-
fects based on this model. 
5.1 Models for Optical Breakdown 
Optical breakdown (See Fig. 5.1) can be attributed to two separate mechanisms: 
multiphoton ionization and cascade ionization [17, 19,21,58]. Multiphoton ioniza-
tion is the result of the 'simultaneous' absorption of enough energy from photons 
to bring an electron to its ionization energy. Cascade ionization, on the other hand, 
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Figure 5.1: Optical Breakdown in Water [17]. Beam Characteristics [Pulse Energy: 
10 mJ, Pulse Duration: 6 ns] 
is the result of liberated electrons interacting with excited electrons in other atoms, 
consequently liberating them and giving them the opportunity to interact with 
other excited electrons in the same manner. The combination of these two pro-
cesses generate the free electrons necessary for breakdown to occur, and each will 
be described in more detail below. 
Breakdown is defined by some critical free electron density pCI and is governed 
by equations describing the rate at which free electrons are generated in the media 
[19]. Kennedy gives the rate equation for free electron density as 
op = (rJ _ g)p+ (ap) 
at ot m (5.1) 
where 'TJ is the cascade ionization rate, g represents the rate at which free electrons 
are lost to trapping and diffusion, and the subscripted m term represents the mul-
tiphoton ionization rate. Following Kennedy's derivations this takes the solvable 
form 
(5.2) 
where rJ1 here has replaced the subscripted m term of Eq. 5.1 and is the multiphoton 
ionization rate, p0 is the initial free electron density, and Pb is the bound electron 
density. 
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5.1.1 Multiphoton Absorption and Ionization 
Multiphoton ionization is an "instantaneous" process which requires an electron to 
simultaneously absorb energy from enough photons to excite it past its ionization 
energy. As a simple example one can think of the ionization of the hydrogen atom, 
which is made up of one proton and one electron. The ionization energy of the 
hydrogen atom can be found quantum mechanically to be 13.6 eV, which is to say 
that the electron in the hydrogen atom needs to absorb at least that much energy 
from incoming photons in order to be liberated. The energy of individual photons 
is given by 
where his Planck's constant, c the speed of light, and,\ the wavelength of the light 
[61]. At a wavelength of 532 nm (the wavelength of operation typical of frequency 
doubled Nd:YAG lasers) one finds that each photon has an energy of 2.3 eV and so 
in order for ionization to occur the electron in the hydrogen atom needs to absorb 
the energy from at least six photons. 
In realistic examples, however, the situation becomes much more muddled. 
Ionization in bulk media is usually defined by some critical free electron density 
and the rate at which molecules are ionized. An approximate expression for the 
probability of multiphoton ionization in gases and condensed media is given by 
Keldysh as 
ry'p, = W = ~ ( m~wr exp [2K (1- 4~2 ) l <'(z) c:,, r (5.3) 
where w is the frequency of the incoming light, K is the number of photons re-
quired to ionize the molecule, and 1i is h / 2n [58]. 'Y is the ratio of the frequency of 
the incoming light to the tunneling frequency, Wt , given as 
W (m'Eian) 112 
ry =-= W 
Wt eE 
m ' is the exciton reduced mass given by 
1 1 1 
-=-+-
m ' m e mh 
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(5.4) 
with me being the electron mass, and m h the hole mass. According to Noack and 
Vogel [59] m' ~ me/2. The function <I> (z) represents Dawson's Integral, expressed 
in an infinite sum as 
00 
[ z2n+ l ] 
<I> ( z) = exp (-z2 ) L 1 ( ) n. 2n + 1 
n =O 
with z given as 
[ ] 
1/ 2 
Z = 2K _ 2E;~ter 
where E water is the ionization potential of water, empirically obtained, and given 
as 6.5eV [19,21,62]. 
These quantities can be related to the intensity, I, of the incoming light by ex-
pressing ry in terms of I as 
(5.5) 
Plugging all these in to the equation for W we get 
w mw e 2 
( 
1 ) 3/ 2 ( 1 ) K [ I 2 ] K W =- -- exp 2K]<I>(z) -
97f n [ 16 m ' E ianW2CEono (5.6) 
The probability, W , is the number of ionizations per unit volume per unit time 
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in the media as a function of laser intensity. Generally, a breakdown event is de-
fined by some critical free electron density, pCI and so for a given laser pulse length 
and Pc one can find the multiphoton ionization threshold by plotting the ratio of 
pj Pc versus intensity, where p = W 6.t . 
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Figure 5.2: Ratio of the generated free electron density, via multiphoton ionization, 
to the critical free electron density over the range of Pc given by Kennedy [19] vs. 
the laser intensity 
The critical free electron density varies in the literature from roughly 1 x 1018 
to 1 x 1020 electrons/ cm3 [19, 21, 59, 63], and is not solely representative of water, 
but of materials in general. This range of values stems from the fact that there 
are a variety of different definitions for breakdown. The 1 x 1018 electrons/ cm3 
value corresponds, roughly, to an electron density sufficiently high for significant 
optical absorption to occur in the plasma. The 1 x 1020 electrons/ cm3 value, on 
the other hand, corresponds to an electron density sufficiently high enough for the 
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plasma to emit visible radiation via heating and black body effects [19]. Curves 
corresponding to the ratio of generated free electron densities to critical electron 
densities from 1 x 1018 to 1 x 1020 electrons/ cm3 vs. laser intensity are plotted in 
Figure 5.2. It can be seen that the required laser irradiance increases significantly 
as the critical free electron density that one defines as the threshold for breakdown 
increases. 
5.1.2 Cascade Ionization 
Cascade ionization is a slightly different process than multiphoton ionization. Cas-
cade ionization requires there to be free electrons in the medium initially for the 
incoming laser light to interact with. The free electrons can readily absorb incom-
ing laser radiation, raising their total energy above the ionization potential of the 
water molecules, and they can then ionize excited water molecules by colliding 
with them. This generates two lower energy free, or quasi-free, electrons for each 
collision, each of which can then absorb more laser energy, collide with and ionize 
more molecules, generate more free electrons and allow the process to repeat in a 
'cascading' fashion until the end of the pulse. 
The equations governing cascade ionization have been defined by Shen [64] 
and Kennedy [19]. They are given as equations describing the rate at which elec-
trons gain and lose energy from field interactions, collisions with molecules, and 
recombination and diffusion effects. Broken down into their constitutive parts, the 
equations are as follows. The rate at which electrons gain energy from interactions 
with the field is given in Eq. 5.7 as 
(5.7) 
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where vis the effective collision frequency, v ~ 1 x 1015 Hz. 
The rate at which electrons lose energy through collisions with heavier particles 
is given in Eq. 5.8 as 
(5.8) 
where Eav is the average electron energy, Eav ~ Eian/2, and M is the atomic mass of 
water. 
The rate at which energy is lost by the diffusion of electrons out of the focal 
region is given in Eq. 5.9 as 
g = d~~~ = 3~:vv [ ( 4n, + G)'] (5.9) 
where d and l are the diameter and length of the focal region, respectively. 
Based on Shen's and Kennedy's work, this leads to the expression given in Eq. 
5.10 for the threshold intensity of cascade breakdown events as 
(5.10) 
where tp is the laser pulse length, T = l j v, and p0 is an initial free electron density. 
With this equation one can then plot the ionization threshold versus the critical 
electron density, the results of which may be seen in Figure 5.3. For the calculations 
used to generate this plot an initial free electron density of p0 = 1 electron/ cm3 
was chosen. It can be seen in Figure 5.3 that as the critical free electron density 
increases, the required laser irradiance to generate that free electron density in-
creases logarithmically. It should be noted here that the value for the initial free 
electron density was chosen somewhat arbitrarily based on notions that the initial 
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Figure 5.3: Threshold laser intensity required to generate cascade ionization as a 
function of the critical free electron density for an initial free electron density of 
Po = 1 (Eq. 5.10) 
free electron density would be low. However, adjustments to this value do not 
greatly affect the calculated threshold irradiances, causing it to vary less than 10% 
over a range of initial free electron densities from p0 = 1 to p0 = 104 electron/ cm3 . 
5.1.3 Recombination Effects and A Full Model of Breakdown 
The equations above are (quasi) analytic solutions to the various processes con-
tributing to breakdown events as given by Keldysh, Shen, and Kennedy [19,58,64]. 
As noted by Noack and Vogel, however, recombination effects, i.e. free electrons 
being captured by ionized molecules in the region, are often neglected in ana-
lytic solutions, where people have primarily been concerned with the breakdown 
threshold and not the time evolution of the free electron density [59]. They give 
the rate equation as 
8p 
at 
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(5.11) 
where now there is a term, 'Tlrw that accounts specifically for the recombination 
effects. Vogel gives 'Tfrec as 2.9 x 10-9 cm3 / s, which is an empirical result from 
Docchio's work [20,59]. 
The integration of the above rate equations was carried out using an adaptive 
time step Runge-Kutta scheme to give numerical solutions to the time evolution of 
the free electron density [65]. The solutions presented in Figure 5.4 were obtained 
for laser intensities and pulse shapes similar to those expected in our lab. From 
experimental fits to signals received by a fast photodetector, we find the intensity 
of our laser pulse as a function of time to be 
I(t) ~ I0 exp [ -1.75ln(l.83) C:) '] (5.12) 
where ! 0 is the nominal intensity of the laser pulse, and t P is the nominal pulse 
length. 
It can readily be seen in Fig. 5.4 that there is a sharp change in the shapes of the 
free electron density curves corresponding to a nominal laser intensity between 
2 x 109 WI cm2 and 3 x 109 WI cm2 . However, at these laser intensities the peak 
free electron density doesn't reach levels representative of a breakdown event ~ 
1 x 1018 WI cm2 to 1 x 1020 WI cm2, as defined in earlier sections. These levels are 
first reached at intensities of approximately 5 x 109 W lcm2 and 5 x 1010 W lcm2, 
respectively. The sharp uptick in the free electron density noticed for laser irra-
diances above 3 x 109 WI cm2 may be described as follows. Below 3 x 109 WI cm2 
the free electrons in the region are primarily generated by multiphoton ionization. 
However, the rate at which multiphoton ionization generates the seed electrons in 
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Figure 5.4: Free electron density vs. time from Eq. 5.11 for varying laser irradiances 
at a constant ambient pressure. tP is the nominal laser pulse duration, in this case 
5 ns. [Legend Values in WI cm2] 
the region is not high enough to overcome the effects of losses to diffusion and 
recombination, and so the free electron density in the region doesn't reach levels 
sufficient for cascade ionization to take over during the lifetime of the laser pulse. 
Once the laser irradiance reaches 3 x 109 WI cm2, the rate at which seed electrons 
are generated by multiphoton ionization becomes great enough to overcome losses 
and allow for cascade ionization to take over, at which point the sharp uptick in 
free electron densities are observed. The saturation observed in the free electron 
density may be largely attributed to the diffusion of electrons out of the region as 
their local density increases. 
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5.1.4 Pressure Effects 
There appears to be no formal theory for pressure dependence of dielectric break-
down in liquids in the literature. The collision time r in Equation (5.10), how-
ever, should be pressure dependent [66]. By introducing a time scale for the elec-
tric field, we can qualitatively establish the threshold for diffusion-controlled vs 
collision-controlled behavior [67]. The pulsed laser source introduces processes on 
two time scales, namely the period of oscillation of the field T "' 5 fs, and the pulse 
length tp = 5 ns. A brief consideration of the atomic spatial scales involved implies 
that the relevant time scale is the oscillation period T. At low pressures r > > T 
and electron diffusion out of the breakdown region dominates the loss process, 
driving the threshold up as r increases. At high pressures T << T, and electron 
collisions with heavy particles drive electrons out of the breakdown region, again 
increasing the threshold as r decreases. In between, where T "'T, one might rea-
sonably expect a minimum in the threshold curve. This minimum will depend, of 
course, on the details of the dependence of ron P, and on tp. 
We were unable to find any explicit expressions for T as a function of pres-
sure in the literature for optical (or more generally dielectric) breakdown in wa-
ter. However, the literature for dielectric breakdown on gases is voluminous. 
Vyskrebentsev and Raizer [66] give pressure dependent breakdown thresholds in 
heavy monatomic gases in the low and high pressure regimes that scale as C fp and 
pf(C + ln[pAJ), respectively, which are similar to the dependencies we observed ex-
perimentally in water. They also give pressure dependent electron-heavy collision 
frequencies in heavy monatomic gases as v = C · p, which upon inversion to a 
collision time yields r = C fp, where C and A are just constants dependent on the 
medium. 
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5.1.5 Other Models 
One interesting model of breakdown in the literature [ 60], and one of the very few 
attempts to describe a pressure dependence, was an effort to correlate breakdown 
thresholds across solids, liquids, and gases. The model argued that, laser pulse 
shape and duration aside, an order of magnitude relationship describing the break-
down threshold could be established using only the material's index of refraction 
and atomic number density, or interatomic spacing, given by the relationship 
(5.13) 
where qe is the electron charge, n is the index of refraction, Eo is the free space per-
mittivity, and N is the atomic number density given roughly for water as 1 x 1020 
molecules/ cm3 . This equation can be related to laser intensity I by 
E2 =_I_ 
ncEo 
Leading to a threshold intensity I th of 
which has a 1/ n 3 dependence. 
' 
(5.14) 
(5.15) 
Using this model and its assertion that the threshold depends primarily on N 
and n, one can find the dependence of N and n on pressure, plug them back in 
to the model, and find the breakdown threshold's dependence on pressure. One 
finds that the pressure dependence on N is relatively small for water and, as the 
dependence on N is only to order 4/3 compared to 3 for the index of refraction, it 
was held constant in the threshold calculations. Through a ton of algebra, and a se-
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ries of very large expressions that are not particularly illuminating [ 68], one arrives 
at an expression for the pressure dependent index of refraction (for A= 532 run) as 
[
476.693 + p] p(P) = 0.997 + 0.214 · log 476.793 (5.16) 
z(p) = 0.214333p + 9.746 · 10-3p2 -1.666 · 10-2l (5.17) 
V 2z 1 n(z) = ---- --
z -1 z -1 (5.18) 
where pressure is given in MPa. Over a range from 0 MPa to 20 MPa, the relation-
ship is nearly linear (See Fig. 5.5). 
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Figure 5.5: Plot of water's index of refraction as a function of ambient pressure 
(Eqs. 5.18-5.16). A plot of the laser induced dielectric breakdown threshold as a 
function of pressure may be seen in Fig. 5.6 on pg. 77 
It can be seen that over the pressure range of interest, the index of refraction 
increases nearly linearly, albeit only slightly, with pressure. It follows that, as the 
threshold intensity given by Eq. 5.15 varies as 1/ n3, one would expect the break-
down threshold would decrease with increasing pressure, corresponding to the 
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Figure 5.6: Plots of Water's Laser Induced Dielectric Breakdown Threshold as a 
Function of Pressure. The laser induced dielectric breakdown threshold is calcu-
lated using the formulation given in Eq. 5.15, which casts it as a function of the 
index of refraction. 
increase in the index of refraction. Plugging these values of the index of refraction 
in to the threshold intensity equation we see exactly that (Figure 5.6). As will be 
shown in the results section, the prediction of this model is very inaccurate. 
5.2 Optical Considerations 
Having defined an intensity at which optical breakdown is likely to occur, one 
needs to begin considering nonlinear optical effects that arise due to the high laser 
intensities required to generate the breakdown events. Specifically, one needs to 
consider the effects of self-focusing, which is a result of an intensity dependent 
change in the index of refraction of the medium [56, 64, 69]. In water this non-
linearity works by increasing the local index of refraction in regions of high in-
tensity light, essentially turning the water into a focusing lens which leads peak 
intensities in the focal region above those described by linear optical theories. If 
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unaccounted for, this can lead to underestimations of the peak intensity required 
for breakdown, as well as leading to the incorrect conclusion that the spot size 
or focusing angle of the incoming laser plays a role in generating breakdown 
events [17]. This may be best understood as follows. Consider two light sources 
focused to points through lenses of different focal lengths, i.e. having different 
focusing angles, where predictions of the local intensity of the light via geomet-
ric optics would nominally be the same, and for the purposes of this argument, 
great enough to generate breakdown events. Without considering the effects of 
non-linear optics, one would reasonably expect that upon increasing or decreasing 
the local intensities of the beams (but keeping the intensity at the focal points the 
same) the observed behaviors would remain, for all intents and purposes, iden-
tical. The effects of non-linear self focusing on each beam would, however, be 
different. Qualitatively speaking, the degree of self-focusing from non-linear ef-
fects is dependent on gradients in the local intensity of the incoming light, where 
the effects become more pronounced the steeper the gradient. In the case of the 
two lenses considered here, this would have the effect of increasing the local in-
tensity of the beam focused through the lens with a higher F number more than 
it would the beam focused through the lower F number lens, leading one to con-
clude that, all other considerations aside, in addition to the light's local intensity, 
the breakdown threshold was dependent on the angle of the incoming light. 
5.2.1 Theory for Non-Linear Optical Effects 
Non-linear optical effects can expressed analytically as a change in the dielectric 
polarization P due to an applied electric field [64,69] 
D = e0E+PNL (5.19) 
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where D is the electric displacement field, Eo is the free space permittivity, E is 
the applied electric field, and p NL is the induced polarization, both linear and 
nonlinear, due to the applied electric field. 
This is most often written out as a series expansion of the polarization p NL in 
terms of E such that 
(5.20) 
where the x(l) , xC2) , and xC3) terms represent the first, second, and third order elec-
tric susceptibilities of the medium, respectively. Plugging this into the equation for 
D one obtains 
D = EoE(l + x( l ) + x(2) E + x(3 ) E 2 + ... ) (5.21) 
This can now be used to express the non-linearity as a change in the effective per-
mittivity Ee f f where 
Ee ff = Eo(l + x(l) + X (2) E + x (3) E 2 + .. . ) (5.22) 
This expression for E can be inserted into Maxwell's Equations and one can then 
use it to attempt to solve for the fields in the non-linear medium. Nonlinear self 
focusing can be attributed to the third order susceptibility, xC3), which in water is 
given as 2.5 x 10-22 m 2 /V2 [69]. In water (and most other isotropic, non-crystalline 
media) there is no second order susceptibility and so the x (2) term vanishes [69] . 
5.2.2 Modeling Non-Linear Optical Effects 
Generally speaking, non-linear problems are difficult or impossible to solve ana-
lytically and so numerical techniques are required to arrive at solutions. A popular 
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and powerful computational tool for solving problems in electromagnetics is the 
Finite Difference Time Domain (FDTD) method [70, 71]. It works by taking cen-
tral differences in place of the differentials in the Maxwell's equations that govern 
the propagation of electromagnetic waves in the medium. Its strengths lie in the 
fact that it is easy to implement and understand and that, being a time domain 
technique, it can cover a broad range of frequencies in a single simulation. That 
being said, it certainly has drawbacks associated with it. It requires fine spatial 
and temporal discretization to accurately resolve features of interest. For problems 
involving wave propagation longer than a few wavelengths through a nonlinear 
medium, this requires an exceedingly large number of calculations, and hence cal-
culation time. The computational costs associated with the FDTD method can be 
partially mitigated through parallelization of the spatial grid; however, it is not 
possible to get around the large number of iterations required in time [72]. 
In order to implement the FDTD, Maxwell's equations must be restructured in 
a fashion conducive to the discretization necessary for computation. This is often 
accomplished by reducing and expressing Maxwell's equations solely in terms of 
theE and H fields [73] 
-- -- ai3 \7 X E= -M--
at 
-- -- ai5 
'V x H=J+ ot 
\7 · D = Pe 
\7 · B = Pm 
(5.23) 
(5.24) 
(5.25) 
(5.26) 
where E is the electric field, ii is the magnetic field, Dis the electric displacement 
field, B is the magnetic flux density, J is the electric current density, M is the mag-
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netic current density, Pe is the electric charge density, and Pm is the magnetic charge 
density. 
There are a few things that can be done immediately with these equations that 
will help simplify the problem. First off, as there are no magnetic monopoles (as 
of yet, anyway) or magnetic sources in the problem, the Pm and M terms vanish 
completely. Additionally, the displacement field, 15, the electric current density, J, 
and the magnetic flux density, B, can be expressed in terms of E and ii as follows 
.B = ~tii , (5.27) 
where E here is the same as that given in the previous section, p, is the magnetic 
permeability of the material and a is the conductivity. We now have 
- aii 
'V x E = -p, ot 
· - - BE 
'V X H = aE + Eat 
'V · jj = Pe 
(5.28) 
(5.29) 
(5.30) 
(5.31) 
The last two equations of the set can be shown to be redundant in the problem, 
provided the initial values of all fields and charges are set equal to zero. This 
leaves us with the two equations that are the backbone of the FDTD method 
aii 1 -
- = -~'V X E 
at ~t 
BE 1 - a-
-=-'V x H--E ot E E 
(5.32) 
(5.33) 
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These equations can be rewritten in an expanded form such that 
(5.34) 
(5.35) 
where the subscripts represent the component of the field in the sub-scripted di-
rection. Similar equations for all field components can be derived. 
Having established the equations governing the propagation of theE and H 
fields, consideration must now be given to their evaluation via the finite difference 
method. The space over which the E and H fields propagate is typically broken 
up into two separate grids, one each for the E and H fields, of uniformly sized 
cubes (or squares in the 2D case). TheE field grid maps to the midpoints of the 
line segments that make up the cube (or square) and the H field grid maps to the 
center of each face of the cube (or square), or vice versa as can be seen in Figure 
5.7. The evaluation of the fields is also staggered in time so that calculations on the 
E field take place at intervals nb,.t and calculations on the H field at (n+~)b,.t. 
With this temporal and spatial discretization scheme we can then break down 
the two equations above into finite differences such that 
(5.36) 
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Figure 5.7: Field discretization and staggering scheme for nonlinear self-focusing 
simulations 
En+1 1 . = (2E- CJ!J..t) En . 1 . 
x(z+ 2 ,J,k) 2E + CJ!J..t x(z+ 2 ,J,k) 
+ u z z+z-,J+z-, z z 2 ,)- 2 , _ y z+ 2 ,J , + 2 y z+ 2 ,J, - 2 
( 
2 "t ) [ H (. 1 . 1 k) - H ( .+ 1 . 1 k ) H (. 1 . k 1) - H ( · 1 · k 1 ) l 
2E + CJ !J..t !J..y !J..z (5.37) 
with similar expressions for the other components of the fields. Note that the com-
plicated form of the E field stems from evaluation of the CJ E term, where here E is 
evaluated as 
(5.38) 
These equations are now in a form that can be plugged in to a computer and eval-
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uated. Simulations of the non-linear propagation of the laser were carried out 
with the following conditions and assumptions. The beam width was set to its 
diffraction limited minimum and then allowed to propagate forward. Normal fo-
cusing effects (for example from lenses) were neglected. The nominal intensity of 
the source was fixed at the intensity of interest. During simulations the source 
was initially off and then allowed to increase over tens of femtoseconds following 
a Gaussian curve until the nominal intensity was reached. Figure 5.8 shows an 
extreme example of the self-focusing effects experienced at high laser intensities. 
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Figure 5.8: Extreme Example of Nonlinear Self-Focusing. (Colorbar in WI cm2). 
Simulation parameters: lo= 2 X lOll w /cm2, ,\ =532nm, x(3) =1 X 10-17 m2 /V2. This im-
age shows the local intensity of a laser beam having undergone nonlinear self focusing 
in a medium with a third order susceptibility 5 orders of magnitude greater than that of 
water's in order to illustrate the effects of nonlinear self focusing. The light source in this 
image outputs a beam with a Gaussian profile with a FWHM of 25 p.m, originating at the 
bottom of the image and traveling up to the top. The edges of the cell in computations 
were set up with absorbing boundary conditions to prevent large internal reflections from 
developing and interfering with results. 
We see in this plot the local intensities of a light wave traveling, from bottom to 
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top, through a fluid in which the third order susceptibility was set to be 5 orders 
of magnitude greater than that of water's. Initially, the wave is seen to travel out 
from the light source at the bottom of the image as a plane wave (0-20 p_m). It can 
be seen in this region that the wave fronts (the alternating dark and light bands in 
this image represent the peaks and troughs of the wave) experience little in the way 
of distortions resulting from non-linear effects. If non-linearities were not present 
in the system the wave would continue traveling through the rest of the region in 
this way. The first signs of the non-linear effects can be seen after 20 p_m, where 
the wave fronts appear to get 'backed up' in the center region and develop a bent 
shape. At this point they begin bending towards the center region where the local 
intensity is greatest, at about 60 p.m. Once the wave fronts pass this region, the 
begin traveling again as plane waves, but because their paths were altered, their 
paths cross and they interfere with one another, the results of which are apparent 
in the 'strange' patterns observed beyond 60p_m. 
Figure 5.9 shows the intensity of the beam on the axis of propagation for a 
source beam intensity that would nominally generate a breakdown event, with 
a propagation time of 50 picoseconds. It can be seen in Figure 5.9, that the net 
increase in intensity expected from nonlinear self focusing in this case is on the 
order of 10%. It should be noted here that the nominal intensity value for this 
simulation, 20 x 1011 WI cm2, was chosen because it represented the higher end 
of laser intensities used in experiments and, because these simulations are exceed-
ingly time consuming, could provide a bounds on the expected affects of nonlinear 
self focusing for other cases. As the local intensities in experiments looking to mea-
sure the breakdown threshold were significantly less than this, and as the effects 
of nonlinear self focusing decrease with decreasing intensities, it was not expected 
to play a significant role in the observed outcomes of experiments. 
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Figure 5.9: Spatial intensity profile of propagating light wave. This image was generated 
via simulations identical to those of Figure 5.8, except the third order susceptibility was set 
to that of water's, x<3) =3.5 x 10-22 m2 /V2, and the nominal beam intensity, ! 0 , was set to 
20 x 1011 WI cm2. The image shows the profile of the waveform of the propagating light 
(albeit too compacted to see the individual waves), where the uptick in the local intensity 
around 45 pm is the result of nonlinear self-focusing experienced by the wave as it traveled. 
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Chapter 6 
Analysis and Results 
6.1 Breakdown Experiments in the Sphere 
6.1.1 Static Pressure Effects on Breakdown: Phase Grating Studies 
Analysis of the images gathered during the static pressure phase grating studies 
began with a process of averaging together all the images collected at a given pres-
sure. Examples of pre and post averaged images of the breakdown events can be 
seen in Figures 6.1 and 6.2. Once averaged, the resultant images were analyzed 
by taking vertical line sums over each column of the matrix representing the im-
age to give a single row vector representing the summed intensity of each column. 
Values contained within these row vectors were then normalized against the maxi-
mum value in the row. The values of the normalized row vectors were then plotted 
against each other for comparison. Figures 6.3a and 6.3c, show plots representing 
these normalized intensity versus position curves for fixed static pressures, where 
position is given as the column number, which in this case corresponds to the hor-
izontal pixel location of the CCD element of the Retiga camera, of the matrix from 
which it was generated. Plots of smoothed versions of the same row vectors for 
clarity I comparison with unsmoothed averages from the line sums can be seen in 
Figures 6.3b and 6.3d, and were generated using GNUplot's Bezier smooth func-
tion. 
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Figure 6.1: Typical image of breakdown events from phase the grating studies 
showing lines of dielectric breakdown along the axis of laser propagation (left to 
right) in water at an ambient pressure of 10.3 MPa. 
Figure 6.2: Average of 25 images captured under identical circumstances to that in 
Figure 6.1. 
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What Figures 6.3a through 6.3d essentially show is how the intensity of light 
observed from breakdown events varies along the direction of the laser's prop-
agation. The gradual build up along the axis of propagation is indicative of the 
increasing local intensity of the beam as it comes to a point at the focal plane. The 
steep drop off in the post focal region is indicative of the fact that a good portion of 
the light is 'lost' to scattering and absorption as it passes through the breakdown 
region it generates as it propagates. It is clear from these plots that increasing 
pressure (for the pressure increments chosen) has the effect of reducing the total 
scattered and emitted light from breakdown events. 
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Figure 6.3: Plots showing the normalized maximum intensity of breakdown emis-
sions vs. position over a limited range of the pressures at which these experiments 
were carried out (Cont' d on next page). 
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Figure 6.3: (Cont' d) Plots showing the normalized maximum intensity of break-
down emissions vs. position over the range of pressures at which these experi-
ments were carried out. 
Presented in Figure 6.4 is a plot of the normalized maximum intensity versus 
the pressure. This plot shows the maximum values of each of the row vectors, 
as plotted above, as a function of pressure. This plot more concisely demonstrates 
the effect we'd hope to observe, namely that at different pressures there is an easily 
quantifiable change in the observed output of the breakdown events. 
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Figure 6.4: Normalized max intensity of breakdown emissions vs. ambient pres-
sure generated from points collected in Figure 6.3 
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6.1.2 Acoustic Pressure Via Breakdown: Phase Grating Studies 
Analysis of the images gathered during the acoustic pressure experiments using 
the phase gratings began with a process of averaging together all the images col-
lected at a given phase of the acoustics. These images were collected at an am-
bient pressure of 5.5 MPa. In this analysis, however, the background light was 
subtracted out of the averaged images. This was accomplished by taking images 
of the sphere without firing the laser, and subtracting the values obtained in the 
blank image matrix from the image matrices showing breakdown. This analysis 
also sought to remove the constant downward slope of the normalized intensity 
versus position curves, as seen in Figures 6.3a through 6.3d, as the endpoint on 
the prefocal side of curves with weaker events occasionally presented local max-
ima, which interfered with the normalized max intensity versus pressure results. 
The removal of the downward slope was accomplished by modifying the line sum 
technique to fit a straight line from end to end on the curves, and to subtract val-
ues from each column of the line sum vector based on its position. An otherwise 
identical analysis to the static pressure case was carried out to plot the normalized 
intensity. 
Presented below are the progression of plots (from left to right and top to bot-
tom) representing the normalized intensity with respect to laser firing phase (Fig-
ure 6.5) for the experiments where the acoustic power was not turned down in 
between each laser firing. Phase in these plots is given in terms of delay time with 
respect to the positive going zero crossing of the acoustic signal, which had ape-
riod of 40 p.s. Position in these plots is the axial position with respect to the center 
of the sphere. The position was calibrated by imaging a ruler and dividing the 
distance by the number of pixels. 
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Figure 65: Normalized intensity of breakdown emissions as a function of the laser 
firing time with respect to the positive going zero crossing of the driving acoustic 
signal. 
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Figure 6.5: (Cont' d) Normalized intensity of breakdown emissions as a function of 
the laser firing time with respect to the positive going zero crossing of the driving 
acoustic signal. 
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Note the continuous rise in normalized intensity at each progressive firing time 
as well as the continuous drift leftwards in the direction of the incoming laser 
pulse. Initially, we were somewhat perplexed by these results, as there was no 
reasonable explanation for the phenomena based on what we had learned in the 
static pressure case. We had expected to see normalized intensity fluctuations re-
sembling something like a sinusoid, in sync with what we expected the acoustics 
to be doing to the pressure at the center of the sphere. 
We eventually came to realize that the continuous rise and drift in the signals 
we were seeing were the result of quasi stabilized clouds of bubbles we had un-
knowingly been nucleating with the laser. The sound field had trapped them in the 
center of the sphere and kept them around long enough for them to interact with 
subsequent laser pulses and interfere with our measurements. This was in spite 
of the fact that the acoustic pressures during the experiments were lower than the 
ambient cavitation threshold. Following this realization we ran the experiment 
again, only now with the acoustics turned down between each firing of the laser 
and the results were much nicer as may be seen in Figure 6.6. 
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Figure 6.6: Normalized intensity of breakdown emissions as a function of the laser 
firing time. The driving acoustics of the system were turned down after each laser 
pulse to prevent remnant bubble clouds from stabilizing in the sound field. 
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The normalized maximum intensity versus phase plot for this data (Figure 6.7) 
shows the sinusoidal character that we had expected. 
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Figure 6.7: Normalized maximum intensity of observed breakdown events as a 
function of the laser firing time from the data shown in Figure 6.5. 
With a believable set of data from the normalized max intensity analysis, we 
could now attempt to extrapolate the pressure at the center of the sphere from 
these results. This was accomplished by taking calibration images at fixed static 
pressures and constructing a calibration curve of the pressure to the normalized 
max intensity as can be seen in Figure 6.8. This calibration curve was generated 
using a volume compressibility model, where we essentially assumed plasma re-
gions emitted/scattered light in proportion to their size, and where their size was 
dependent on pressure in a manner similar to a compressible sphere. Using this 
model, the only parameter to be fit was the volume compressibility, k, which was 
found to be 5.901 x 10-7 m 3 /Pa. 
Using the calibration data we find a pressure vs. time curve, Figure 6.9, that 
looks nearly like what we had expected. The biggest discrepancy appears near the 
high end of the pressure distribution, which was expected, as the calibration curve 
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Figure 6.8: Calibration curve of the normalized max intensity of observed break-
down events vs. pressure. 
flattens out at higher pressures and it becomes difficult to distinguish between 
individual points. Aside from the points at 20 J..lS and 28 J..lS, the results match up 
relatively well with our expectations that the pressure at the center of the sphere 
would be fluctuating with the acoustics with a peak-to-peak amplitude of 11 MPa. 
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Figure 6.9: Absolute pressure in the fluid (P amb = 5.5 MPa) as a function of laser 
firing time, from the results presented in Figure 6.7. Pressures were calculated 
using the calibration results presented in Figure 6.8. 
6.1.3 Static Pressure Effects on Breakdown: Single Line Studies 
Normalized Intensity 
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Using a technique similar to the multi line case, an analysis was carried out on the 
images of the single line events to construct a normalized max intensity vs. pres-
sure curve. All images collected at each pressure were averaged as in the multi 
line case, and a curve of normalized max intensity vs. pressure for the single line 
case can be seen in Figure 6.10a. These images were also analyzed in another fash-
ion where, instead of only looking at the average of the peak intensity value in 
the line sum vectors, an average of the 50 points nearest the peak of each line sum 
vector was taken, then at each pressure these averaged peak values were averaged 
together. The results of this analysis can be seen in Figure 6.10b. This was done 
in an attempt to minimize the contributions of anomalously large (or small) data 
points that might arise from pixel saturation or other effects at the camera's CCD. 
This split in analysis techniques gives rise to a naming convention which will be 
applied to the rest of the data in this section. Plots with the label Peak Avg, are 
plots generated using only the average of the peak values of the data set. Plots 
with the label Avg' d Peak are plots generated using the average of the 50 point 
averages of points surrounding the peaks of each data set. The error bars plotted 
are the standard deviations about the mean intensity values shown. Calibration 
curves were also constructed for these data sets for use in the experiments with 
acoustics. These data were fit using simple decaying exponentials via GNUplot's 
native fitting function. 
For this section, as significantly more data was available, another type of anal-
ysis was also carried out. Figures 6.11a-6.11f show density plots of the distribu-
tion of peak values of the images analyzed at each pressure. Figures 6.12-6.12 
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Figure 6.10: Calibration curves of normalized maximum intensity of observed 
breakdown events vs. ambient pressure from single line breakdown experiments. 
See the description above for explanations of what is meant by 'Peak Average' and 
'Averaged Peak' in the captions of these images. 
show the same density functions plotted on a log scale. It is interesting to note 
that at low pressures the distributions are nearly Gaussian but as the pressure in-
creases the distributions shift leftwards and seem to develop longer tails on their 
right sides. This is likely the result of how scattering objects are generated in the 
field, where higher pressures seem to disproportionally suppress the growth of 
scatterers, but do not suppress them completely. A possible explanation for this 
phenomenon may be found by examining the evolution of the plasma near the 
breakdown threshold. In looking at Figure 5.4 (the Electron Density vs. Time plot) 
one notices that small changes in incident power, especially just above the thresh-
old, lead to large changes in the electron density and the duration of the generated 
plasma. As you near the threshold, small changes in intensity in the positive direc-
tion would lead to large changes in the observed plasma but the same would not 
be true in the negative direction. This type of effect would cause the peak of the 
distribution to shift toward lower values, but favor the tail on the high side of the 
data set more and more the closer to threshold one got. 
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Plasma Length 
Another technique for analyzing the images of the breakdown events was em-
ployed that yielded actual values for the breakdown threshold as a function of 
pressure. The technique involved taking the line sums as before, measuring the 
length of the plasma region (given by a somewhat arbitrarily defined threshold 
brightness of the image) and extrapolating the intensity of the laser at the point 
where the image brightness fell below the defined threshold. The image brightness 
threshold, by which the breakdown threshold was defined, was given as 10% of the 
maximum brightness of a column of pixels in the image (given a 12-bit grayscale 
image, where pixels are allowed values from 0-4096, and for the sake of simplicity, 
lets assume the image is 100 pixels tall, this 10% threshold value corresponded to 
a total line sum of less than 40960, or 409.6*100). Given the spatial location of this 
cut-off, the known location of the focal point, and the known incident laser inten-
sity, geometric optics were employed to give the laser intensity at the threshold 
point. Via this analysis, the results in Figure 6.13 were obtained. 
By evaluating the rate equations of Section 5.1 to determine the minimum laser 
intensity required to generate a free electron density of 1 x 1020 electrons/ cm3 at 
different pressures, and comparing the results to the obtained experimental val-
ues, we were able to estimate an empirical dependence of T on the pressure. This 
yielded a pressure dependent electron-heavy collision time of T(p) = To 0~5 for p > 1, 
where p here is given in MPa and To is 1 fs. The solid line in Fig. 6.13 shows the 
result of this empiriCal fit with I= I[T(p)] + C1, where C1 is 6 x 1010 W /cm2, the 
observed offset from the rate equation prediction at ambient pressures. 
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Figure 6.13: Breakdown Threshold Intensity vs. Pressure. The solid curve repre-
sents an empirical fit with T(p) = ( To / 2) 8~5 for pressures greater than 10 MPa. The 
inset shows a brightness curve and the ends of the breakdown region shown by 
the 10% line at a pressure of 17MPa. 
6.1.4 Acoustic Pressure Via Breakdown Techniques: Single Line Studies 
Using similar techniques to those described in the multi-line case, images collected 
during the single line case were conditioned to subtract out background effects. 
However, data for the single line acoustic studies was not collected at distinct 
points in phase with respect to the driving acoustics so an extra step in the analy-
sis was needed. This step involved sorting the images such that they were broken 
into groups based on firing phase. This was accomplished by comparing the laser 
firing time, gathered from a photodetector, to the acoustic signal and binning the 
images as described in Section 3.2.2. This data was actually binned in phase twice, 
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once with respect to the driving signal at the function generator, and once with re-
spect to the signal from the pill transducer mounted to the sphere. This was done 
primarily to match the pill and function generator signals with the phase of the 
acoustics at the center of the sphere, as well as to calibrate the pill signal with the 
acoustic pressure at the center as measured from the breakdown results. 
Pressure vs. phase plots, as seen in Figures 6.14 through 6.17, were generated 
using the binned data and the calibration curves presented above. The plots on the 
left correspond to laser firing times binned with respect to the driving acoustics at 
the function generator, and plots on the right correspond to binning with respect 
to the pill signal. These p lots show the pressure in the sphere at a position 15 mm 
away from the actual center of the sphere, as this is where the geometric focal point 
of the laser was. Focusing the laser in this way allowed for optimal nucleation 
of bubble clouds at the center of the resonator, which was required for a series 
of experiments running concurrently with the laser breakdown studies, and for 
which precedence was given in this regard. 
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Figure 6.14: Absolute Pressure vs. Laser Firing Phase. P 00 = 5.5 MPa. 
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Figure 6.15: Absolute Pressure vs. Laser Firing Phase. P 00 = 5.5 MPa 
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Figure 6.16: Absolute Pressure vs. Laser Firing Phase. P 00 = 10.3 MPa. 
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Figure 6.17: Absolute Pressure vs. Laser Firing Phase. P 00 = 10.3 MPa. 
To find the pressure at the center of the sphere with this data, an analysis was 
carried out which looked at the breakdown events generated along the path of the 
beam located 15 mm before the focal point. This was accomplished by generating 
calibration curves in a fashion similar to that described previously, only instead of 
taking averages of the peaks of the row vectors, averages were taken at positions 
along the row vectors corresponding the spatial location of the sphere's center. 
Plotted in Figures 6.18 and 6.19, are the results of this analysis. 
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Figure 6.18: Absolute Pressure vs. Laser Firing Phase at Sphere's Center. P 00 = 
5.5MPa. 
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Figure 6.19: Absolute Pressure vs. Laser Firing Phase at Sphere's Center. P 00 = 
5.5MPa. 
6.1.5 Temperature Effects on Breakdown 
Analysis looking at the effects of temperature on the breakdown threshold was 
carried out in the same fashion as that looking at the effects of static pressure, only 
data was binned with respect to temperature instead of pressure. Normalized max 
intensity vs. temperature for a variety of static pressures over a small temperature 
range are plotted in Figures 6.20 and 6.21. Data over larger temperature ranges at 
fixed static pressures are presented in Figures 6.22a and 6.22b. In the interest of 
giving a clearer view of the mean behavior of the normalized max intensity with 
respect to temperature, error bars were omitted in Figures 6.21a through 6.22b, as 
they were comparable in magnitude to those in Fig. 6.20. 
As the temperature data collected in Figs. 6.21a-6.22b only spanned such a 
short range of temperatures for a given pressure, data was also collected for two 
fixed pressures over a larger ranges of temperatures, and the results of this may be 
seen in Figures 6.22a and 6.22b. We note in all of these plots that there is a down-
ward trend in the normalized intensity observed as a function of temperature. The 
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Figure 6.20: Normalized Max Intensity vs. Temperature (0 MPa). These two plots 
were generated from data sets collected during different experimental runs, under 
otherwise identical conditions. 
trend is slight but seems to suggest there is a slight increase in the breakdown 
threshold with temperature. A plausible explanation for this may be found by ex-
amining the equations describing the cascade ionization process. It can be seen in 
Eq. 5.10 that the threshold for cascade ionization increases as a function of the av-
erage energy of the electrons in the region. By definition, the average energy of a 
system of particles at higher temperatures is greater than that of a system at lower 
temperatures and so, with increasing temperatures, one might reasonably expect 
the cascade ionization threshold to increase too. This increase in the breakdown 
threshold would then be seen as a decrease in the observed emissions, which is 
what we see in these plots. 
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Figure 6.21: Normalized max intensity vs. temperature at different ambient pres-
sures 
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Figure 6.22: Normalized max intensity vs. temperature over a larger range of 
temperatures than presented in Figure 6.21 at ambient pressures of 12.1 MPa and 
19MPa. 
6.2 Breakdown Experiments in the High Pressure Vessel 
6.2.1 Temporal Anomaly Studies 
The analysis for the temporal anomaly work primarily involved taking the time 
traces of the photodetector at different pressures and looking for differences in the 
general character of the traces. 
LASER 
Figure 6.23: Schematic drawing of the cross correlation experiments (Same as Fig-
ure 3.7). PD1 shows the Pre-HPV photodetector placement. PD2 shows the Post-
HPV photodetector placement. 
We had initially assumed that in 
the event of breakdown, the time sig-
nal at the photodetector would be sig-
nificantly different than if no break-
down event had occurred. We had 
also assumed that over the range of 
pressures at which we were collect-
ing data we would easily be able to 
suppress events, as the data of the 
line studies suggested that the break-
down threshold increased with pres-
sure. With that in mind, we'd ex-
pected to see sharp contrasts in the 
time signals of events as the thresh-
old was crossed. Presented in Fig-
ure 6.24b is a typical time trace of 
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the laser signal from a photodetector Figure 6.24: Typical HPV Photodetector 
Output of the 12 GHz Photodetector 
placed behind the pressure vessel. 
Upon analyzing the time traces over a range of pressures and laser energies, 
however, the sharp contrasts we'd hoped to see were not observed. We then de-
cided to reference the signal collected from the photodetector behind the pressure 
vessel against the signal from one placed beside the pressure vessel, a trace of 
which can be seen in Figure 6.24a. We came to realize through analyzing the two 
curves that the laser pulse was itself fairly noisy and, varied so much from shot to 
shot that, that even in the event of breakdown, it would be difficult if not impos-
sible to see anything but the largest events in the single detector traces and so we 
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needed another technique in order to observe events. 
6.2.2 Cross Correlation Studies 
The cross correlation analysis was 
rather straight forward, the signals 
from the two photodetectors, one 
placed in front of the HPV to col-
lect a reference signal from the laser, 
and another placed behind the laser 
to collect emissions from events, were 
analyzed using Matlab's cross cor-
relation function, xcorr. The place-
ment of these photodetectors may be 
seen in Figure 6.23, where PDl corre-
sponds to the photodetector we call 
Pre-HPV, and PD2 corresponds to the 
Post-HPV photodetector. The cross 
correlation is basically a moving dot 
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product function. It may be imag- (b) Typical 650MHz Photodetector Signal (Pre 
HPV) 
ined as taking two signals, like those 
Figure 6.25: Typical photodetector sig-
presented in Figure 6.25, and slid- nals of events observed in cross correlation 
studies ing them over each other by shifting 
one with respect to the other in time, 
where in this case time may be thought of as cyclical so that as points from a curve 
pass the end point of the plot they reenter it at the beginning. At each point during 
this the sliding motion, the total area shared beneath the two curves is measured 
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and then plotted as a function of how far in time the curves have been shifted with 
respect to one another. These are the basics of a cross correlation, and the idea be-
hind the process is that subtle differences between otherwise identical signals will 
show up as dips on the cross correlation curve. 
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With this in mind, if sudden dif-
ferences showed up between the sig-
nals from photodetectors 1 and 2, it 
should be seen upon comparing the 
various cross correlation curves col-
lected at the different pressures for 
varying laser powers. Contour plots 
Time (ns) of these cross correlation results can 
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be seen in Figs. 6.27 through 6.31. 
Note that in these contour plots, the 
laser energies are NOT increasing 
continuously despite appearing to. 
These contour plots show collections 
of curves at discrete laser energies, 
plotted next to each other. For ex-
ample, the block of data between 
Figure 6.26: Typical Cross Correlation 13 and 11.7 only represents data at 
Curves of Photodetector Signals 
13 x 1011 WI cm2, the block between 
11.7 and 10.5 only represents data at 11.7, and so on. Regions in the contour plots 
where the contour ends are energies at which data was not collected at that pres-
sure. Data was plotted in this fashion primarily for ease of comparison between 
the data sets at each laser energy. 
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Figure 6.27: Contour plot of cross correlation results obtained at 0 MPa. (See pg. 
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Figure 6.28: Contour plot of cross correlation results obtained at 34.5 MPa. (See pg. 
115 for a description of how this plot was generated) 
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Figure 6.29: Contour plot of cross correlation results obtained at 69 MPa. (See pg. 
115 for a description of how this plot was generated) 
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Figure 6.30: Contour plot of cross correlation results obtained at 103.4 MPa. (See 
pg. 115 for a description of how this plot was generated) 
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Figure 6.31: Contour plot of cross correlation results obtained at 137.9 MPa. (See 
pg. 115 for a description of how this plot was generated) 
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Looking at these contours one sees clear regions (discounting the jagged nature 
of the contour lines) where there is significant variation. At 0 MPa there is little 
variation in the shape of the contour, but at 34.5 MPa the left most contour juts 
out to the left and the whole contour widens at 9.2 x 1011 WI cm2, at 69 through 
137.9 MPa it does the same thing, except at 10.5 x 1011 WI cm2. Qualitative differ-
ences between results at different laser intensities are marked in these plots, at each 
pressure, by the labeled arrows within. Initially this result excited us greatly, as we 
were seeing what we'd hoped to see, a noticeable change in the cross correlation 
at different intensities for a given pressure. However, upon repeated experiments, 
this result was shown to be an effect of the attenuators placed in front of the sec-
ond photodetector to prevent it from being damaged by the laser. Originally it 
was thought that the attenuators would only introduce a path length change, and 
so wouldn't widen the cross correlation curves, just shift them to the the right or 
left. So much for assumptions. Having invalidated the results of this experiment, 
we moved on to the next. 
6.2.3 Peak Intensity Deviation Studies 
The analysis of the peak intensity deviation data involved plotting the peak pho-
todetector output (average of 500 curves as per the description in the experimental 
set up) at a given laser power over the range of pressures from 6.9 to 137.9 MPa. 
Plotted in Figures 6.33 and 6.34 are the results of this analysis, over the full range of 
pressures. For this experiment the averaged data was used because it was thought 
that it would be possible to detect changes in the mean behavior, where we were 
clearly not having success detecting changes in the individual traces. 
The results of this analysis did not, generally, show us what we'd expected, and 
in fact raised a whole host of new questions. However, certain aspects of the plots, 
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Figure 6.32: Conceptual drawing showing how rays from the laser (solid black 
lines), scattered by the breakdown region (gray circle), and emissions from the 
breakdown region (dotted lines) might travel to the concentrically aligned and 
non-concentrically aligned photodetectors, represented in this drawing by the 
boxes labeled b and a, respectively. 
for instance the opposite trends observed in the outputs of the concentrically and 
non-concentrically aligned photodetectors in the pressure range between 6.9 MPa 
to 55.2 MPa and over the range of laser energies used in experiments, can possibly 
be explained by the presence breakdown events acting as scatterers. This assump-
tion relies on the idea that the primary component responsible for generating the 
photodetector signal was laser light that got through the notch filter placed in front 
of it and not light emitted by breakdown events. 
Take for example the case where the photodetector is aligned concentrically 
with the incoming laser beam. If one assumes that breakdown events are always 
occurring, even at low powers, and that the size of the events grow with laser 
power, then one can draw the possible conclusion that the bigger these events get, 
the more light they block and/ or scatter, resulting in less light traveling forward 
into the photodetector and decreasing the resultant output signal. Conversely, 
if the photodetector is not concentrically aligned, as the events grow and scatter 
more light with increasing laser power, more light would wind up at the photode-
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Figure 6.33: Output of the photodetector at different static pressures over the full 
range of laser irradiances used in experiments. The photodetector was concentri-
cally aligned with the optical beam exiting the pressure vessel. 
tector and the observed signal would increase. Using the idea that bigger events 
scatter and absorb more light, and smaller events scatter and absorb less light, one 
may plausibly describe the results presented in Figures 6.33 and 6.34, at least up 
until about 55.2 MPa. A conceptual drawing of this effect may be seen in Figure 
6.32. 
Between 55.2 MPa and 82.7 MPa, however, things get... interesting. For instance 
in the non-concentric case, how is it possible that over the full range of laser en-
ergies explored, that the photodetector signal remains virtually unchanged? And 
in the concentric case, after the photodetector signals converge at 55.2 MPa, why is 
there suddenly a dramatic separation between the photodetector signals observed 
resulting from the low and high power laser pulses? Beyond 82.7 MPa it gets even 
stranger. Now the signals seem to invert. Below 82.7 MPa the highest laser ener-
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Figure 6.34: Output of the photodetector at different static pressures over the 
full range of laser irradiances used in experiments. The photodetector was non-
concentrically aligned with the optical beam exiting the pressure vessel. 
gies corresponded to the highest and lowest photodetector outputs in concentric 
and non-concentric cases and the lowest laser energies corresponded to the lowest 
and highest photodetector outputs, respectively. Beyond 82.7MPa, however, the 
trends are flipped over and stay that way until about 110.3 MPa. Why that change 
should arise is beyond the scope of this thesis. Beyond 110.3 MPa the trends seem 
to flip back over but why that should happen is again, beyond the scope of this the-
sis. It should be noted here that at increasing pressures, water is known to become 
increasingly partially ionized [74], thereby becoming a better bulk broadband ab-
sorber of both incident and scattered light, which may help explain parts of the 
trends observed, at least up to about 55.2 MPa. However, at this time our belief is 
that what we are observing at the higher pressures may be the result of a change . 
in the structural properties of the water. 
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6.3 Discussion and Conclusions 
Pressure has measurable effects on observable optical breakdown events at super-
threshold irradiances. While the techniques presented here certainly require some 
refinement, we have shown that through imaging we can infer a temporally and 
spatially localized pressure in both static and acoustic pressure fields using laser-
induced breakdown. Results from super-threshold experiments also show that by 
measuring the length of the breakdown region, we can infer the actual breakdown 
threshold of water at different static pressures. The results from the single detector 
experiments in the high pressure vessel were less conclusive than those from imag-
ing experiments. They did, nevertheless, show some very interesting phenomena 
and raise new questions and perhaps lay the ground work for further study. 
Analysis of results from the imaging experiments showed that over a pressure 
range from 0 to about 10.3 MPa, the simple technique of comparing relative image 
brightnesses is an effective means of measuring both static and acoustic pressures. 
The strong trend in decreasing image brightness observed from 0 MPa to 10.3 MPa 
becomes significantly less pronounced at higher pressures, however, and so the 
technique becomes less effective at higher pressures. It may be possible to over-
come this hurdle by increasing the dynamic range of the images, or by averaging 
together more images. 
Imaging techniques also yielded information on the apparent change in the 
breakdown threshold as a function of pressure. Measuring the length of the plasma 
region and extrapolating the laser intensity at the spatial end of the breakdown 
region showed a breakdown threshold clearly increasing with pressure. More-
over, this technique didn't show the limitations at higher pressures that the bright-
ness technique did, i.e. the calibration curve did not flatten out but maintained 
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a roughly linearly increasing character at all pressures tested. Additionally, the 
model used to describe the breakdown threshold's dependence on pressure does 
so successfully, including the minimum around 2 MPa, with only one adjustable 
parameter. Despite its obvious advantages, however, this technique is primarily 
limited to the static case, at least for the moment. This is because the end point 
of the breakdown region would move as local pressures varied with the acoustics, 
and so the ability to make spatially localized measurements would be lost. 
Despite several failed attempts at collecting data which showed the trends we'd 
hoped for in the high pressure vessel, the HPV experiments eventually yielded 
results that were both interesting and bizarre. There were clear dependencies on 
some aspect of the breakdown with the pressure, as had been observed in previous 
experiments, up until about 55.2 MPa. However, we don't believe that what we 
were measuring were actually emissions from the breakdown events, but instead 
laser light scattered by breakdown events that got through the notch filter and 
showed up in the photodetector signals. The implication of this observation is 
that pressure not only affects the breakdown threshold, but also the size of events 
generated at super threshold irradiances. 
The more bizarre aspects of the results from the HPV were observed in experi-
ments carried out above 55.2 MPa. Currently we have no good explanation for the 
apparent convergence of the photodetector signals for varying forward laser in-
tensities near 55.2 MPa (Figs. 6.33-6.34). We also have no explanation for the other 
strange behaviors observed at the higher pressures. Currently, our best guess is to 
say that we are observing the effects of structural changes in the water, however, 
further experiments would need to be carried out to verify or refute this. 
We have published a subset of these results [75], and have patented the idea of 
using breakdown as a non-contact absolute pressure censor [76]. 
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Part IV 
Sonoluminescence & High Pressure 
Phase Transitions in H20 and D20 
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Chapter 7 
Theory and Modeling 
This section will detail the theoretical considerations used to describe the phenom-
ena associated with bubble collapse events in the spherical resonators. 
7.1 . Bubble Dynamics 
7.1.1 Rayleigh Equations 
The dynamics of collapsing bubbles are well described by Lord Rayleigh in his 
1917 paper On the pressure developed in a liquid during the collapse of a spherical cav-
ity [77]. In this paper he describes the dynamics of a collapsing bubble via argu-
ments of conservation of energy. Consider, for example, a spherical cavity of radius 
R placed in an infinite incompressible fluid with an ambient pressure of P00 • As-
suming that the pressure inside the bubble is less than P 00 , the bubble will begin 
to collapse. One may then say that as the bubble collapses, the potential energy 
stored in the fluid is converted to P · dV work, and that this work is given by 
(7.1) 
where Rm is the bubble's maximum radius and R is the bubble's instantaneous 
radius. If one assumes the fluid to be incompressible, then via arguments of con-
servation of mass, the velocity of the fluid, r, at any radius, r, is given in terms of 
the velocity of the bubble wall, .k, as .kjr = r 2 / R2 • Using this relationship one can 
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then define the kinetic energy of the fluid as it moves inwards as follows 
(7.2) 
where pis the fluid density. Equations 7.1 and 7.2 can then be equated, giving the 
velocity of the bubble wall as 
Ji2 = 2Poo (R~ _ 1) 
3p R 3 (7.3) 
If we now take the pressure within the bubble to be constant, we can solve for 
the pressure at any point in the fluid, using Euler's equation 
1 dp dr . dr 
--=---r-
p dr dt dr 
We can then make use of the conservation of mass argument, as in above, to 
recast the first term on the right hand side of this equation as 
using Eq. 7.3 we can simplify this further to 
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We can now solve for the pressure in the fluid and we get 
P(r) = P 1 + -- -~ - 1 -- ~ - 1 [ 4 R ( 1 R
3 ) R4 ( R3 ) ] 
00 3 r 4 R 3 3r4 R 3 (7.4) 
These equations are central to the descriptions of many of the phenomena to 
follow. 
7.2 Water's High Pressure Phase Transitions 
7.2.1 Background: Crystalline and Amorphous Transitions 
Crystalline Transitions 
Our interest in water's high pressure phase transitions stems from observations, 
which will be presented in Section 8.3, of ring-like structures forming in the after-
math of single bubble collapse events in H 20 and D20. To motivate the theoretical 
treatment that follows, we begin here with a bit of background on water's high 
pressure phases. Looking first at water's phase diagram [41, 78-80] (Fig. 7.1)1 we 
see that water has a complex and diverse family of phases. 
Of particular interest to us in this phase diagram are the high pressure phases 
that exist near room temperature. We see that at room temperature four distinct 
transitions occur over pressures ranging from about 1 CPa to 300 CPa. Let's limit 
ourselves here to only Ices VI and VII, which have transition pressures of about 
1.1 CPa and 2.1 CPa at room temperature, respectively. Now, consider for example, 
a bubble with a maximum radius of 1 mm and an instantaneous radius of 50 p_m 
in water with an ambient pressure of 10 MPa. These values are readily observed 
in experiments and using Eq. 7.4 we find that for these values, the peak pressures 
in the fluid reach more than 10 CPa. The values for the bubble considered in this 
1This image is from http: / I en.wikipedia.org/ wiki / Ice 
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Figure 7.1: Phase Diagram of Water 
example are fairly modest compared to those observed in experiments, but never-
theless produce pressures well above the transition thresholds of both Ice-VI and 
Ice-VII. 
That these collapses produce such high pressures was, in fact, recognized by 
Rayleigh in 1917 [77]. Now, if we consider one of the more extreme cases observed 
in experiments, a bubble with a maximum radius of 1.5 mm and an instantaneous 
radius of 30 pm in water at an ambient pressure of 30 MPa, Eq. 7.4 predicts peak 
pressures of nearly 600 GPa. Pressures this high are consistent with the formation 
of all the high pressure phases known to exist at room temperature [40]. Indeed, 
the possibility of the transient formation of high pressure phases of ice was the-
oretically predicted by Hickling [53] as a way to explain some of the anomalous 
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features of sonoluminescence. Using these results as a starting point, the theoret-
ical considerations to be used in later analyses will be explored further in Section 
7.2.2. 
Liquid and Amorphous Transitions 
Having established a basis for considering crystalline transitions, we next look to 
liquid and amorphous transitions. To again preface results from Section 8.3, obser-
vations of the ring-like structures were made which cast doubt on the assumption 
they were the result of a crystalline transition. Namely, some objects were observed 
to be highly deformable and to support material flow through them, properties not 
typically associated with crystalline solids. We begin this section by considering 
the conditions under which the crystalline phases have been observed to form, and 
then moving on to the amorphous phases of water, which are not represented on 
the phase diagram of Figure 7.1. 
So far we have seen that pressure conditions in the fluid resulting from the col-
lapse of these bubbles are sufficient to generate a number of crystalline phases. 
However, we must also consider the times scales involved and processes by which 
these pressures are reached in our system to make comparisons to prior results. 
Previous experiments have primarily relied on the use anvil cell configurations to 
generate the high pressures required, and have generated said pressures via quasi 
static loading [50-52]. Pressurization in our system, by comparison, occurs on 
nano-second time scales and far from any surfaces, like the windows used in anvil 
cells, which may act as heterogeneous nucleation sites for crystal formation. The 
implications of this become apparent when looking at the results of experiments 
studying the formation of crystalline phases generated in diamond anvil cells un-
der shock loading conditions [81]. Importantly, it was shown in these studies that 
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contact with the windows of the cell played a significant role in the transformation 
process and that the transitions require, at minimum, between about 2 and 5 ns to 
occur. 
Because of the differences between the conditions under which we observe 
these transitions and those under which they have been observed before, we must 
consider transitions to non-crystalline phases. A number of amorphous phases of 
water/ice exist [82] and, in fact, are thought to be the predominant forms of wa-
ter found throughout the universe [45-48]. Unfortunately, these phases have only 
been observed to.form at or near cryogenic temperatures [42--44]. We nevertheless 
consider them here because they exhibit a number of properties relevant to this 
study, and because higher temperatures don't necessarily preclude their forma-
tion. Of particular interest are the low-density amorphous (LDA) and very-high-
density amorphous (vHDA) types, which have been shown to exhibit properties 
of ultra-viscous liquids, with viscosities up to 15 orders of magnitude greater than 
normal water [54]. Moreover, these phases have been observed to form, albeit at 
cryogenic temperatures, at pressures between 0.2 and 1 GPa [83], pressures well 
within the range of those generated in experiments. While we clearly operate well 
above cryogenic temperatures, we may make statements about the dynamics of the 
fluid during the pressurization process that shed light on the observed formation 
of the rings structures. 
7.2.2 Theoretical Considerations Regarding the Formation of the Ring Struc-
tures 
Radius of Pressure Maximum in the Fluid Surrounding the Collapsing Bubble 
A reasonable assumption when considering a crystalline phase transition would 
be that the transition should begin at the location where the local pressure first 
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exceeds some threshold value for the transition to occur. It follows then, that we 
need to find the radial location where the pressure first exceeds that critical value 
and cast it in terms of variables readily available to us from the data collected in 
experiments. Ideally, we would like to define the radius of the pressure maximum, 
rpm' in terms of the bubble's maximum radius, Rm, the ambient pressure in the 
fluid, ? 00 , and the pressure at which the transition occurs, Pt, where it assumed 
that Pt is constant. To do this we first find the radial location of the peak pressure 
by differentiating Eq. 7.4 with respect to r, setting it equal to 0, which yields 
8P(r) = -~ R (! R~ _ 1) + ~ R 4 (R~ _ 1) 8r 3 r 2 4 R3 3 r5 R3 
We can then solve for r, which will give us the radial location of the maximum 
pressure, rpm · Recasting R~/ R3 as z, this gives us 
3 4R3 (z - 1) 
rpm = (z - 4) (7.5) 
where rpm is the location of the pressure maximum as a function of Rm and R. 
We can then solve Eq. 7.4 at the location of the pressure maximum and we get 
[ 4R (1 ) R4 ] P (rpm ) = Poo 1 +- - z -1 - - 4- (z - 1) 3rpm 4 3rpm 
We then identify the left side of this equation as being equal to the transition 
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pressure, Pt, and divide through by P 00 to get 
Pt 4R (1 ) R 4 
-=1+- - z -1 --(z -1) 
P00 3Tpm 4 3r~m 
We next need to handle the dependence of this equation on R. We start by 
defining T} as TJ = (I;;, - 1), and rewriting the equation in terms of TJ as 
4R (1 ) R4 T} = -- - z - 1 - - 4-(z - 1) 3rpm 4 3r pm 
TJ = ~ (z _ 4) _ !i_ R3 (z- 1)(z - 4) 
3rpm . Tpm 3 4R3 (z - 1) 
TJ = -
1
- [R(z - 4)- R(z - 4)] 
3rpm 4 
1 
TJ = - [R( z - 4)] 
4Tpm 
If we then cube both sides of the equation we get 
3 1 3 
TJ = -43 3 [R(z - 4)] 
rpm 
We can then use Eq. 7.5 for rpm to recast this it terms of Rand we get 
3 3 R3 ( z - 4) ( z - 4) 3 4 TJ = 4R3 ( z - 1) 
(7.6) 
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Which, given sufficiently large values for Pt and z, yields 
(7.7) 
We can then use this to solve for R in terms of Rm and we get 
4 4/3 ( :~ - 1) + 5 (7.8) 
Which, upon substitution back into our equation for rpm' gives us 
_ (4(z-1)) 113 
rpm- Rm z(z - 4) (7.9) 
which is the location of the pressure maximum in terms of the desired variables 
Rm, P:x" and Pt. Moreover, this equation states that, for a given transition pressure, 
the location where the pressure first exceeds that value is linearly dependent on 
the bubble's maximum radius. 
Pressure in the Fluid at the Radius of Pressure Maximum 
Another important quantity to consider here is the pressure at the radius of pres-
sure maximum. In addition to using the radius of the pressure maximum, the 
pressure at that radius may also be used as a marker for identifying possible phase 
transitions. We can solve for this value by plugging the equation for the radius of 
pressure maximum (Eq. 7.9) back into the Rayleigh pressure equation (Eq. 7.4). 
Doing this we find, after some simplification, that the pressure at the radius of 
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pressure maximum is given by 
[ 
(z _ 4)4/3 ] 
P(rpm) = Poo 1 + 44/3 (z- 1)1/3 (7.10) 
Fluid Velocity at the Radius of Pressure Maximum 
Crystalline transitions in water have typically been achieved via quasi-static pro-
cesses using devices such as diamond anvil cells. As the processes by which the 
ring structures observed in our experiments were not quasi-static in nature, in or-
der to make an argument for a transition to an amorphous or liquid phase, addi-
tional information about the dynamics is needed. As such, in a manner similar 
to that described in the previous section, we would like to find the velocity of the 
fluid at the radius of pressure maximum in terms of experimentally available pa-
rameters and a given transition pressure, I{. 
We begin with Eq. 7.3 and make the substitution as before of z = R~/ R3 , which 
gives us 
R? = 2P 00 [ z - 1] 
3p 
Via the conservation of mass argument invoked in the previous section, we can 
recast this equation in terms of rpm as 
R2 (2P ) 1/2 Tm=- ~[z -1] 
P r 2 3p pm 
(7.11) 
Using Eq. 7.5 we then represent R2 /r~m in terms of z as 
R2 = z-2/3 [4(z- 1)] -2/3 
r~m z(z - 4) 
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Plugging this back into Eq. 7.11 and simplifying we get 
( ) 
1/2 ~ (z - 4) 2/3 
42/3 (z - 1 )1/6 
Raising both sides to the 6th power we get 
2P00 4 ( )
3 
----s;;- (z - 4) 
44 (z - 1) 
Using Eq. 7.6 we can remove the z dependence from this equation and solve to 
get 
.
6 
_ (2P00 ) 3 ( Pt ) 3 =} r - -- ---1 
pm 3p Poo 
. - {[p( )1 /2 Tpm - - Pt - Poo 
3p 
(7.12) 
Which gives us the velocity of the fluid at the radius of the pressure maximum 
in terms of the desired variables. Interestingly, this velocity is independent of both 
the maximum and instantaneous radii of the bubble, and is only a function of the 
fluid density, ambient pressure, and transition pressure, of course subject to the 
constraint of the local pressure maximum. 
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7.3 Inferring Fluid Pressure From Optical Considerations 
Near the final stages of bubble collapses, images of events were often observed to 
develop dark bands around the collapsing bubbles which obscured from view the 
formation of the ring-like structures discussed above. This is due to the functional 
dependence of water's index of refraction on pressure. As the pressure around 
the collapsing bubble increases, the local index of refraction changes with it in 
conformation with the pressure field. While this prevents direct observation of the 
formation of the ring structures, it does provide for an interesting way to infer local 
pressures in the fluid around the bubble. 
7.3.1 Water's Index of Refraction as a Function of Pressure 
The index of refraction of water as a function of density, temperature, and wave-
length is given in [68] as 
where n is the index of refraction, and T, 5:., and 15 are given by 
T = TjT* 
15 = pj p* 
5:. =A/A* 
where T, p, and A are the temperature, density, and wavelength of light, respec-
tively, and the starred variables correspond to reference values for each parameter 
and are given as 273.15K, lOOOkg/m-3, and 589nm. The constants a0 through a7 , 
and the values for 5:.uv and >:.IR are given in Table 7.1. 
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7.3.2 Ray Tracing 
Using Equation 7.4 to describe the pressure in the fluid region around a collapsing 
bubble and Equation 5.16 to get the corresponding densities in the region, we can 
then use Equation 7.13 to obtain a map of the index of refraction in the fluid region. 
If we then use ray tracing to track the path of light as it travels through the sphere 
and past the collapsing bubbles, we can generate an intensity profile of the light 
as it exits the sphere and compare this to images gathered in experiments. Using 
this technique in reverse should then allow one to infer a pressure field using the 
intensity profile gathered in experiments. 
Fermat's Principle and Lagrangian Optics 
Fermat's principle states that the path that a ray of light travels between two points 
is the path which can be traversed in the least time [84,85]. This can be expressed 
in terms of the path length the light travels as 
(7.14) 
where S is the path length traveled by the ray, and n is the local index of refrac-
tion of the medium. Because the path followed by the ray is the path which can 
be traversed in the least time, and so occupies an extremum as a function ofT, 
a0 = 0.244257733 
a1 = 9.74634476·10-3 
a2 = -3.73234996·10-3 
a3 = 2.68678472·10-4 
,\uv = 0.2292020 
a4 = 1.58920570·10-3 
a5 = 2.45934259·10-3 
a6 = 0.900704920 
a7 = -1.66626219·10- 2 
,\I R = 5.432937 
Table 7.1: Constants of Eq. 7.13 
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and because S is given by S = cT, we can make the argument that Sis also an 
extremum and via the calculus of variations is given by 
fJ S = fJ lB nds = 0 
Given that the index of refraction in the fluid is a function of spatial location, 
we can rewrite it as n = n (x 1 , x2) . We then define the path along which the ray 
travels such that s = (x1 (x2), x2) , where we have defined the propagation along 
direction x1 as a function of that along x2 . We can now rewrite nds in Eq. 7.14 as 
d _ Jdxi + dx~ d n s - n d 2 x2 
x2 
If we treat dx 2 as an analog of time we can rewrite this as 
Plugging this back in to the equation for 58 we get 
where Lis the optical Lagrangian [85, 86]. We can now define the optical path 
length in terms of the Lagrangian and we get 
(7.15) 
This equation can then be solved numerically to yield the path traversed by the 
ray. 
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7.3.3 Fluid Pressure Around a Collapsing Bubble 
Using this technique, we can now model the path of the rays as they travel through 
the fluid. Starting with Eq. 7.4 and using as an example a bubble with a maximum 
radius of 1.1 mm and an instantaneous radius of 150 pm, we can plot the pressure 
profile in the fluid for various ambient pressure conditions. The pressure profiles 
calculated in this way may be seen in Figure 7.2a. We may then calculate the index 
of refraction as a function of radius for each pressure profile in Figure 7.2a using 
Eq. 7.13. In calculations for the index of refraction, temperature was assumed to 
remain constant and was set to 25 oc. Curves showing profiles of the calculated 
indices of refraction can be seen in Figure 7.2b. We see that for these conditions, 
peak pressures range from 600 to 1300 MPa and indices of refraction range from 
1.46 to 1.5. 
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Figure 7.2: Pressure and index of refraction profiles developed around a collaps-
ing bubble in water from Eq's 7.4 and 7.13. The bubble used in the calculations 
for these plots had a maximum radius of 1.1 mm and an instantaneous radius of 
150pm. 
Having found the index of refraction profiles, we may use ray tracing tech-
niques to map the path of the rays as they navigate around the bubble through the 
fluid. The trajectories of the rays, from where they enter the spheres to where they 
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exit, can be seen in Figure 7.3. We see in this image that initially the rays are tightly 
bundled and traveling forwards towards the center of the sphere. Once they reach 
the center of the sphere, where they start traveling through the high pressure field 
generated by the bubbles, their paths begin bending inwards towards the high 
pressure region. As the rays move past the high pressure region, they travel in 
straight lines in the direction at which they left the high pressure region. Zooming 
in, we can better see the high pressure region and how it affects the rays locally. We 
see in Figure 7.4 that the light rays bend towards higher pressures, as was expected 
from what was seen in Fig. 7.3, and as would be predicted by Snell's law. 
The varying degrees to which pressure fields generated by bubbles of differ-
ent Rm affect the path of the light can be seen in Figures 7.5a-7.5d. Progressing in 
order from Rm= 900 p.m to Rm= 1500 p.m we see that as Rm grows, the higher pres-
sures cause the rays to bend further inwards towards the bubbles as they approach 
them. Beyond the bubble, the result of this can be seen in the form of ray clusters 
becoming less dense and traveling at angles away from the horizontal. In the case 
of Fig. 7.5d the effect is so strong that the majority of rays have been deflected out 
of the region, and so only a small fraction of those that entered can be seen in this 
image beyond the bubble. 
While it is interesting to see the effects of the pressure field on the light travel-
ing through it, images from experiments only provide us with an intensity profile 
of the light that reaches the end of the sphere. To say something about pressure 
profiles then, we need to construct intensity profiles across the sphere windows. 
We do this by binning the heights at which the different rays exit the sphere, and 
counting the total number of rays that fall within each bin. A plot of this can be 
seen in Figure 7.6. 
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Figure 7.3: Ray Trajectories, Full Field. Simulation Parameters: Rm= 1.3 mm, R = 
100 }l!TI., P 00= 17.2 MPa, (x0,yo)bubble = (0, 0) . The bubble in this simulation is cen-
tered at 0 mm in both directions. The colorbar in this image is given in GPa, and 
represents the local pressure in the fluid generated by the collapsing bubble. The 
radius of the light source in this simulation (and all to follow) was set to match 
the radius of flash used in experiments, at l.Smm. Rays left their points of origin 
from 100 discrete locations evenly spaced across the face of the source. Each point 
of origin produced rays of 16 different wavelengths at 100 different angles. Wave-
lenghths were spaced 50 nm apart starting at 232 nm, and angled rays were swept 
out evenly over a range of 1.5 degrees from -0.75 to 0.75 degrees. The arrows in the 
plots showing trajectories were generated as follows. Moving from the light source 
to the exit point of the sphere (from left to right across the region) ray trajectories 
were calculated for each slice of the region spaced 1mm apart. To generate the ar-
rows showing the direction of travel of the rays observed in these plots, rays from 
simulations were binned vertically along each slice mentioned before in steps of 
0.1 mm and the directions of travel of each ray in the bins were averaged together 
to generate the arrows seen in plots. 
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Figure 7.5: Comparison of Ray Trajectories For Bubbles with Different Rm. The 
colorbars in these plots are in units of GPa and show the pressures in the fluid 
generated by the collapsing bubbles. Rays in these plots were generated via the 
method described in Fig. 7.3 
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(d) Simulation Parameters: Rm= l.Smm 1 R = 
100 }.lm1 Poe= 17.2 MPal (xo~Yo)bubble = (0~0). 
Figure 7.5: (Conti d) Comparison of Ray Trajectories For Bubbles with Different Rm. 
The colorbars in these plots are in units of GPa and show the pressures in the fluid 
generated by the collapsing bubbles. Rays in these plots were generated via the 
method described in Fig. 7.3 
(a) Simulation Parameters: Rm= 1.3 mm1 R = 
50pm1 Poe = 17.2MPa 
(b) Simulation Parameters: Rm= 1.3mm1 R = 
200pm1 Poe= 17.2MPa 
Figure 7.6: Intensity Profiles of Light at Sphere Window From Ray Tracing. The 
field of view in these images is 1.75 x 1.32 mm. 
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7.4 Shock Waves 
Upon collapse, the high pressures built up in the fluid during the collapse begin 
traveling away from the bubble and become the well studied shock wave emitted 
by collapsing bubbles [87]. 
7.4.1 Weak Shock Theory 
Modeling of the shock waves is accomplished primarily via weak shock theory 
and follows the derivation given by Hamilton and Blackstock [88]. We begin with 
the Burgers equation for plane wave propagation 
(3p 8p (7.16) p0c~ 8T' 
. where p = p(x, T) is the pressure, c0 is the sound speed at ambient pressure, p0 is 
the density at ambient pressure, T = t- x / c0 is the retarded time, 8 is the diffusivity, 
and (3 is the coefficient of nonlinearity. Assuming there is no dissipation, this can 
be simplified to 
8p 
----
-ax PoC~ 8T' 
(3p 8p (7.17) 
which has solutions 
p(x, T) = j [T + (:a~~) X] (7.18) 
Rewriting this equation in generalized coordinates we get 
8q (3q 8q (7.19) 
az PoC~ 8T' 
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where 
(7.20) 
1x (Ao) 1/ 2 z = ± A dx xo (7.21) 
where A(x ) is the cross sectional area and A 0 = A(x0 ). For the spherical case this 
becomes 
r 
q= -p 
ro 
Solving Eq. 7.19 we get 
q(r,T) = f [T+ (~:~~) ln (;
0
)] 
(7.22) 
(7.23) 
(7.24) 
(7.25) 
The solutions to Eq. 7.25 are not unique and to account for this we introduce 
discontinuities where appropriate to constrain solutions to single values using 
weak shock theory. The conditions present of either side of a given discontinu-
ity can then be related to each other using the Rankine-Hugoniot relationships. 
Now, let's assume that all dissipation in the system occurs at the discontinuity. If 
the wave is assumed to be initially triangular, with a peak pressure of Ph(r0 ) = Pho, 
and the initial duration Th (r0 ) =Tho, we can use weak shock theory to predict the 
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velocity at which the shock front will travel as 
U _ + f3Ph(r) sh- Co 2 PoCo (7.26) 
where the peak pressure, Ph, and duration, Th, are given by 
Pharo Ph ( r) = -;======= 
r 1 + aroln (;a) (7.27) 
Th ( r) = Tho 1 + aro ln ( ;
0
) (7.28) 
and 
Using these equations, we may then make estimates the pressure profile at the 
shock front as a function of r and Ush· 
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Chapter 8 
Analysis and Results 
8.1 Cloud Collapse Events 
8.1.1 Measures of Collapse Strength 
We begin this section by looking at 
measures of the collapse strength 
of bubble clouds under various 
ambient pressure conditions. As 
noted earlier, the motion of the 
sphere wall was monitored using 
either a piezo pill transducer or 
an LDV for purposes of resonance 
tracking. In addition to just mon-
itoring the resonance of the sys-
tern, however, these devices were 
also used to monitor the response 
of the sphere wall during and after 
the collapse of the bubble clouds. 
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Figure 8.1: Typical LDV Trace of Sphere Response 
During Collapse Event. The left side of this curve 
shows the sinusoidal motion of the wall as it is 
driven resonantly. The right side of the curve 
shows the response of the sphere wall due to de-
tuning effects from shock wave impacts with it. 
The shock waves were generated by a collapsing 
bubble cloud in the resonator which was gener-
ated at t = 0.2 ms. 
In so doing, these signals became a useful metric for the collapse strength based on 
the energy imparted to the sphere wall from shock waves produced by collapses. 
Looking at a typical LDV trace of the response of the sphere wall during a col-
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lapse event (Fig. 8.1) we see a number of things. Before nucleation, which occurs 
at about 0.2 ms, we see the response of the sphere as it is driven at resonance. After 
the nucleation event we notice that the response remains a fairly clean sinusoid for 
three or four acoustic cycles before becoming largely distorted later on. This dis-
tortion is the result of shock wave impacts at the resonator wall from the collapse 
events at the center. 
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Using notions from Section 
7.1 regarding the energy of col-
lapse events, it might be rea-
sonably assumed that higher 
ambient pressures result in 
more energetic collapse events, 
and that more energetic col-
lapse events, in turn, lead to 
the creation of more energetic 
Figure 8.2: Frequency response (0-1 MHz) of the 
sphere wall after shock wave impact as measured by shock waves. We may then 
the LDV. 
check this notion by compar-
ing the response of the resonator wall to impacts of shock waves generated by 
collapse events at different ambient pressures. We start by looking at the frequency 
response of the resonator wall after a shock wave impact to gain insight into how 
energy is transferred from the shock to the wall. We see in Figure 8.2, disregarding 
the first peak near 0 as the acoustic driving signal, that the response is dominated 
by a mode at 150kHz, which corresponds to a thickness mode of the sphere wal11 . 
1 Frequency is given by f=c/ A. The sound speed of steel is Csteel ~6000 m/ s. A is taken to be 
the thickness of resonator wall which is A =2 em. This yields a frequency of 300kHz. This is the 
frequency of oscillation of one full wavelength. However, the system allows for the excitation of the 
half wavelength mode and so we may divide this by two to get 150kHz, the observed frequency of 
oscillation as measured by the LDV. 
To characterize the energy 
imparted to the wall by the 
shock waves then, we may 
integrate over this frequency 
response signal outside the 
range of the acoustic driving 
signal, and compare the re-
sults obtained across the range 
of ambient pressures used in 
experiments. We see in Fig-
ure 8.3a that, aside from the 
dip at 24 MPa, the energy 
of the shocks waves follows 
the expected trend, increasing 
in kind with increasing pres-
sures. We see the same gen-
eral trend in the results from 
the pill transducer (Fig. 8.3b ), 
but with larger aberrations be-
tween 20 MPa and 30 MPa. 
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Figure 8.3: Response of Sphere Wall After Shock 
Impacts Generated By Collapse Events at Differ-
ent Ambient Pressures 
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8.1.2 MBSL PMT Experiments 
Cycle to Cycle Evolution of Emission Events 
PMT experiments on MBSL began by looking at the evolution of light emissions 
from cloud collapse events on a cycle to cycle basis. In these experiments the PMT 
was set to begin capturing data roughly five acoustic cycles before the laser was 
fired, and then to continue collecting data for about forty more cycles. A number 
of interesting features were observed in these experiments. First, it was observed 
that light emissions from collapse events did not begin until about the fifth acoustic 
cycle after nucleation. Once emissions began, however, they were observed to 
continue at least once per cycle for about twenty acoustic cycles. A typical plot of 
emissions of this type can be seen in Figure 8.4. 
The peak observed at 200 p.s corresponds to the laser pulse and the peaks be-
tween 400 p.s and 1200 p.s correspond to MBSL light emissions. The delay between 
the laser firing time and first MBSL emissions can be attributed to two processes as-
sociated with the dynamics of the cloud evolution in the resonator. First, while the 
cloud of bubbles nucleated by the laser is relatively large, the individual bubbles 
within the cloud are relatively small and their collapses are not strong enough to 
generate meaningful emissions. However, upon collapse the cloud emits a shock 
wave which travels out to the resonator wall and back to the center after about four 
acoustic cycles. During the intervening acoustic cycles, the cloud begins to orga-
nize itself into a more tightly packed, more spherically symmetric, configuration. 
Upon returning to the center, the shock converges on itself in the center, nucleating 
a large, compact, spherically symmetric cloud which collapses half a cycle later. It 
is during this cycle that the first MBSL emissions are typically observed. More 
details on the dynamics of this process may be found in [89]. 
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Figure 8.4: LDV Response and Typical Cycle to Cycle PMT Signal from MBSL 
Emissions. In this image we see the sinusoidal motion of the sphere's wall as it is 
driven at resonance in the trace of the LDV signal. The large negative pulse in the 
PMT signal observed at 200 ps corresponds to the laser pulse used to nucleated the 
bubble cloud. The spikes in the PMT signal over the range from 400 ps to 1200 ps 
correspond to cycle to cycle light emissions from collapse events. The change ob-
served in the LDV signal between about 400 ps and 600 ps, where it is no longer 
observed to be a relatively clean sinusoid, is due to the detuning effects the shock 
waves emitted by the collapsing clouds have on the sphere wall as they impact it. 
Having accounted for the delay between nucleation and the first emissions, we 
move on to the evolution emission events from cycle to cycle. We first note that 
MBSL emissions, on average, are brighter during the first ten acoustic cycles in 
which they are observed than they are during the final ten. This too is largely the 
result of the shock waves produced in the system and can be traced back to two 
processes. First, as the shock waves travel out and hit the wall of the resonator, 
they have the effect of detuning the system. If we look at the LDV trace in Figure 
8.4, which monitors the response of the sphere wall, we see that the wall is initially 
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being driven sinusoidally. However, about half way between the laser pulse and 
the first MBSL emissions in the PMT trace, we see a spike and deviations from 
sinusoidal driving in the LDV trace. This is the first emitted shock wave impacting 
and reflecting off the wall of the resonator. Shock waves continue to impact and 
reflect off the resonator wall in this fashion, eventually knocking it briefly out of 
resonance and decreasing the strength of collapse events thereafter. 
The other process attributed to shock waves affecting the emissions has to do 
with the time of flight of the shock waves, from the time emissions are first ob-
served and the shock wave is emitted, to the time the shock returns to the center 
of the sphere. The time of flight of the shock wave from the center of the res-
onator to the wall and back is 3.5 acoustic cycles. This means that the shock wave 
returns to the center of the sphere during the negative phase of the acoustic pres-
sure. As the shock wave passes through the center, as was observed by Phillip 
Anderson [89], it nucleates a bubble cloud in its wake which then grows and col-
lapses in accord with the acoustics. Upon collapse, this new cloud emits a another 
strong shock wave which travels out to the wall of the resonator and reflects back 
in a process which repeats itself for about 15 cycles of the acoustics. The detuning 
affects these shock waves have on the sphere lead to subsequently weaker collapse 
events, which consequently result in weaker shock wave emissions and therefore 
cycle to cycle variation in the clouds they nucleate. These interactions with the 
shock waves may account for much of the cycle to cycle variation in intensity of 
MBSL emissions. A detailed description of the shock dynamics associated with 
events such as these can be found in [89]. 
In addition to cycle to cycle variations in intensity, and the eventual detuning of 
the system resulting in the cessation of emissions, sh<?ck wave interactions with the 
cloud can lead to unexpected emissions. One might reasonably expect emissions to 
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Figure 8.5: PMT Trace of Series of MBSL Events Showing Emissions Between 
Acoustic Cycles. It can be seen in this image that peaks are, on average, spaced 
about 40 p.s apart from one another. We notice that after the 500 p.s mark, however, 
peaks begin appearing at odd intervals. Particularly, this can be seen in the peak 
just prior to 600 p.s and the two peaks between 700 and 800 p.s. 
be observed only during the collapse of the bubble cloud during the high pressure 
phase of the acoustic pressure. However, because of the complicated way in which 
the shocks interact with the cloud, some shocks will return during intermediate 
stages of the clouds growth or collapse. This, in turn, can result in observations 
of light emission events at intermediate stages of the cloud's evolution. If, for 
example, a shock of sufficient strength returned to the cloud half way through its 
collapse, it would serve to accelerate that collapse, causing light emissions to be 
observed earlier than expected. A PMT trace of the evolution of light emissions 
exhibiting such events can be seen in Figure 8.5. It can be seen this image the 
majority of emission events occur about once every 40 p.s, in line with the acoustics 
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driving the system. After about 500 ps, however, events start cropping up at other 
intervals, as is especially apparent near the peaks between 700 and 800 ps in this 
plot. These types of events are not to be confused with the double emission events 
to be discussed in the next section, and as observed in Figure 8.6b, which show two 
partially separated emission peaks within 100 ns of each other. These are instead 
wholly separate emissions which occur outside of about one microsecond from 
one another. 
Finally, as returning shock waves pass through the center of the resonator, they 
have been observed to cause the growth of bubble clouds in their wake. These 
clouds, once formed, then grow or collapse in accordance with the driving acous-
tics and may themselves collapse and generate light emissions. 
Time Evolution of Individual MBSL Events 
The evolution of 'individual' MBSL events was also monitored via PMT, where 
'individual' here means the emissions associate with a single collapse event, not 
necessarily a singular peak observed for that emission event. Emission events ob-
served in these experiments were observed to last on the order of up to 100 ns. 
Typical events were observed to have short rise times, on the order of nanosec-
onds, with moderately slower decay times. A typical PMT trace from such an 
event can be seen in Figure 8.6a. 
While the majority of events observed were roughly analogous to those of Fig-
ure 8.6a, many emissions events captured via PMT were observed to have multiple 
peaks, le~ding to the distinction made above about 'individual' events. This multi 
peak behavior can be seen explicitly in Figure 8.6b. The separation time between 
peaks observed in these multi peak events was typically on the order of a few tens 
of nanoseconds and similar events have been observed before in transient cavita-
tion experiments [16]. 
These types of events 
are suggestive of a number 
of possible scenarios. For 
instance, one might con-
sider a case where instead 
of a single cloud of bub-
bles undergoing collapse, 
there are multiple clouds 
occupying the same re-
gion undergoing collapse 
together. In such a situa-
tion, one might reasonably 
expect the smaller cloud 
to collapse first and emit 
a pulse of light before the 
larger cloud near it col-
lapsed and did the same. 
Alternatively, one might 
consider the development 
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(b) PMT Trace of MBSL Event With Multiple Peaks 
of instabilities during a Figure 8.6: Typical PMT traces of the two types of 
emission events observed. The PMT trace on the left 
collapse event, or nonuni- shows an emission event with a single peak, while the 
formities within the col- trace on the right shows a 'single' event with a double 
emission peak. 
lapsing cloud, causing dif-
ferent regions of the cloud to undergo emissions at different times. And finally, 
one might consider that emission phenomena are probabilistic in nature and so, if 
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only by chance, different regions may light up at different times so long as they 
are above some threshold to do so. In imaging experiments a number of events 
which displayed this type of behavior were observed and an image of one such 
event may be seen in Figure 8.7. 
Figure 8.7: Image of MBSL Event Showing Two Emitting Regions. The ambient 
pressure of the fluid in this image is 31 MPa and the field of view in each frame is 
4.3x3.2 mm, with the scale bars in each frame corresponding to 1 mm. Frame ex-
posure times were set to 50 ns with 5 ns between the end of one frame and the start 
of the next. The final stages of the cloud's collapse are seen in frames 1 through 4 
across the top of this image series (the dark regions located near the center). The 
light emitting region is observed in frame 5 of this image, and is seen to be made 
of two distinct, but connected, light emitting regions. The last 3 frames show the 
emergence of the shock wave (the dark band observed traveling outwards), as well 
as the remnant of the cloud left at the center of the region (the dark region centered 
within the boundaries of the shock wave). 
Ambient Pressure Effects on Emissions 
Results were gathered on the effects of the ambient pressure on the total light emis-
sions observed during collapse events. These experiments yielded a number of 
interesting results. First it was observed that the peak intensity of events was only 
marginally affected by pressure. A plot of the average peak intensity with respect 
to pressure can be seen in Figure 8.8a. 
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The lack of trend with 
respect to pressure might 
lead one to assume that the 
PMT was becoming satu-
rated, thereby obfuscating 
any apparent trend. How-
ever, observations of PMT 
signals suggest this was 
not the case and so one 
may make arguments to 
explain the lack of depen-
dence on pressure another 
way. Consider, for exam-
ple, that emissions occur 
on a per bubble basis in the 
cloud. Bubbles on the exte-
rior of the cloud would be 
subject to less violent con-
ditions that those in the in-
Figure 8.8: MBSL PMT peak intensity and number of terior. If we then assume 
emissions per nucleation event at different ambient light emissions to be the 
pressures. 
result of plasma formation 
in the gas, as the stronger emissions from within the cloud radiated outward, the 
plasma region surrounding it would serve to absorb much of the light radiating 
outwards. We can then consider the region as a series of nested shells emitting 
and absorbing light, and so the emissions radiating from the center of the cloud 
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would be diminished by the time they reached the exterior. Assuming the con-
ditions requisite to begin emissions are constant then, the light emissions of the 
outermost shell would be essentially fixed, only increasing marginally in accord 
with the amount of radiation from within that reaches the clouds exterior. This ex-
planation should hold even if instead of emissions beginning on a per bubble basis, 
emissions begin across the whole region near the clouds exterior at once, shielding 
radiation from within from escaping. This explanation has also been used to ex-
plain features of single bubble sonoluminescence linking the mechanism of light 
emissions to black body radiation [11, 90]. 
We next consider the total number of events as a function of pressure. One 
might assume that as pressure increased, the conditions requisite for emissions 
would persist for a proportionately longer period of time as the added pressure 
would increase the available potential energy of the system. While this was partly 
true, at least up until about 13.8 MPa, beyond that the total number of emission 
events was also only marginally affected by pressure. This can be seen in Figure 
8.8b. This is most readily explained by considering the detuning affects of shock 
waves on the system as described above. Detuning occurs at very nearly same rate 
regardless of ambient pressure and so, beyond a certain point in time, emissions 
will cease as the resonator can no longer sustain the acoustic field to drive them 
further. 
We next look at the combined duration of all emissions observed after a given 
nucleation event as a function of pressure. Here we see a clearer differentiation. 
The total duration of events at higher pressures is greater than events at lower 
pressures as can be seen in Figure 8.9a. The total duration of events goes from 
about 500 ps at 6.9 MPa up to almost 1 ms at 27.6 MPa. This trend may be best 
explained using the description of an absorbing plasma presented above in the 
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Figure 8.9: These two curves show the total duration of emission events as well as 
the integrated PMT signals of emissions from MBSL events observed over a range 
of ambient pressures. 
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paragraph detailing peak emission intensities. If. one considers the region to be a 
plasma, one may reasonably assume that the interior is hotter than the exterior. 
Then, if one assumes the duration of emission events to be a function of how long 
it takes for the temperature to drop below some emission threshold, one might rea-
sonably argue that hotter regions should emit for longer periods of time. Another 
argument which may explain this is that it may be the result of a greater number 
of bubbles in the cloud producing emissions over a longer period of time. 
Finally, if we integrate the PMT signal over the entire series of emission events 
captured by it at each pressure we can see the total emissions as a function of 
pressure. This can be seen in Figure 8.9b. As expected, the total light emissions 
increase as a function of pressure. This increase is nearly linear between 5 MPa and 
25 MPa, but appears to begin developing an asymptote thereafter. This asymptote 
may be the result of operational characteristics of the sphere at higher pressures, it 
becoming less efficient beyond about 25 MPa. 
8.1.3 MBSL Imaging Experiments (No Backlight) 
Spatial Characteristics 
Having observed MBSL events lasting tens of nanoseconds in PMT experiments, 
we next move on to images of MBSL events. We first image events corresponding 
to the first eight emissions events of the PMT trace presented in Figure 8.4. A 
typical image series of emissions over the first eight cycles they were observed can 
be seen in Figure 8.10. 
Each frame of this image is 25 mm wide and was taken with a 1 ps exposure 
time. The image shows the evolution of emission events from cycle to cycle over 8 
cycles of the acoustics driving the system. It can be seen in this image that the rela-
tive intensity of each event across the bottom row is related to the relative intensity 
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Figure 8.10: Typical Image of MBSL Events Over Eight Acoustic Cycles. Frame 
exposure times in this image were set to 1p.s and were captured once per acoustic 
cycle. The field of view in each frame in 25.6x19.2 mm. The ambient pressure of 
the fluid when this event was observed was 10.3 MPa. Frames 1 through 4 progress · 
from left to right across the top row, and frames 5 through 8 in a likewise fashion 
across the bottom row. 
of its neighbor directly above it. This relationship can be effectively described in 
terms of the shock dynamics present in the system if we recall that the time of 
flight of a given shock wave is approximately four acoustic cycles. Reasonably, 
one would expect the emission intensity of an event to be directly proportional to 
the strength of the collapse generating it as, likewise, would be the strength of the 
resultant shock wave. It makes sense then that the relative strength of emission 
events follows a four cycle trend related to the relative strength of the returning 
shock waves that were emitted four cycles earlier. 
Looking at individual frames of images like this we can gather information on 
the shape and size of the emitting regions. Looking at frame six of Figure 8.10 it 
can be seen that the light emitting region is more or less circular, being brightest 
at the center before fading near the edges, and is just under 700 p.m across. MBSL 
events observed during imaging experiments were observed to reach diameters of 
up to about 1 mm. The shape of different light emitting regions was also observed 
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(a) Frame 5 of Figure 8.10 showing a circular (b) Frame 6 of Figure 8.10 showing an oblong 
MBSL region MBSL region 
Figure 8.11: Frames 5 and 6 of MBSL Regions from Fig. 8.10 
to vary. Most events were observed to be roughly circular, with some events ex-
hibiting a more elliptical or ovoid shape, as seen in Figure 8.1lb. 
Cycle to Cycle Variation 
We next look at cycle to cycle variations in MBSL events. Taking again, one frame 
each, of the first 8 cycles during which emissions events are observed we would 
like to characterize the repeatability, or lack thereof, of emission events from dif-
ferent nucleation events. To accomplish this, we take 36 sets of images like that of 
Figure 8.10 and overlay them on top of one another. The method by which these 
images were overlaid on top of one another is as follows. First, each series of im-
ages was split into its component frames. Each image is a 12-bit grayscale image, 
and so the intensity of each pixel in it is given as by a single number from 0-4095, 
and each frame is 1280 pixels wide by 960 pixels tall. We can then make an empty 
array for each frame, and insert into it the 12-bit values for every pixel in that frame 
for the first image only. Now, going pixel by pixel through the same frame in the 
remaining images, if the value of a given pixel represents a brighter pixel than that 
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of its counter part in the array, it replaces its counter part in that array. In this way, 
we keep only the brightest pixels of each frame of each image and generate the 
overlay plots. The results of this can be seen in Figures 8.12a-8.12h. It should be 
noted here that the vertical lines of dots seen in Figures 8.12a, 8.12b, and 8.12e are 
artifacts in images, not emission events from collapses. 
(a) Cycle 6 (b)Cycle7 (c) Cycle 8 (d) Cycle 9 
(e) Cycle 10 (f) Cycle 11 (g) Cycle 12 (h) Cycle 13 
Figure 8.12: MBSL Cycle to Cycle Variation Overlay Plots. These images were 
generated by stacking the frames of 36 separate image series on top of each other, 
and creating a new 8 frame image by choosing the brightest corresponding pixel 
from each corresponding frame of the 36 images, and setting the pixel value of the 
new frame to this brightest pixel value among them. A more detailed description 
may be found on page 165. 
Of particular interest in these overlaid images is how the spatial location of the 
light emitting regions change from cycle to cycle. Emission events start off fairly 
localized, as can be seen in Cycles 6 and 7, and then become dispersed in Cycles 8 
and 9, before again becoming localized in Cycles 10 and 11, and then again becom-
ing dispersed by Cycles 12 and 13. As noted above for Figure 8.10, the intensity of 
events follows a four cycle pattern. It can be seen here in Figure 8.12 that this trend 
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remains. In addition to the four cycle trend in intensity, however, it can be seen 
that there is also a four cycle trend in the relative position of events. This may also 
be attributed to the shock waves, as the shock waves emitted in one cycle return 
four cycles later to the same position in the center, but in the opposite hemisphere. 
This type of reflection can account for the similarities in the shapes of the distribu-
tions of events observed between Cycles 8 and 12, and between Cycles 9 and 13. 
Why these asymmetries develop in the first place is somewhat less obvious, but 
accounted for by the early cycle dynamics of the cloud evolution. As noted in [89], 
the bubble cloud takes about four acoustic cycles to form into the compact cluster 
that generates the light. During the first four cycles, however, the cloud tends to 
develop into a somewhat fragmented spheroid, likely owing to the fact that the 
clouds are not nucleated as spheroids, but more approximately as cubes or cylin-
ders. We next look at the size of the MBSL regions as a function of the acoustic 
cycle. 
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Figure 8.13: MBSL Radius vs. Acoustic Cycle (One acoustic cycle in these plots is 
equivalent to 38 ps). 
As can be seen in Figures 8.13a-8.13f, events have typical radii on the order of 
300 pm, and over the course of observation of events from a single series, vary on 
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the order of 100 llffi· It can also be seen in these images that, in addition to being 
brighter in the latter four cycles of observation, events are also typically larger. 
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Figure 8.13: (Cont'd) MBSL Radius vs. Acoustic Cycle (One acoustic cycle in these 
plots is equivalent to 38ps). 
A similar analysis can be done to gage the symmetry of a collapse event by 
looking at the shape of the emitting region. Fitting the data to an ellipse instead of 
circle we can look at variations in the major and minor axes of the ellipse and make 
statements of how circular events are. For the same series of events as plotted 
in Figures 8.13a-8.13f, we see the elliptical radii in Figures8.14a-8.14f. It can be 
seen here that typical events are, and remain, fairly circular from cycle to cycle. 
Deviations from circular are occasionally observed to develop from cycle to cycle 
where the majority of events are otherwise circular, as can be seen in Fig. 8.14b and 
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Figs. 8.14d & 8.14e. And larger deviations, like those observed in Fig. 8.14a, are 
comparatively rare. 
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Figure 8.14: MBSL Elliptical Radii vs. Acoustic Cycle (One acoustic cycle in these 
plots is equivalent to 38p.s). 
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Figure 8.14: (Cont'd) MBSL Elliptical Radii vs. Acoustic Cycle (One acoustic cycle 
in these plots is equivalent to 38 ps). 
Intensity Characteristics 
We next move to use results from imaging to characterize the cycle to cycle vari-
ation of MBSL emissions. Instead of measuring the radius of events now, we in-
stead measure various aspects of the light captured in images. We are primarily 
interested in three quantities, the peak brightness of events observed, the inte-
grated brightness of events observed, and the total number of pixels above some 
pre-defined cut-off threshold differentiating the emitting region from its surround-
ings. Looking at Figures 8.15a-8.16, we first note the four cycle pattern observed in 
Section 8.1.3. It can be seen in each of these figures that the first four cycles are rel-
atively weak compared to second four, and that with some regularity, this pattern 
repeats itself for two blocks of four cycles until the emissions die out. Interestingly, 
we notice that the shape of peak intensity and pixel count curves closely follow 
one another, while the curve of the integrated intensity shows a much sharper 
spike upwards near cycle 5. The effects that cause regions to grow in size also 
cause greater emissions across the region as a whole, which upon integrating the 
intensity over the whole region, manifests itself as disproportionately large peaks 
for larger regions. 
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Figure 8.15: MBSL Cycle to Cycle Emission Characteristics From Images 
Event Number 
Figure 8.16: MBSL Cycle to Cycle Combined Emission Characteristics From Im-
ages. Results for these plots were generated from images collected at 10.3 MPa, 
under the same conditions as those in Fig. 8.10 
Temporally Resolved Images of MBSL 
We now consider the time evolution of a single MBSL event. If Figure 8.17 we see 
the evolution of such an event from formation to decay, over a period of 75 ns. The 
speckle pattern observed in frames 2 through 6 may be attributed to two possible 
effects, one being that there may be scatterers in the region deflecting light emitted 
from the central region, the other (and more likely as they are observed to change 
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from frame to frame) being that they are the result of small satellite bubbles un-
dergoing sonoluminescence outside the cluster region. Looking at the radius of 
the central region as function of time (see Figure 8.18a) we see that the light emit-
ting region must have formed between frames 1 and 2, and by frame 2 grown to a 
radius of 0.3mm. It then grows in size between frames 2 and 4 to its maximum ra-
dius of nearly 0.5 mm before beginning to shrink and fade away in the remaining 
frames. A curve from a different temporally resolved MBSL region shows simi-
lar features (Fig. 8.18b ), growing rapidly to 0.6 mm before slowly shrinking and 
fading away. 
Figure 8.17: Time resolved images of a light emission event with a 5 mm x 5 mm 
field of view. Scale bars shown in this image are 1 mm wide. This experiment 
was carried out at an ambient pressure of 31 MPa with a peak acoustic pressure of 
35 MPa. The laser was fired 111s before the peak negative phase of the acoustics 
to nucleate the cloud, and the first image began 20 ns before the peak positive 
phase of the acoustics. The image series spanned 75 ns with each frame having an 
exposure time of 5 ns with another 5 ns between frames. The frames progress in 
chronological order as given by the timing information in each frame. 
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Figure 8.18: MBSL Radius vs. Time Curves 
8.1.4 MBSL Imaging Experiments (Backlit) 
As MBSL events observed without backlighting proved exceptionally bright, we 
next moved on to simultaneously imaging the MBSL events and the final stages 
of the cloud collapse before them and shock waves emitted after. A typical event 
imaged in this way can be seen in Figure 8.19. In this image we see the final stages 
of the bubble's collapse in the first three frames, followed by the MBSL event in 
frame four, and finally the shock wave emissions in the final four frames. The 
MBSL event captured in this image can be clearly seen to be oblong instead of 
circular in nature, as described in the previous section. 
We can now construct a more complete picture of the final stages of a cloud col-
lapse event leading to the formation of the light emitting region, and what follows 
thereafter. Combining the radius data from this image with that of a time resolved 
MBSL event reaching a similar maximum radius, we can plot the radius vs. time 
of the whole series of events (see Figure 8.20). 
Here we can see that just before light emission, the collapse begins slowing 
down. The light emitting region then forms and quickly grows before reaching its 
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Figure 8.19: Backlit image of a light emission event with 4.3 mm x 3.2 mm field of 
view. Scale bars in this image are 500 pm wide. The image series spanned 435 ns 
with frame exposure times of 50 ns, and 5 ns between each frame. The ambient 
pressure of the fluid when this image series was taken was 17.2 MPa. Frames 1 
through 3 show the final stages of the cloud collapse (the dark regions near the cen-
ters of the frames), frame 4 shows the light emission event, and frames 5 through 
8 show the development of a shock wave (the dark ring observed to expand out-
wards in these frames) following the collapse. 
maximum radius and decaying away. By the time the light emissions have faded 
away, the shock has formed and begins to move away. The shock then travels 
away from the region, leaving a remnant of the bubble cloud at rest in the center. 
Similar plots with data less well resolved in time can be seen in Figure 8.21a-8.21f. 
It should be noted that in these plots, the 'bump' in the radius of the bubble cloud 
as the light emissions begin is likely an artifact of the analysis, as the MBSL region 
made it difficult to judge where the boundaries of the cloud were. 
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Figure 8.21: Series of radii vs. time plots showing the evolution of the cloud, MBSL 
region, and shock waves during collapse events. These plots were generated from 
data taken from experiments performed at an ambient pressure of 17.2 MPa in 
H20. 
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Figure 8.21: (Cont'd) Series of radii vs. time plots showing the evolution of the 
cloud, MBSL region, and shock waves during collapse events. These plots were 
generated from data taken from experiments performed at an ambient pressure of 
17.2 MPa in H 20. 
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8.2 Single Bubble Sonoluminescence 
From this section forward results rely nearly exclusively on the radii of events ob-
served and their relationships to one another. As such, a brief statement will be 
made here about how they were all measured and compiled together to find the 
relationships among them. In total, about 4500 8-frame images were captured dur-
ing the course of these studies, and were captured in experiments carried out in 
both H 20 and D20 over a range of ambient pressures from 0 to 31 MPa. During 
experiments, images revealed 11 different types of radii among the observed phe-
nomena which became of interest to us, and in any given frame of any single image 
series up to 7 of them might be observed at once. To make finding relationships 
among all the observed phenomena a more tractable problem, a database was con-
structed to sort through it. Information from each image including the types of 
radii observed in each frame of each image, the ambient pressure of the fluid dur-
ing the experiment, and which type of fluid the experiment was carried out in, was 
entered into the database for use analyses later. 
Once this data was entered into the database, each frame of each image was an-
alyzed manually to find the radii of all the phenomena observed within it. Image 
analysis was carried out manually here for two reasons. First, certain character-
istics of the phenomena observed in images made a one size fits all automation 
scheme difficult to implement. This may be most readily understood by thinking 
about the following two example cases. Images of single bubbles are often a jet 
black bubble with a small dot of light in their centers, while images of SBSL re-
gions are typically a small dot of light surrounded by the dark region developed 
around the bubble during collapse; The high pressure phase transition regions are 
clear regions defined by a thin boundary, but are often observed to have a gradi-
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ent in brightness across the region. This wouldn't be problematic, except that it 
was often the case that the brightness across the transition region, from one half to 
the other, would go from being brighter than the fluid surrounding it on one side, 
to darker than the fluid surrounding it on the other, while the fluid brightness 
was constant across the region outside the transition zone. Automating a process 
that could reliably differentiate among these types of things was made particularly 
difficult by the often grainy nature of the images to be analyzed, which made au-
tomation schemes that detect circles by looking at local gradients to detect edges 
very much less effective. Because of these difficulties, a graphical analysis package 
was constructed to make the manual analysis easy. 
Analysis of radii in images was carried out as follows. Users would enter data 
for each observable phenomenon of each frame into the database by clicking points 
around the visible edges of the circle defining the region in question, whereupon 
the program would store the location of the click in the database. Once all points 
were entered into the database, the radius in question was calculated via a least 
squares fit of a circle to the user entered points. Ellipses were also fit to data points 
in this way via least squares methods. In calculating the radii of the observed phe-
nomena, the analysis program would also store the (X,Y) coordinates of the center 
points of the phenomena in each frame. Timing info for each frame existed within 
the image files themselves, and so this information was collected from the images 
automatically and sorted into the database appropriately. After entering all this 
data into the database, analyses were carried out which looked at the behaviors of 
all phenomena observed and the relationships among them. The results of these 
analyses will be detailed in the sections to follow. 
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8.2.1 Time Resolved SBSL Images 
Images of SBSL events were captured to show the time evolution of events from 
their formation to their decay. Most images captured only showed parts of the 
evolution of the light emitting regions and three such images, showing the onset, 
evolution, and decay of these regions can be seen in Figures 8.22-8.26. Before mov-
ing on we note a few interesting features in these images. First, we see a dark re-
gion surrounding the collapsing bubble and light emitting regions observed. These 
dark regions can be attributed to variations in the local index of refraction of the 
water around the bubble due to the pressure field built up around it during col-
lapse. This is described in Sections 7.1 and 7.3 and will be explored further in 
Section 8.4. We also notice in these images what appear to be ring-like structures 
having formed in the region surrounding the collapse point. These structures are 
the result of what will be argued in Section 8.3 is a high pressure phase transition. 
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Figure 8.22: SBSL onset following the final stages of a bubble collapse event. Experimental 
Details: Fluid Type = H 20 I p oo = 17.2 MPa I Frame Exposure Times = 5 ns I Frame Dimensions = 
1.75xl.32mm. This image shows the final stages of a bubbles collapse in Frames b-e, followed by 
the development of the SL region in Frames f-h. Figures 8.23a and 8.23b show enlarged versions of 
Frames c and g of this image highlighting and describing key features. Frame a was captured 16ps 
prior to frame b to ensure that the event observed was from a single bubble collapse. 
(a) Frame c of Fig. 8.22 highlighting the bub-
ble in the final stages of its collapse. In this 
image the bright region immediately adjacent 
to the bubble, and the dark band observed be-
yond that are the result of optical effects due 
to local variations in the index of refraction of 
the water surrounding the bubble. These vari-
ations stem from the shape and magnitude of 
the pressure profile built up in the water sur-
rounding the bubble, and the dependence on 
pressure of water's index of refraction. 
(b) Frame g of Fig. 8.22 highlighting the light 
emissions observed during SBSL. The bark 
band surrounding the light emitting region is 
the same as that described in Fig. 8.23a 
Figure 8.23: Frames c and g of Figure 8.22 Highlighting Key Features 
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Figure 8.24: Time evolution of an SBSL event. Experimental Details: Fluid Type = H 20 , 
P= =17.2MPa, Frame Exposure Times= 5ns, Frame Dimensions= 1.75xl.32mm. This image 
shows the early development and time evolution of a light emitting region in Frames b-g. The 
light emitting region in Frames b-g is also observed to move laterally towards the left during its 
lifetime. Starting in Frame e and progressing through Frame h we see the shock wave beginning 
to travel away from the point of collapse. In Frame h we see a ring like structure revealed as the 
shock wave over it. Figures 8.25a and 8.25b show enlarged versions of Frames e and h of this image 
highlighting and describing key features. Frame a was captured l6J.1S prior to frame b to ensure 
that the event observed was from a single bubble collapse. 
(a) Frame e of Fig. 8.24 highlighting a light 
emitting region entrained in a Rayleigh-Taylor 
jet. In this image the light emitting region is 
observed on the boundary of the dark band 
generated as was described in Fig. 8.23a. Tak-
ing, for the moment, the direction of travel 
of the light emitting region to be down and 
to the left, if we look up and to the right of 
the light emitting region we see a 'tail' left be-
hind it as it traveled from the center point of 
the bubble's collapse. We take this ' tail' to be 
the Rayleigh-Taylor jet, in the tip of which, the 
light emitting region is entrained. 
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(b) Frame h of Fig. 8.24 highlighting an emer-
gent shock wave and the inner ring structure. 
The shock wave is defined by the dark re-
gion (caused by the same optical effects as de-
scribed in Fig. 8.23a) surrounding the inner 
ring in this image. The inner ring in this im-
age, and those to follow, is the thin dark cir-
cle located closest to the center point of the 
bubble's collapse and, in this image, is located 
between the two brighter regions encircled by 
the dark band that is the shock wave. 
Figure 8.25: Frames e and h of Figure 8.24 Highlighting Key Features 
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Figure 8.26: SBSL decay and after effects. Experimental Details: Fluid Type = H 20 , 
Poe =17.2MPa, Frame Exposure Times= 5ns, Frame Dimensions= 1.75xl.32mm. This image 
shows the time evolution of a light emitting region near the end of its life in Frames b-e/f, and its 
extinction thereafter by Frame f. During its lifetime, the light emitting region is observed to travel 
leftwards, entrained in what, by Frame h, is revealed to be a Rayleigh-Taylor Jet. The ring structure 
observed in this image may be seen in Frames b-h. Figures 8.27a and 8.27b show enlarged versions 
of Frames b and f of this image highlighting and describing key features. Frame a was captured 
16 ps prior to frame b to ensure that the event observed was from a single bubble collapse. 
(a) Frame b of Fig. 8.26 highlighting a 
light emitting region entrained in the tip of a 
Rayleigh-Taylor jet, the emergence of a shock 
wave, and the appearance of the inner ring 
structure as described in Figures 8.25a & 8.25b 
and 8.23a & 8.23b. 
(b) Frame f of Fig. 8.26 highlighting the end 
of a Rayleigh-Taylor jet after the light emitting 
region entrained within it has stopped emit-
ting, the early development of a shock wave, 
and the appearance of the inner ring structure 
as described in Figures 8.25a & 8.25b and 8.23a 
&8.23b. 
Figure 8.27: Frames b and f of Figure 8.26 Highlighting Key Features 
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Focusing now on the features of SBSL events captured in these images we move 
to make comparisons to what was observed in MBSL events. We begin by noting 
that emissions are seen to be initially dim before growing in intensity (Figs. 8.22 
& 8.24) and eventually fading away (Fig. 8.26), as was observed of MBSL events. 
The spatial evolution of SBSL events over their lifetimes, while exhibiting similar 
trends to MBSL events, are somewhat less clear. First, it can be seen in Figures 
8.28a-8.28f that SBSL events are, on average, about an order of magnitude smaller 
than their MBSL counterparts for similar ambient pressure conditions, being on the 
order of 30 pm instead of 300 pm. Trends in the growth and decay of SBSL events 
are similarly muted, and often do not escape the uncertainty in measurements. 
And the lifetimes of SBSL events are shorter, lasting, on average, about 20 ns as 
compared to about 70 ns. 
The biggest difference between MBSL and SBSL events can be seen in their 
growths from onset. Importantly, the explosive growth of regions observed in 
MBSL experiments does not seem to be present in SBSL emissions. This may be 
due to a number of factors. First, it may be that we lacked the temporal resolution 
to observe such explosive growth, as would be the case if the growth happened 
on sub-nanosecond time scales. Considering the smaller size of SBSL regions, it 
could also be the result of lacking spatial resolution, as SBSL events are consider-
ably smaller and so more difficult to accurately describe. Finally, it may be that the 
explosive growth observed in MBSL events can be attributed to the way in which 
individual bubbles within the cloud begin emitting light. Assuming that the emis-
sions of individual bubbles within the cloud begin independently, we can describe 
the explosive growth as resulting from emissions beginning in the center of the 
region and progressing outwards. Such a process, where conditions requisite for 
emissions are first reached at the center of the cloud before expanding outwards, 
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could explain why MBSL regions exhibit explosive growth while SBSL regions do 
not. 
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Figure 8.28: SBSL Radius vs. Time. This series of plots shows the radius of the 
light emitting regions produced by collapsing single bubbles in H 20 at an ambient 
pressure of 17.2MPa. 
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8.2.2 Time Resolved Dynamics Leading to and Following SBSL 
In a fashion similar to that used to generate Figures 8.21a-8.21f, we can look the 
dynamics of the whole of events occurring around SBSL events. In Figures 8.29a 
and 8.29b we can see the time evolution of the radius of two sets of single bub-
bles leading to the formation of SBSL events. In Figure 8.29a the bubble reaches a 
maximum radius of about 1.4 mm before collapsing and generating an SBSL event 
with a radius of 20 J..lffi· And in Figure 8.29a it reaches a maximum radius of about 
1.45 mm before collapsing and generating an SBSL event with a radius of 46pm. 
We can also see in these plots the radii of what we call the 'Inner' and 'Outer' rings 
after the SBSL event. The formation of these objects will be covered in the next 
section. 
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Figure 8.29: Radii vs. Time Leading to and Following SBSL. These plots show the 
radii of two bubble as they grow to their maximum radii of around 1.4 mm before 
collapsing and generating SL emissions, which are seen to have radii on the order 
of 30 J..lffi· On the right side of these plots we see what are referred to as the 'Inner 
Ring' and 'Outer Ring'. These will be discussed further in later sections. 
Looking at the same SBSL events as presented in Figures 8.28a-8.28e, except for 
Fig. 8.28f in which only the SBSL radius was measured, we now add in the radii 
of all objects present near the SBSL event. This can be seen in Figures 8.30a-8.31d, 
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where Fig. 8.31d is an additional event unrelated to that of Fig. 8.28f. Ignoring, 
for the moment, the specifics of the 'Inner Ring' in these plots we see a number of 
interesting things. First, it can be seen Figures 8.3lc & 8.3ld, and to a lesser extent 
in Fig. 8.30b, that the size of the light emitting region is very nearly equivalent 
to the minimum radius of the bubble generating it. This result seems to indicate 
. that SBSL events are the result of light emissions from the entire region encapsu-
lated within the bubble instead of some smaller portion of it. While not ruling out 
the possibility that observations of no explosive growth of the regions was due 
to insufficient temporal or spatial resolution, this result also suggests that the en-
tire region begins emitting very nearly all at once. This lends further credence to 
the idea that the explosive growth observed in MBSL is due to individual bubbles 
turning on independently, beginning wi~h those near the center. 
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Figure 8.30: Radii of SBSL Events and Objects Observed Near Them vs. Time. 
These plots show a series of radii vs. time curves of light emitting regions and 
the phenomena observed before and after them in H 20. It can be seen in these 
figures that the shock waves known to be emitted after collapse events begin trav-
eling outwards after light emissions have begun. We also see in these plots that 
the 'Inner Ring' structure mentioned in Figure 8.29 is first observed after the light 
emitting region stops emitting. 
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Figure 8.31: (Cont' d) Radii of SBSL Events and Objects Observed Near Them vs. 
Time. These plots show a series of radii vs. time curves of light emitting regions 
and the phenomena observed before and after them in H 20. It can be seen in these 
figures that the shock waves known to be emitted after collapse events begin trav-
eling outwards after light emissions have begun. We also see in these plots that 
the 'Inner Ring' structure mentioned in Figure 8.29 is first observed after the light 
emitting region stops emitting. 
We also note the radius of the shock with respect to time and its apparent in-
teraction with the 'Inner Ring'. It can be seen in Figures 8.30a,8.31a, and 8.31b that 
upon formation the shock wave is initially accelerating away from the center point. 
However, upon reaching the boundary of the inner ring this acceleration appears 
to be arrested. This interaction will be explored further in Section 8.6. 
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8.2.3 SBSL Entrained In Rayleigh-Taylor Jets 
We also notice in Figures 8.22-8.26 that some SBSL events appear to travel later-
ally away from the center during their lifetimes. This is the result of their en-
trainment within Rayleigh-Taylor jets which develop due to instabilities during 
the final stages of collapse [91]. SBSL events entrained within these jets appear to 
emit light until shortly after crossing the boundary of the inner ring. Observations 
of these events reveal that while entrained, the center points of the light emitting 
regions travel up to 80 p.m. and reach velocities greater than 6000 m/ s, as seen in 
Figures 8.32a and 8.32b. 
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Figure 8.32: Distance Traveled and Velocity of SBSL Event Entrained in Rayleigh-
Taylor Jet. The event from which this data was generated was observed in H 20 at 
an ambient pressure of 17.2 MPa. 
8.3 High Pressure Phase Transitions in H20 and 0 20 
We next move on to the inner and outer rings mentioned in Section 8.2.2. Images of 
what we call the inner and outer rings can be seen in Figures 8.33 and 8.35, in both 
H 20 and D20. Initially, little was made of the appearance of these rings. However, 
upon repeated observations of these rings in both H20 and D20, a more detailed 
study of them was carried out. 
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Figure 8.33: Formation of Ring Structures Following a Bubble' s Collapse in H 20 . Experimental 
Details: Fluid = H 20, P 00= 17.2 MPa, Frame Dimensions = 1.75 x 1.32 mm. This image shows the 
final stages of a bubble's collapse (Frames 1-5), followed by the formation of ring structures and 
the emergence of a shock wave (Frames 6-8). Figures 8.34a and 8.34b show zoomed in versions of 
Frames 3 and 8 of this image highlighting and describing key features. 
(a) Frame 3 of Fig. 8.33 (100-120ns) highlight-
ing the dark band developing around the bub-
ble as it collapses. In this image the bright re-
gion immediately adjacent to the bubble, and 
the dark band observed beyond that are the 
result of optical effects due to local variations 
in the index of refraction of the water sur-
rounding the bubble. These variations stem 
from the shape and magnitude of the pres-
sure profile built up in the water surrounding 
the bubble, and the dependence on pressure 
of water 's index of refraction. 
(b) Frame 8 of Fig. 8.33 (350-370ns) highlight-
ing the shockwave (the dark band, generated 
via the optical effects describe in Fig. 8.34a) 
traveling away from the center, the outer ring 
(the thin dark line closest to the boundary of 
the shock), and the inner ring (the thin dark 
line encircled by the outer ring). 
Figure 8.34: Annotated Frames 3 and 8 of Figure 8.33 
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Figure 8.35: Rmg Structures in 0 20. Experimental Details: Fluid = 0 20 , P 00 = 10.3 MPa, Frame 
Dimensions= 1.53 x 1.15mm. Figure 8.36 shows a zoomed in version of Frame 8 of this image 
which highlights key features . 
Figure 8.36: Frame 8 of Fig. 8.33 (350-370ns) showing the shockwave (the dark band, generated 
via the optical effects describe in Fig. 8.34a) traveling away from the center, the outer ring (the thin 
dark line closest to the boundary of the shock), and the inner ring (the thin dark line encircled by 
the outer ring) generated in 0 20 instead of H 20, highlighting the similar development of the ring 
structures and shock waves in both fluids. 
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8.3.1 Time Evolution of the Ring Structures 
Studying the evolution of the ring structures yielded unexpected results. First~ 
the lifetime of these objects was observed to be upwards of 70 ps and during that 
lifetime, objects were observed to decay radially only very slowly. Objects were not 
observed to disappear via radial decay, however, and were instead only observed 
to be destroyed by the growth and collapse of bubbles in their vicinity in later 
acoustic cycles. Typical plots of the radii of these structures in H 20 and D20 can be 
seen in Figures 8.37a-8.37d and Figures 8.38a-8.38d. It can be seen in these images 
that the structures generally seem to shrink slightly as a function of time. Looking 
at the average decay velocities of all objects observed, we find that the inner ring 
shrinks at a rate of about 0.3 m/ s, while the outer ring shrinks at a rate of about 
0.4m/s. 
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(c) Outer Ring Radius v. Time: P00= 17.2MPa (d) Outer Ring Radius v. Time: P00= 17.2MPa 
Figure 8.37: (Cont' d) Radii of the Inner and Outer Rings vs. Time Curves in H 20. 
The data presented in these plots was collected at ambient pressure of 17.2 MPa. 
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Figure 8.38: Radii of the Inner and Outer Rings vs. Time Curves in D20 
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8.3.2 Evidence For a Crystalline Transition 
We then sought to correlate the bub-
ble's maximum radius with the lo-
cation of these rings. Figures 8.39b 
and 8.39a show the results of this 
study. It can be seen that both the 
sizes of inner and outer rings are 
linearly dependent on the bubble's 
maximum radius. Using the results 
derived in Section 7.2.2, and specifi-
cally Eq. 7.9, we do indeed find that 
for a given peak pressure value, the 
spatial location of that peak is lin-
early dependent on the maximum 
radius. Knowing the maximum ra-
dius of the bubble then, and as-
suming the radius of the pressure 
maximum to be the radius of the 
observed rings, we can back out 
the value of the peak pressure as 
the pressure peak crossed the lo-
cations of the rings. Doing so we 
find that the outer ring is located 
where the peak pressure first ex-
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Figure 8.39: Radii of the Ring Structures vs. Rm. 
The lines in these plots were generated via curve 
fits from Eq. 7.9 by adjusting the value Pt in 
that equation. The lines correspond to the ra-
dius of the pressure maximum in the fluid where 
the pressure first crosses the threshold value, Pt, 
which is taken to be the location where the rings 
form during the bubble's collapse. 
ceeded 1.6 GPa and the inner ring is located where the peak pressure first crossed 
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18 GPa. Recall from Section 1.2.3 that the pressures requisite for transitions to Ice-
VI and Ice-VII in water are 1.1 GPa and 2.1 GPa, respectively. As the pressures at 
the ring locations exceed the Ice-VI threshold and bound the Ice-VII threshold, we 
have the first bit of information suggesting that the rings may be the boundaries of 
a high pressure phase of H 20 or D20 ice formed during the bubble's collapse. 
We next need to explain the discrepancy between the calculated pressure val-
ues and those requisite for the transitions mentioned above. We find a possible 
explanation for the discrepancy in the work of Dolan et. al in a paper describing 
transitions in water under multiple shock wave compression [81]. In this paper a 
minimum amount of time for a transition to occur is established and is given as 
2-5 ns. It should be noted here that in this work it was observed that contact with 
the windows of the anvil cell used in experiments played a key role in the transi-
tion process. If we assume that this time constraint applies even in the absence of 
windows, we can use it to explain the discrepancy observed in our experiments as 
follows. Assuming there is a delay in transition time, as the pressure peak moves 
inwards past the boundary of the outer ring, the pressure behind the peak would 
continue to grow as governed by Eq. 7.9 resulting in a net expansion outwards of 
the region above the transition threshold, and hence the expansion of the region 
that will have undergone transition by the time it is observed. As the transition 
began, the inward motion of the fluid would be arrested and limit any further in-
crease in pressure. Before the transition, however, the peak pressure would have 
continued to grow in magnitude and to have moved further inwards. This would 
result in an inward expansion of the region above threshold. Now, with the fluid 
motion arrested by the transition region, the peak pressure would begin decreas-
ing as the bubble continued to collapse and eventually drop below the transition 
threshold. At this point, the growth of the region would come to a halt and this 
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would be manifest as the inner boundary of the structure observed. The bubble 
would continue its collapse in the water remaining between the bubble wall and 
the inner boundary of the transition region after this until it reached its minimum 
radius. 
8.3.3 Evidence Arguing Instead For a Transition to One of H 20 or D 20's Amor-
phous or Liquid Phases 
We have already seen that these objects are fairly long lived. More dramatic than 
their longevity, however, were the internal dynamics developed within them and 
their interactions with their surroundings. We first look at the interactions of these 
objects with their surroundings. As can be seen in Figure 8.40, these objects are 
highly deformable. The growth of bubbles near the objects in the cycles after their 
formation provide the first clue that the objects may not be one of the crystalline 
phases of water, but instead a liquid or amorphous state with a drastically different 
viscosity. Further evidence of this possibility can be seen in Figure 8.42. In this 
image it is observed that after very large deformations from interactions with the 
bubble growing near it, the object recovers its original shape. This observation 
is indicative of a hydrodynamically reversible process between fluids of different 
viscosities [92]. Moreover, in addition to the original object recovering its shape, 
the bubble that deformed it leaves another object in its wake. 
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Figure 8.40: Deformation of Ring Structures by Growth of Local Bubble. Experimental Details: 
Fluid= D20, P 00= 20.7 MPa, Initial Delay Before First Frame= 48 J.lS, Frame Exposure Times= [5 ns, 
5ns, 5ns, 5ns, IOns, 20ns, 40ns, 60ns], Frame Dimensions= 1.53 x 1.15mm. This image shows a 
ring structure from a prior collapse event being deformed by the growth of a bubble near it. Figures 
8.41a and 8.41b show the first and last frames of this image enlarged for more detail. 
(a) Frame 1 of Fig. 8.40 (Ovs) highlighting 
the outer ring, the development of a toroidal 
vortex within the ring structure, the apparent 
path carved out of the ring structure as the 
Rayleigh-Taylor jet traveled through it, and 
what appears to be a material ejection (the dif-
fuse apparently turbulent region to the right 
of the ring structure) into the fluid stemming 
from the Rayleigh-Taylor jet's emergence from 
within the ring structure. 
(b) Frame 8 of Fig. 8.40 (17.5ps) highlight-
ing the deformation of the ring structure in re-
sponse to the growth of a bubble near it. We 
may see this deformation by tracing out the 
outer boundary of the ring string and noticing 
its more crescent shape, as well as by observ-
ing the bent nature of the path carved out of 
the ring structure by the Rayleigh-Taylor jet as 
described in Figure 8.41a. It may also be seen 
in this image that the edge of the bubble seems 
to be bent inward towards its center as it nears 
what remains of the toroidal vortex (slightly to 
the right of the bottom of the bubble). 
Figure 8.41: Annotated Frames 1 and 8 of Figure 8.40 
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Figure 8.42: Deformation and Recovery of Ring Structures in Response to Growth and Collapse 
of Local Bubble. Experimental Details: Fluid= 0 20, P00= 20.7MPa, Initial Delay Before First 
Frame= 65ps, Frame Exposure Times= [5ns, 5ns, 5ns, 5ns, lOns, 20ns, 40ns, 60ns], Frame Di-
mensions = 1.53 x 1.15 mm. The ring structure observed in the first two frames of this image is 
seen to deform in response to the growth of the bubble near it (enlarged in Fig. 8.43a). The object 
becomes masked behind the growing bubble before becoming visible again at 15ps. At 17ps, after 
the bubble has collapsed, it can be seen that the original object remains along with a new object 
generated by the bubble's collapse (See Fig. 8.43b). 
(a) Frame 2 of Fig. 8.42 (2.5ps) showing the 
deformation of the ring structure in response 
to a bubble growing near it. The ring struc-
ture is partially hidden by the growing bub-
ble, however, the deformation of the object 
may be observed by comparing outer bound-
ary of the ring structure in this image to that of 
the structure labeled 'Original Object, Recov-
ered After Collapse of Bubble' in Fig. 8.43b. In 
this image the ring structure seems larger than 
it would otherwise as it appears to have been 
elongated in response to fluid forcing from the 
growing bubble. As the decay rate of these ob-
jects was observed in experiments to be small, 
over the course of the 15 ps between this frame 
and that presented in Fig. 8.43b, one would 
expect the radius of the outer ring to shrink 
by less than 5 pm and, for all intents and pur-
poses, in the absence of the observed defor-
mation, one would expect the ring structures 
to appear to be the same size. 
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(b) Frame 8 of Fig. 8.42 (17.5ps) showing the 
original object, recovered after the collapse of 
the bubble, and the appearance of a second 
object generated by the collapse of said bub-
ble. The original object, the ring structure clos-
est to the top of this image, is seen to have 
largely recovered its originally circular shape. 
The second object, the one closest to the bot-
tom of the image, also appears to be circular. 
The dark, apparently turbulent, regions con-
tained within the structures are likely the re-
sult of asymmetries during the bubbles col-
lapse, causing what might have otherwise 
been the development of a Rayleigh-Taylor as 
seen in previous images, to instead develop 
into a more complex flow within the struc-
tures. These collapse asymmetries my be at-
tributed to the bubble's interaction with the 
original object, which may have affected the 
spherical symmetry of the bubble as it grew. 
Figure 8.43: Annotated Frames 2 and 8 of Figure 8.42 
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We next look at the internal dynamics. We first observe that the material be-
tween the inner and outer rings of the objects seen in Figures 8.40 and 8.42 seems 
to support the flow of material through it. In Figure 8.44 we see a Rayleigh-Taylor 
jet carving a path through the object before exiting into the fluid around it. The 
earliest stages of this were seen in the SBSL images of the previous section, where 
it is observed that the light emitting region entrained in the jet travels with it before 
colliding with the inner boundary. Looking next at the jet as it travels through the 
objects, as can be seen in Figure 8.46, we see that the behavior of the jet changes as it 
impacts the walls of the object. It can be seen that before impacting the outer wall, 
the jet appears to have been traveling in a relatively straight line. Upon reaching 
the wall, however, the path of the jet is altered, appearing to bend out of line dur-
ing the impact. We see similar effects as the jet reaches the boundary of the outer 
ring in Figure 8.44, where, upon contact, the behavior of the jet changes, appearing 
to get 'backed up' as it exits the ring structure. Looking at the jet in more detail as 
it emerges from within the ring structure, we see in Figure 8.44 what appears to be 
a material ejection from within the ring structure in the form of a turbulent plume 
which then seems to dissipate as a function of time. 
Further observations reveal that the objects seem to support material flow within 
them in addition to supporting the Rayleigh-Taylor jets which travel through them. 
The internal features of Figure 8.44 show what appears to be the development of 
a toroidal vortex at the boundary of the inner ring and the water contained within 
it. These types of vortices have been observed before resulting from asymmetric 
collapse events [93, 94]. The evolution of this vortex during the lifetime of the ob-
jects suggests that it is the result of material flow within the object instead of the 
result of a fluid vortex getting 'frozen' by a transition to one of water's crystalline 
phases. 
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Figure 8.44: Development of Toroidal Vortices and Resultant Material Ejection Resulting from 
Rayleigh-Taylor Jet Traveling Through and Emerging From Within Ring Structures. Experimental 
Details: Fluid= D20, P00 = 20.7MPa, Frame Exposure Times= Sns, Frame Dimensions= 1.53 x 
1.15 mm. A toroidal vortex is seen to develop within the ring structure after collapse over a period 
of 15ps starting at 2.5ps. Figures 8.45a and 8.45b show enlarged versions of the 5th and 8th frames 
of this image which highlight the early stages of the vortex's development and its form thereafter, 
respectively. 
(a) Frame 5 of Fig. 8.44 (10 ps) showing the 
ring structure and the early development of 
a toroidal vortex within it. It can be seen in 
this image that the intemal features of the ring 
structure begin to take on the appearance of a 
mushroom cloud, and that the edges of this 
cloud begin to bend backwards at the location 
marked by the arrow. 
(b) Frame 8 of Fig. 8.44 (17.5ps) showing 
a fully developed toroidal vortex within the 
ring structure. In this image, the toroidal vor-
tex is seen to have developed in the location 
indicated by the arrow. Within the region 
pointed out by the arrow may be seen features 
of a spiral flow which we take to be the vortex. 
Figure 8.45: Annotated Frames 5 and 8 of Figure 8.44 
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Figure 8.46: Changes in Rayleigh-Taylor Jet Flight Path via Interactions with Ring Structures. 
Experimental Details: Fluid Type= H20, P00= 17.2MPa, Frame Exposure Times= 20ns, Inter-
frame Times= lOOns, Frame Dimensions= 1.75 x 1.32mm. This image shows the interaction of a 
Rayleigh-Taylor jet with the outer ring structure as it crosses it. It can be seen between the fourth 
and fifth frames of this image that as the jet crosses the boundary its path of travel is altered. En-
larged version of these frames are seen in Figures 8.47a and 8.47b. 
(a) Frame 4 of Fig. 8.46 highlighting the 
Rayleigh-Taylor jet just prior to its apparent 
impact with the outer boundary of the ring 
structure. In this image we see the tip of the 
Rayleigh-Taylor jet, as indicated by the arrow, 
and the path traveled by it as it emerged from 
the collapse point of the bubble as the dark re-
gion to the narrow region to the left of the tip. 
It can be seen that prior to its apparent impact 
with the outer boundary of the ring structure 
it traveled in a relatively straight line. 
(b) Frame 5 of Fig. 8.46 highlight a change in 
the behavior of the Rayleigh-Taylor jet after its 
apparent impact with the outer boundary of 
the ring structure. In this image, it is seen that 
once the tip of the jet crosses the boundary of 
the outer ring, the previously straight path of 
the region to the left of it begins to bend out of 
line. 
Figure 8.47: Annotated Frames of Figure 8.46 Highlighting Key Features 
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8.3.4 Arguments Against an H20 or D 20 Phase Transition and Response 
Evidence arguing against these objects being the result of a transition to one of H 20 
or D20's crystalline phases has already been presented in Section 8.3.3, in the form 
of the fluid-like behaviors observed. However, arguments exist that call into ques-
tion the assertion that the objects are the result of a liquid-amorphous or liquid-
liquid transition at all. The first, and perhaps the most damning, argument against 
such a transition is that such transitions in water have only been observed to occur 
at or near cryogenic temperatures [42-48,54, 82] . Previous experiments studying 
these phases of water have typically generated them via hyper-quenching [44,95], 
vapor deposition [46,48], or the quasi-static compression of a crystalline form at 
cryogenic temperatures [42,43,96]. While it is hard to ignore the fact that the water 
used in our experiments was at or above room temperature, a far cry from cryo-
genic, we must also consider the conditions present during the formation of the 
objects; keeping in mind that, the fact that no transitions to liquid or amorphous 
phases at temperatures greater than cryogenic have been observed before in H 20 
or D20, does not imply that such transitions are not possible. 
First, we consider the differences between this experiment and those that have 
looked at water's crystalline transitions previously. The majority of studies looking 
at the crystalline phases have been carried out using anvil cell techniques and have 
generated the phase transitions via quasi-static loading [51,52,97-101]. The non-
quasi-static pressurization studies, where the transitions were generated via shock 
loading, made important note of the role that temperature played in the process as 
shock loading is an adiabatic process and so carries with it increases in temperature 
associated with such processes [81]. These features, contact with windows, quasi-
static loading, and large increases in temperature due to adiabatic pressurization 
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do not apply to experiments carried out in the sphere. First, as the objects observed 
are generated at the center of the fluid filled sphere, contact with windows would 
not cause the heterogeneous nucleation of a crystalline phase. Unfortunately, the 
absence of this source of heterogeneous nucleation does not rule out the possibility 
of heterogeneous nucleation in general, as ionization products from SL events may 
be emitted from within the region [102, 103], and contact between the liquid and 
the gas contained within the bubble at their interface, may spur on nucleation. We 
may say with a good degree of certainty, however, that the objects observed are 
not generated under quasi-static loading conditions and that the pressurization 
process, while not isothermal, does not carry with it as large a temperature increase 
as those associated with shock dissipation. 
The argument against a quasi-static transition comes from Section 7.2.2. Using 
Eq. 7.12 we can show that the fluid velocities at the locations of the inner and 
outer rings, under the assumption that a transition hasn't occurred at either loca-
tion before the pressure peak has passed them, to be on the orders of 1000 m/ s 
and 3500 m/ s, respectively. These velocities argue strongly against a static transi-
tion. The argument against the objects forming during the adiabatic compression 
of the fluid come from HYADES simulations of bubble collapses typical of those 
observed in experiments [23]. These simulations reveal that at the location of the 
outer ring, the temperature in the fluid increases on the order of 10 K [104]. This, 
again, is a far cry from the hundreds of Kelvin increase associated with the adia-
batic pressurization process of the shock loading experiments [81]. 
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8.4 Single Bubble Dynamics 
In the experiments looking at SBSL and a potential high pressure phase transition 
in water, a number of images were collected which caught neither SBSL or the 
formation of the rings and instead caught images of bubbles in various stages of 
their collapses. 
8.4.1 Finding Rm 
The dynamics of single bubbles, and a number of related quantities, are described 
theoretically in Sections 7.1 and 7.2. It can be seen in these sections that the dy-
namics of the bubbles are fully described in terms of three experimentally available 
quantities R, Rm, and R. However, because the camera could only capture eight 
frames of a given bubble's collapse, it was often the case that only Rand R were 
captured. In order to d~scribe the dynamics theoretically then, it was often neces-
sary to find Rm by alternative means. One way to accomplish this is to rearrange 
Eq. 7.3 and solve for Rm in terms of the available quantities Rand R. We may 
solve for Rm in this way up to seven times for a single image series depending on 
the number of frames available which show the bubble's radius, and then take the 
average of the values obtained to estimate the bubble's maximum radius. 
We can also solve for Rm by fitting to the radius vs. time curve of the bubble in 
the image series. In order to do this we need to solve for the time it takes a given 
bubble to collapse from Rm toR. This is accomplished by way of manipulating Eq. 
7.3 and integrating its inverse with respect to radius . 
. _ f{iPoo (R~ ) 1/ 2 R- - --1 
3p R3 
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!!!_ = {3P (R!t _ ) -112 
dR V2P: R3 1 
1R Rfp (R!t )-1/2 t= - --1 dR Rm 2Poo R3 (8.1) 
This equation is readily solvable via error functions when we integrate from 
Rm to 0, which gives the total collapse time of the bubble. In much the same way 
that images often missed Rm, however, they also often missed the very end of the 
collapse where R ~ 0. Generally speaking, images only provide us with values 
for Rand the relative time between frames, !::lt. To solve for Rm using Eq. 8.1, we 
instead look to use numerical integration to solve for !::lt, and fit the integration 
results to what is obtained from images by adjusting the value of Rm. Examples of 
results obtained by fitting in this way can be seen in Figures 8.48a-8.48d. As can be 
seen in these images, fitting in this way provides a reasonable estimate of Rm, in 
good agreement with values observed directly. 
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Figure 8.48: Rm from curve fits to collapsing bubbles. The fits in these plots were 
accomplished by adjusting the value of Rm such that the difference between when 
the predicted and observed instantaneous radii were equal was minimized. 
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8.4.2 Bubble Wall Velocity vs. Radius 
We next look at the velocity of the bubble wall with respect to its radius. We see in 
Figure 8.49a that the velocity of the bubble wall is initially small when the bubble 
is large, before dramatically increasing in magnitude as the bubble shrinks. While 
this image does not provide the specifics of the individual bubbles represented, it 
can be seen that their collapse velocities grow to exceed the sound speed in wa-
ter as they shrink to below between about 800 and 200 pm. Looking towards the 
scaling relationship, it can be seen in Eq. 7.3 that the bubble wall's velocity scales 
with respect to the instantaneous radius as R ex: R- 312 for Rm/ R > > 1. We see 
this relationship observed in Figure 8.49b for bubbles with radii less than about 
300pm. 
To properly account for the deviations observed in these plots we look again at 
Eq. 7.3. We see that in addition to the radius terms, the velocity is also a function 
of the ambient pressure and fluid density. As experiments were conducted in both 
H 20 and D20, and across a range of ambient pressures, this becomes an important 
consideration. A crucial detail is that the maximum radii of bubbles observed in 
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(b) Single Bubble Collapses: Velocity vs. Ra-
dius Scaling Relationship 
Figure 8.49: These plots show the velocity vs. radius relationships of single bubble 
collapses, as measured from images, from experiments carried out in both H 20 
and D20. 
experiments varied over a range from rv800 pm to almost 2 mm. We may determine 
to what extent these factors influenced the results in Fig. 8.49b by correcting the 
data for the actual values of Rm and p for each individual bubble. We do this for 
the velocity by dividing observed values by J2P 00 j 3p, and for radius by scaling 
with respect to corresponding values of Rm/ R instead of R. We see the results of 
these individual modifications to our scaling relationships Figure 8.50. 
In this plot we see that by accounting for differences in Rm and p the two re-
gions of the the curve observed in Fig. 8.49b are united. While accounting for 
these differences collapses the majority of points onto a single curve, there is still 
a fair amount of scatter observed. This may largely be ascribed to a breakdown 
in estimates of Rm via the various methods used to obtain it. First, as bubbles get 
smaller the fits used to estimate Rm from them become less reliable. This is partly 
because they become harder to measure due to the dark regions that grow around 
them, and partly because small changes in this region of the curve have a greater 
impact on estimates of Rm than changes at larger radii. The same may be said of 
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Figure 8.50: Single Bubble Velocity vs. Radius Adjusted Scaling Relationships. 
This plot shows the scaling relationship between the bubble's measured velocity 
normalized by )2Poo/ (3p) vs. the quantity Rm/ R- 1, where R is the bubble's 
measured radius and Rm is the bubble's maximum radius. Where Rm was not 
directly available in images it was calculated, in order, by either Eq. 7.9, which 
relates the radius of the high pressure phase transition region to Rm; Eq. 8.1 via 
curve fits to the bubble's Radius vs. Time curve; or by averaging over all values of 
Rm which could be obtained from a single image series by applying Eq. 7.3 across 
all available frames. Which calculation was used was dependent upon what was 
available in a given image series. 
estimates gotten from Eq. 7.3, where underestimates in the velocity would lead 
to underestimates in Rm and show up as deviations in the scaling relationships. 
Finally, the scatter may develop naturally as the bubbles approach and exceed the 
sound speed. 
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8.4.3 Deviations in Expected Quantities From Rayleigh Equations 
Having made estimates of Rm, and looked into the scaling relationships followed, 
we next begin looking for deviations from theoretical predictions in the observed 
velocities of the bubble. Using our estimates for Rm and the observed values of 
R, we solve for R using Eq. 7.3 and plot the results against the values obtained 
in experiments. The results of this can be seen in Figure 8.51. We see fairly good 
agreement between theory and observation up to velocities of about 2000 m/ s. Be-
yond that larger deviations begin being observed. These deviations may in part be 
attributed the fact that the velocity of bubbles calculated in images was calculated 
simply as !:lr / !:lt, when in reality the relationship is not linear. 
In order to attribute this de-
viation to processes involved 
in the formation of the rings, 
however, we need more infor-
mation. For a given Rm and 
transition pressure, Pt, we may 
calculate the radius of the bub-
ble as the fluid pressure out-
side it crosses the transition 
threshold. Using Eq. 7.7 we 
can find the radius of the bub-
ble as the transition is crossed, 
~ 2500 
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Figure 8.51: Measured bubble wall velocity vs. 
bubble wall velocity predicted from theory. Rth 
was calculated using Eq. 7.3. Where Rm was not 
directly available in images it was found using 
the methods described in Figure 8.50. 
as given in Eq. 8.2. For bubbles with maximum radii between 0.8 mm and 1.5 mm, 
and at the ambient pressures used in experiments, the radii of the bubbles as the 
pressure crosses the 1.6 GPa and 18 GPa thresholds can be seen in Figure 8.52. It 
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can be seen that the bubble radius as the 1.6 GPa threshold is crossed ranges from 
about 80 p.m to 200 p.m and for the 18 GPa threshold, from about 30 p.m to 80 p.m. 
(8.2) 
Differentiating our search between bubbles that have not generated pressures 
beyond the transition threshold and those that have, we may again plot the mea-
sured velocity against the predicted velocity to look for deviations. The results of 
this can be seen in Figures 8.53b and 8.53a. The scatter observed in Fig. 8.53b may 
again be partly attributed to calculating R in images using a linear approximation. 
However, it can be seen that the velocity of the bubble wall varies greatly from the-
oretical predictions once pressures in the fluid exceed the transition thresholds. For 
bubbles which haven't generated pressures above the transition threshold good 
agreement between theory and experiment is observed. 
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Figure 8.54: Ratio of measured to theoretically predicted velocities of bubbles as a 
function of their instantaneous radii. Velocities calculated ftom theory were calcu-
lated via the same methods as those of Figure 8.50. 
We may also look at these deviations as a function of the bubble radius to see 
when in the bubble's lifetime they develop. Plotted in Figure 8.54 we see the ra-
tio of the velocity measured in images to the theoretically predicted velocity as a 
function of the bubble radius. We see the greatest deviation between the observed 
and predicted velocities for bubbles with radii below about 600 p.m. We also see 
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that the measured velocity of larger bubbles tends to be lower than theoretical pre-
dictions. The source of these deviations is most likely related to the values of Rm 
used in theoretical predictions, as in the vast majority of cases it was estimated via 
techniques described in previous sections and not observed directly. 
8.4.4 Fluid Pressure Profiles 
We next look to characterize the pressure built up in the fluid around collapsing 
bubbles. Using the techniques described in Section 7.3 we begin making compar-
isons between the results of ray tracing simulations and images. Example pairings 
of images and the results of the ray tracing simulations for them can be seen in Fig-
ure 8.55. We see good qualitative agreement between the two, with each showing 
a bright band immediately adjacent to the bubble and the dark band beginning to 
form near the edges. For a quantitative comparison with images we need to col-
lect intensity profiles from images across a line that straddles the bubble's center. 
However, as the bubbles in images were not centered over the light source while in 
ray tracing simulations they were, and because ray tracing is a very computation-
ally intensive operation, results for a direct quantitative comparison from which 
pressures may be inferred are not currently available. 
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(a) Bubble Radius: 400 pm (b) Ray Tracing Results for Fig. 8.55a 
(c) Bubble Radius: 290pm (d) Ray Tracing Results for Fig. 8.55c 
(e) Bubble Radius: 220pm (f) Ray Tracing Results for Fig. 8.55e 
Figure 8.55: Comparison of ray tracing results to images. The images show the collapse of a 
bubble with a maximum radius of Rm = 1.3mm in H 20 at an ambient pressure of P00= 17.2MPa. 
The radius of the light source in these simulations was set to match the radius of flash used in 
experiments, at 1.5 mm. Rays left their points of origin from 100 discrete locations evenly spaced 
across the face of the source. Each point of origin produced rays of 16 different wavelengths at 100 
different angles. Wavelengths were spaced 50 nm apart starting at 232 nm, and 100 rays were swept 
out evenly over a range of 1.5 degrees from -0.75 to 0.75 degrees. 
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8.5 Rayleigh-Taylor Jets 
As mentioned in previous sections, Rayleigh-Taylor jets were often observed to 
form as bubbles collapsed, entraining SBSL regions within them and carving paths 
through and out of the ring structures surrounding them. An example of the de-
velopment of one such jet can be seen in Figure 8.46. Upon formation, these jets are 
observed to travel rapidly away from the center point of the collapse that gener-
ated them before impacting the inner ring and carving out a path through the ring 
structure as a whole. Of interest in the study of these jets are a number of quantities 
which help shed light on the development of the ring structures in H 20 and D20 
and the evolution of the system as a whole. Before beginning, however, it should 
be pointed out that the direction of travel of the jets is not fixed in a direction or-
thogonal to the camera. Therefore, what we observe is actually a 2-D projection of 
the jet's 3-D motion, and so that is what the plots to follow show. 
8.5.1 Remnant Jet Velocity 
The Rayleigh-Taylor jets observed in these studies were often observed to reach 
speeds in excess of 3000 m/ s, with some of the fastest jets reaching apparent veloc-
ities of more than twice that. Interestingly, however, most jets were not observed to 
emerge from the collapse points of the bubbles generating them with these veloci-
ties, but rather they were observed to accelerate to reach them from initially slower 
velocities. Jets were often seen to emerge from the bubbles' collapse points with 
velocities on the order of 1000 to 1500 m/ s before they began accelerating away af-
ter a delay of about 10 to 20 ns. This type of behavior may be seen more clearly in 
Figures 8.56a-8.56d, which show the apparent velocities of a series of jets as a func-
tion of time. However, because the direction of travel of the jets observed in these 
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experiments is unknown, these plots only represent the jets' apparent velocities, 
and as such may be less than their actual velocities. 
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Figure 8.56: Observed Rayleigh-Taylor Jet Velocities 
8.6 Shock Waves 
8.6.1 Radius vs. Time 
We next look at the radius vs. time curves of these shock waves generated after 
collapse. It can be seen in Figures 8.57a and 8.57b that the radius of the shock wave 
grows roughly linearly with respect to time once it passes the outer ring structure. 
In Figure 8.57b we also see the shock wave beginning to decelerate around the time 
it reaches 900 p.m. 
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Figure 8.57: Shock Radius vs. Time 
Looking at the shock earlier in its development, while it is still within the ring 
structures, we notice localized slowing near the individual rings. However, as 
the optical properties of the ring structures are not known, it is difficult to say 
whether or not this is just the result of local differences in indices of refraction near 
the boundary skewing the perceived motion of the shock. That being said, the 
localized slowing we do see in the shocks near the structures, whatever may be 
the cause, can be seen in Figures 8.58a and 8.58b. In these images we see dips in 
the radius vs. time curves at about 270 p.m in Fig. 8.58a and at about 250 1-1-m in Fig. 
8.58b, the locations where the shocks cross the boundaries of the outer rings. 
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Figure 8.58: Shock Radius vs. Time at the Boundary of the Outer Ring 
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We see the same type of effect as the shocks cross the boundaries of the inner 
rings in Figures 8.59a and 8.59b. The apparent slowing is seen in Figure 8.59a as 
the shock crosses 180 lffil and in Figure 8.59b where it crosses 90 p.m. However, 
because we don't know the optical or bulk properties of the ring structures, we 
cannot say for certain what causes the localized slowing observed in the shock 
waves. 
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Figure 8.59: Shock Radius vs. Time at the Boundary of the Inner Ring 
8.6.2 Comparisons to Weak Shock Theory 
To make estimates using weak shock theory a number of values are required which 
are not immediately available from experiments. Importantly, we need the initial 
peak pressure of the shock wave, Pho, the initial duration, Tho, and the initial ra-
dius, r 0 . The initial duration was set to 500 ns, following measurements from Yuri 
Pischalnikov, Ph.D. The initial peak pressure and initial radius were ultimately 
found using Eqs. 7.9 and 7.10, however, the method for defining the variable z in 
these equations varied. In instances where the bubble's maximum and minimum 
radii were known from imaging, these values were used. If these values were 
not directly available in imaging they were set to 1.1 mm and 60 lffil, respectively. 
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However, in images where the radii of the inner or outer rings were available, the 
maximum radius of the bubble was found using Eq. 7.7, where the ambient and 
threshold pressure values used to define the variable ry in that equation were set to 
the pressure used in experiments and the threshold pressure required for the given 
ring's formation as given in Section 8.3.2, respectively. 
Shock Velocity vs. Radius 
The first comparison to weak shock theory we explore is that of the shock's velocity 
as a function of its radius. Generally speaking, result$ from weak shock theory did 
not match up very well with results from experiments. Plots showing some of the 
better estimates from weak shock theory at short distances can be seen in Figures 
8.60a and 8.60b. It can be seen in these plots that weak shock theory greatly over 
estimates the velocity of the shock. This may be due to a number of factors. First, 
at those radii the shock may not have developed into a full fledged shock yet and 
so it may be expected that weak shock theory would do a poor job describing it. 
It may also be that the shock waves are not 'weak' enough at the early time scales 
to be covered under the umbrella of weak shock theory. Or it might just be that 
the approximations of radii used for defining the initial radius and peak pressure 
were poor estimates and so skewed the results. 
In any event, we do see some convergence with experimental data in these plots 
as the shock fronts move outwards. This may be seen in Figures 8.61a-8.6ld, where 
the shocks have moved beyond about 500 p.m. 
While weak shock theory seems to approximate the velocities of the observed 
shocks better at larger radii, it's difficult to say whether its overall lack of appar-
ent agreement is due to anything more than the large scatter observed among data 
points. This deviation can largely be attributed to the relative difficulty of measur-
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Figure 8.60: Comparison of Weak Shock Theory Predictions to Data: Velocity vs. 
Radius at Small R 
ing the shock radii as compared to the radii of the other phenomena. Particularly, 
whereas the other phenomena have well defined boundaries, the optical effects 
that allow one to observe the shock waves in the first place have a tendency to 
make their boundaries appear 'fuzzy', making determination of their radii in a 
given frame of an image difficult. This 'fuzzy' effect may be best seen in Figures 
8.47a and 8.47b, which highlight the development of the dark region surrounding 
the collapse point of the bubble, and the inner boundary of the shock wave that 
the dark region becomes, respectively. As the locations of the shock boundaries 
were determined by eye, small differences in the perceived location of the shock 
boundary from frame to frame, due to its 'fuzzy' nature, would ultimately lead to 
large swings in the velocity. As an example, a difference between the measured 
and actual radii of the shocks in successive frames of 5J1m, with frames separated 
by 50 ns, would result in a velocity deviation of 250m/ s, on the order of many of 
those observed in these plots. 
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Figure 8.61: Comparison of Weak Shock Theory Predictions to Data: Velocity vs. 
Radius at LargeR 
8.7 Correlations Among Observed Phenomena 
We now look to finish building upon the relationships between the phenomena 
observed. To this point we have focused primarily on quantifying various aspects 
of the individual phenomena observed without much heed to their relationships 
to one another. Because of experimental limitations, for instance the 8 frame limit 
of the camera used in imaging experiments, we would like to be able to choose 
markers among the observable phenomena that we can use to describe properties 
of the others. We have already seen such a relationship between Rm and the radii 
of the ring structures and so here we will look for others. 
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8.7.1 Ring Structures and Rm in H 20 and D20 
We begin by restating the relationships between the ring structures and Rm. So 
far we have seen that the radii of the ring structures are linearly dependent on 
Rm and the relationship between the maximum radius of the bubble and the radii 
of the ring structures is given again here in Eq. 8.3, with the conditional value z 
for each ring given in Eq. 8.4. From these equations we have also shown that we 
can calculate the radius of the bubble as the pressure transition threshold used to 
describe the rings is crossed as a function of Rm using the relationship z = R~/ R3 . 
8.7.2 Rm to SBSL Radii 
[
4(z - 1)] 113 
Rring = Rm z(z _ 4) 
{ 
Pt = 1.6GPa, 
Pt = 18GPa, 
(8.3) 
Outer Ring 
(8.4) 
Inner Ring 
So far we have seen that SBSL regions tend to have radii averaging about 30 pm 
and last on the order of about 20 ns. We first look to see if these quantities follow 
trends related to the maximum radius. In Figures 8.62a and 8.62b we see the maxi-
mum and average SBSL radii plotted against the bubble's maximum radius. It can 
be seen in these images that the radius of the SBSL region has no discernible rela-
tionship to the bubble's maximum radius. We see a similar relationship in Figure 
8.63, showing no apparent relationship between the maximum radial velocity of 
the SBSL region with respect to the bubble's maximum radius. 
While the number of data points available for this study is not enough to estab-
I 
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lish any firm relationship between the properties of SBSL and the bubble's max-
imum radius, we may make some statements as to the apparent lack of trends 
observed in the available data. 
First, the apparent differen-
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Figure 8.62: SBSL Radius as a Function of Rm 
be explained by considering the formation of the ring structures observed. If we 
assume that the ring structures form during the bubble's collapse we may make the 
argument that upon formation, fluid motion inwards across the boundaries of the 
ring structure is brought to a halt. The fluid remaining to drive the collapse then, is 
that which was contained between the bubble wall and the inner boundary of the 
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Figure 8.63: SBSL Peak Radial Velocity as a Function of Rm 
ring structure when it formed. An illustration of this idea may be seen in Figure 
8.64. If we then assume that emissions are a function of the energy density within 
the fluid region, their apparent lack of dependence on initial conditions may plau-
sibly be explained as arising from constraints the formation of the ring structure 
imposes on the energy density of the region. That is, after the ring structure forms 
the energy contained within the fluid is effectively fixed and may be described as 
the energy of the fluid contained between the bubble wall and the boundary of the 
inner ring. 
We may check this using the results derived so far. We begin by calculating the 
total kinetic energy of the fluid region between the radius of the pressure maxi-
mum and the bubble wall as the pressure threshold is crossed. Starting with Equa-
tion 7.2 we see that the energy of the fluid is given by 
K E = 2npR? R3 1 R 
rpm 
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R 
Figure 8.64: Conceptual Drawing of How Fluid Motion is Halted by the Formation 
of the Ring Structure. R outer and ~nner· correspond to the outer and inner rings, 
respectively. R bub and Rare the bubble wall radius and velocity, respectively. r is 
the fluid velocity at radius r in the fluid. The lightly dashed line on the left side 
of this image represents the location where the outer ring will form, but assumes it 
has not formed yet. 
Using Eq. 7.12 we find the velocity at the location of the pressure maximum to be 
. -{£ 1/ 2 rpm - - (Pt - Poo ) 
3p 
and using Eq. 7.9 for the radius of the pressure maximum we find 
r3 = R3 [4(z-1)] 
pm rn z (z - 4) 
We next find the radius and velocity of the bubble wall as the peak pressure 
crosses the transition threshold using Eq. 8.2 and conservation of mass arguments. 
Rrn 
zl /3 
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( )
4/3 R4 4(z-l) 
· 2 2(Pt- Poo) m Z(Z=4) 
R = 3p (R~/ z4/ 3) 
= 2(Pt- P00 ) [4(z-1)] 413 
3p (z - 4) 
Plugging this all back in to kinetic energy equation we get 
KE= 2np(2(Pt-Poo )) [R~ [4(z-1)] 413 -R3 [4(z-l)J] 3p z (z - 4) m z (z - 4) 
= 4nR~(Pt-Poo ) [4(z-1)] [[4(z-1)] 113 _ 1] 
3 z (z - 4) (z - 4) (8.5) 
We see that the kinetic energy available in the region between the pressure max-
imum and the bubble wall is linearly dependent on the maximum volume of the 
bubble. Having found the total energy of the region, we can calculate the mini-
mum possible energy density of the region by assuming the bubble collapses to a 
radius of zero. Using Eq. 8.2 for the radii of the rings, we find the volume enclosed 
by the region to be 
V = 4n R~ 
3 z 
Dividing the result for kinetic energy in the region (Eq. 8.5) by this value, we 
find the minimum energy density of the transition region to be 
which for sufficiently large Pt and z is roughly 
KE -~06-Pt v . 
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For Pt= 18 GPa this works out to ~1 x 1010 J1 m3 • As this is an approximately 
linear scaling relationship with respect to Pt, if we instead use Pt= 1.6 GPa GPa, 
corresponding to the outer ring, we find the energy density to be ~1 x 109 J I m 3 • 
Finally, assuming that SBSL emissions are dependent on the energy density of the 
region, and that the radii of SBSL regions observed correspond to the minimum 
bubble radius, we find that for the range of ambient pressures and maximum 
radii observed in experiments, the energy density in the fluid region when light 
emissions are observed is within 5 percent of the minimum value. Using these ar-
guments, that the fluid within the boundaries of the transition region is a closed 
system once the transition occurs, and that SBSL emissions are a function of the 
energy density of the fluid, we may plausibly explain the lack of an apparent trend 
between the bubble's maximum radius and the size of the SBSL region. 
Shock Waves and Rm 
We next look to relationships between shock waves and Rm. Of particular interest 
here are the peak observed shock velocities and the radius at which the shocks first 
fall below the sound speed as a function of the bubbles' maximum radii. We can 
see in Figure 8.65a that the peak shock wave velocity increases with increasing Rm. 
Interestingly, as may be seen in Figure 8.65b, it appears that the radius at which 
the shocks first fall below the sound speed decreases with increasing Rm. 
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Falls Below the Sound Speed vs. Rm 
8.7.3 Single Bubble and Shock Dynamics 
We look here towards describing dynamical aspects of single bubble collapses and 
the shock waves they produce and seek to make comparisons between these re-
sults and the results of previous studies looking at cloud collapse phenomena. Of 
particular interest here are the peak velocities of the two types of collapses and 
of the resultant shock waves emitted. It was observed in [89] that clouds with 
maximum radii of rv3 mm reach peak collapse velocities of about 750 m/ s, with re-
sultant shock waves reaching velocities of up to nearly 3500 m/ s. Phase diagrams 
of these results, courtesy of Phillip Anderson, can be seen in Figures 8.66 and 8.67. 
Peak bubble wall velocities for single bubble collapse events, by comparison, were 
both observed to reach up to 8000 m/ s (See Fig. 8.49a). Shocks in the single bubble 
case were observed to reach velocities similar to those observed in the cloud col-
lapse case as may be seen in Figure 8.68, showing a combined velocity vs. radius 
phase diagram for both the bubble wall and shock. It should be noted here that this 
plot was generated by binning the shock and bubble wall velocities with respect 
to the radius and averaging over the velocities in each bin. In the shock wave case, 
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the bin width was set to 20 pm, while in the single bubble case it was set to 10 pm. 
The scatter observed in the shock velocity in Figure 8.68 is likely the result of the 
relative difficulty experienced in measure the shock radius from frame to frame as 
described in Section 8.6. 
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Among the differences observed in these two plots, perhaps most dramatic are 
the differences in peak collapse velocities. More specifically, if we were to model 
cloud collapses as Rayleigh type collapses, for a cloud with a maximum radius . 
of 3 mm one would expect cloud wall velocities on the order of the sound speed 
as the cloud shrank below 500 pm. Instead, we observe that at 500 pm the veloc-
ity of the cloud is only about half the sound speed and that as the bubble cloud 
continues to shrink the collapse slows down, ultimately coming to a halt when 
the cloud reaches rv300 pm. One might reasonably expect cloud collapses not to 
follow predictions from Rayleigh, especially at smaller radii, as Rayleigh's equa-
tions describe cavity collapses, which clouds most certainly are not. Interestingly, 
however, we see that the minimum radius of clouds, between 200 pm and 500 pm, 
coincides with the MBSL radii noted in Section 8.1.3. This was also the case for 
single bubble collapses as noted in Section 8.2.2. 
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Chapter 9 
Discussion and Conclusions 
Chapter 8 showed results capturing the time evolution of single and multi bub-
ble sonoluminescence, Rayleigh-Taylor jets and shock waves emerging from the 
collapse points of single bubbles with supersonic velocities (and in the case of the 
Rayleigh-Taylor jets, carrying sonoluminescing regions within them at their tips), 
and the formation of ring structures in the aftermath of collapse events which we 
have argued are the result of a high pressure phase transition. In this chapter we 
seek to paint an aggregate picture of the dynamics of the system and to wrap up 
lose ends before moving on to discussions of where this work has led and where 
one might take it in the future. 
9.1 Cloud Collapses 
9.1.1 Summary and Discussion of Results 
A primary objective of the cloud collapse study was to find metrics with which to 
gage the strength of collapses. The first of the experiments which sought to do this 
were carried out using an LDV and/or pill transducer to measure the response of 
the sphere wall, and a PMT to monitor the sonoluminescence events at the sphere's 
center. Experiments using the LDV and pill transducer to monitor the response of 
the sphere wall after collapse events showed that the strength of collapse events 
increased with increasing ambient pressure and that the impacts of shock waves 
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with the resonator excited thickness modes in the sphere wall. PMT results in these 
experiments corroborated those gotten from LDV experiments, showing greater 
total emissions from MBSL events at increased ambient pressures. 
PMT results showed a number of interesting features in their own right. It was 
observed that MBSL events in the spheres occurred once per cycle over the course 
of about 20-30 acoustic cycles before the sphere became detuned. The intensity of 
emissions observed tended to follow four cycle trends with the acoustics, in line 
with the results of Phillip Anderson showing that shock wave reflections in the 
sphere lead to something of a mode locked state with that four cycle resonance [89]. 
Interestingly, many events were observed to have multiple, tightly packed, emis-
sion peaks suggesting some unaccounted for dynamics in the processes leading to 
light emissions that results from the PMT alone cannot explain. PMT results also 
revealed events to be exceedingly bright and long lived, with some lasting up to 
nearly lOOns and having peaks in their emission curves nearing that of what the 
PMT registered from the laser. The brightness and longevity observed in these 
PMT experiments then led us to the imaging experiments. 
Imaging experiments provided us with a bevy of exciting data. Among other 
things, these images captured the cycle to cycle variability of events, their spa-
tial characteristics, their time evolution, and eventually their place in the chain of 
dynamics leading to and following their production. Starting with their cycle to 
cycle variability, we again observed features consistent with the four cycle dynam-
ics mentioned previously. It was observed that every fourth event bore striking 
resemblance to its 4th generation ancestor. This is especially apparent in Figure 
8.12, where it is seen that the relative brightness and spatial distributions of events 
follow this trend, and in Figure 8.13 where the radii of MBSL regions are seen to 
follow a four cycle pattern. 
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Moving on to the spatial characteristics, events were observed to have typical 
radii on the order of 300 p.m, with some approaching nearly 1 mm. While no time 
resolved images were captured that fully address the double peaks observed in 
PMT experiments, a number were captured which show non-uniform and/ or dis-
parate light emitting regions, which may shed light on the processes which result 
in the double peaks. This is most readily apparent in Figure 8.17 which shows a 
temporally resolved MBSL region. In this image we notice a number of satellite 
regions which appear to be emitting light far away from the center. While it is 
not clear from this image whether the satellite regions are emitters or scatterers, 
a plausible explanation for the double peaks observed in PMT experiments is that 
the region as whole may not begin emitting all at once, and so the double peak may 
be the result of two regions 'lighting up' at different times. Images in Appendix 
A.1.3 further support this claim. 
Images capturing the time evolution of these regions yielded yet more informa-
tion. First, events captured on camera were observed to last on the order of 70 ns. 
When considering the results of previous bubble collapse experiments, albeit of 
the single bubble variety, where events have been observed to last on the order 
of tens to hundreds of picoseconds, this is a phenomenally long time. More than 
just the duration of events, though, images were able to capture their evolution in 
time, from their formation to their decay. These images reveal that regions grow 
explosively early on, often reaching their maximum radius in the first 10-20 ns of 
their lifetimes, before fading away relatively slowly. 
Finally, looking at backlit images which capture the dynamics leading to and 
following light emission events, we begin to see the whole picture. In these im-
ages it is seen that just prior to light emissions the velocity of the collapse begins 
decreasing. This was observed in the work of Phillip Anderson and can be seen 
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in this document in Figure 8.66, provided by him. When the collapse comes to a 
halt, the light emitting region is observed to form with very nearly the same ra-
dius as the compact region from which it came. Following the light emissions, we 
observe the production and flight of a shock wave out of the region, as well as 
what appears to be a remnant of the original cloud resting nearly motionless in the 
center. 
9.2 Single Bubble Collapses 
9.2.1 Summary of SBSL Results and Comparisons to MBSL 
Having captured images of the time evolution of, and the dynamics leading to and 
following MBSL events, we shifted focus to study the light emissions from single 
bubble collapse events. Initially, these studies were carried out in order to make 
comparisons to cloud collapse events and to that end, we sought to capture in 
images the same features captured of cloud collapse events. With this in mind, we 
begin this section by reviewing the observations made of light emission events for 
the single bubble collapses. 
Light emission events from single bubble collapses shared a number of charac-
teristics with their cloud collapse counterparts. First, they exhibited comparably 
long life-times, lasting about 20 ns as compared to 70 ns. While not quite as long-
lived as those generated by clouds, light emissions generated by these single bub-
ble collapse events are nevertheless orders of magnitude longer in duration than 
those observed previously [11,30,34,37]. On that note, theyare also significantly 
larger than previous studies have reported, having radii on the order of tens of mi-
crons as compared to on the order of microns or less [90, 105]. While these events 
are significantly smaller than those observed during cloud collapses, their sizes 
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are on par with the minimum observed radii of the bubbles generating them, an 
observation that was also made during the cloud collapse events. 
Interestingly, trends in the growth and decay of the light emitting regions in the 
single bubble collapse cases do not show the explosive growth and 'slow' decay 
observed during cloud collapse events. This may be due to a number of factors, 
and the data available is not sufficient to attribute it to any one of them alone. 
However, we may make assertions based on the evidence on hand as to the cause. 
First, as light emissions from single bubble collapse events were of shorter duration 
than those of cloud collapses, it is possible that the timing resolution of the camera 
was insufficient to capture the growth of the region. It may also be that the trend 
exists below the noise floor of these data sets, as it was observed that the error 
ascribed to the radii of events, in relative, but not absolute, terms, was greater for 
SBSL events. Aside from the greater relative error, we also notice large swings 
in the radii of events during the evolution, growing or shrinking apparently at 
random. This may be the result of the observed entrainment of the light emitting 
regions within the Rayleigh-Taylor jets, as the effects of such entrainment on the 
size and shape of the light emitting regions is not well known. 
9.2.2 Summary and Discussion of Associated Dynamics 
In addition to light emissions, single bubble collapses in the resonators were stud-
ied to see if, and for how long, they could be treated as Rayleigh cavities, how the 
shock waves they produced compared to those of cloud collapses and predictions 
from weak shock theory, how Rayleigh-Taylor jets produced by them behaved, and 
how the dark bands observed to form around them during collapse developed. 
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Collapse Characteristics 
In these studies it was observed that by and large, the single bubble collapses fol-
lowed predictions from Rayleigh fairly well. The best indicators of this were the 
scaling relationships observed between the velocity and radius of bubbles as seen 
in the plots of Figure 8.50, and the predicted values of Rm from the fits in Figure 
8.48, which were in good agreement with observed values. Regarding the scal-
ing relationship between the bubble wall's velocity and radius, it was observed 
that bubbles in experiments closely followed the 3/2 scaling relationship from 
Rayleigh's equations. The deviation observed in the latter half of this curve likely 
arises from a number of sources. The first being that in this region of the curve val-
ues for Rm came from estimates rather than from observations. While the estimates 
for Rm obtained from estimates were in reasonably good agreement with observed 
values from other collapse events, they were not perfect and that can be seen here. 
Deviations in the latter half of the curve may also be attributed to the formation 
of the ring structures observed. Formation of these rings would ultimately alter 
the collapse dynamics of the bubble and show up in the form of deviations in the 
scaling relationships. 
Comparing single bubble collapses to cloud collapses we see dramatic differ-
ences in the peak velocities reached. In the cloud collapse case, peaks velocities 
were observed to reach about 750 m/ s, whereas in the single bubble case peak 
velocities were often observed to reach 4000 m/ s or more. This type of behavior 
raises substantial questions over whether or not cloud collapse events really are 
better than single bubble collapse events at maximizing energy densities in the 
collapse region. 
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Shock Waves 
The shock waves produced by single bubble collapses were poorly described by 
weak shock theory, especially at smaller radii. Perhaps the best explanation for 
this comes from the difficulties associated with reliably measuring the shock radii 
due to their often 'fuzzy' appearance as was described in Section 8.6. That being 
said, however, even if we assume that those effects were not the cause of the large 
discrepancies observed, reconciling these differences would still be a difficult task. 
First, at the smaller radii, i.e. radii smaller than the ring structures, because we 
do not currently know very much about the ring structures, we cannot make pre-
dictions about the shock wave's might behave as they pass them. Further, even 
though observations of the shock's behavior appear noticeably altered near the 
boundaries of the rings, this may just be the result of local differences in the in-
dices of refraction near the ring structure's boundaries. 
Comparisons to shocks observed during cloud collapse experiments proved 
somewhat more fruitful. It should be noted here first that, contrary to what ob-
servations of single bubble collapses suggest, it was observed by Phillip Ander-
son that shocks produced by cloud collapses in the resonators were in fairly good 
agreement with predictions from weak shock theory [89]. This may, in part, be due 
to where the majority of measurements were made in both of these studies. The 
shocks emitted by cloud collapse events were generally measured further away 
from the collapse point than were the shocks emitted by single bubble collapse 
events. In any event, despite the contrary nature of these results as they relate to 
weak shock theory, a number of features of the shocks produced by both types 
of collapses showed similarities. It can be seen in Figures 8.29-8.30, showing the 
events surrounding SBSL, and Figures 8.20 & 8.21, showing the events surround-
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ing MBSL, that the shock waves produced by both begin traveling outwards near 
or after the end of light emission events. This may be a rather germane result, but 
is insightful when considering the lifetimes of the light emitting regions, suggest-
ing they last as long as it takes for the pressure profiles to transition from moving 
inwards to moving outwards. In addition, it was seen in Figures 8.68 and 8.66 that 
in both cases shocks remained supersonic out to a radius of at least 1.5 mm. 
Rayleigh-Taylor Jets 
Observations of Rayleigh-Taylor jets showed a number of interesting and unex-
pected features. First, jets observed were often observed to reach supersonic ve-
locities, with some of the fastest ones reaching speeds in excess of 4500 m/ s. More 
surprisingly, however, was that the jets were very often observed to accelerate from 
slower speeds to get there. This is especially apparent in Figures 8.56a through 
8.56d, where jets were observed to go from on the order of 1000 m/ s to on the or-
der of 4000 m/ s over the course of the rv30 ns during which they were observed. 
While a great many of the jets observed were observed to reach such high veloci-
ties, there was substantial variability among them as well, with many traveling on 
the order of tens to hundreds of m/ s or less. This variability may arise from two 
sources. First, as Rayleigh-Taylor jets are the result of instabilities arising during 
collapse, the variability may be partly explained as resulting from differences in 
the magnitudes of these instabilities among different bubbles. However, and pos-
sibly more importantly, are considerations of directionality. In many instances jets 
were observed to form traveling in a direction towards the entry point of the laser 
responsible for nucleating the bubbles which generated them, which happened to 
be orthogonal to the viewing plane of the camera. This was convenient insofar as 
it allowed for easy determination of the peak velocity in most cases, but many jets 
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were observed to form at odd angles with respect to the viewing plane. Because of 
this, and without a reliable measure of the directionality of the jets with respect to 
the camera, the velocities of many of these jets are underestimated. 
Perhaps most interesting among the observations of the Rayleigh-Taylor jets 
was the entrainment within them of the light emitting regions produced by the 
bubble collapses. First, considering the lifetimes of SBSL events observed in pre-
vious studies, on the order of tens to hundreds of picoseconds, that it would have 
been observable in the first place was not considered when these studies were 
first carried out. Instead, in all images of SBSL events captured which might have 
shown this phenomena, i.e. those not obfuscated by the dark bands that developed 
around them or those which only caught the onset of light emissions, it was ob-
served. Moreover, the light emitting regions were apparently trapped in the tip of 
the jet rather than at the back, and so were observed to be carried by them, in the 
most extreme cases, with velocities of up to 7000 m/ s over distances of rv80 prn. 
Their entrainment within these jets was also observed to have an affect on the 
shape of the light emitting regions, often elongating them as they traveled. Finally, 
it was often observed that the light emissions came to a halt as the jet tips they were 
entrained in came into contact with and/ or crossed the boundary of the boundary 
of the inner rings. It should be stressed here that this observation is in no way 
intended to suggest any sort of causal relationship between contact with the ring 
structure and the 'turning off' of light emissions, but rather just to draw attention 
to it. 
Ray Tracing Results 
As has been seen in many images presented so far, dark bands were observed to 
form around the bubbles as they collapsed. This was a point of constant conster-
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nation in trying to make arguments one way or the other as to when the ring struc-
tures formed, as they were completely blocked from view by these dark bands. It 
was initially hoped that modeling how and why they developed might allow us to 
see through them, so to speak, and provide an avenue to answer questions about 
the transition regions. Unfortunately, knowing how and why the dark regions de-
velop doesn't grant one X-ray vision to see through them, but it does provide an 
interesting avenue to measuring the pressure developed in the fluid via imaging. 
Results from ray tracing simulations showed that the dark bands develop as they 
do for two reasons. First, the index of refraction of water increases with pressure. 
Rays traveling through a region of variable index of refraction will tend to be bent 
towards regions of higher index and, because of the shape of the pressure profile 
developed in the water by the collapsing bubble, this effectively turns the water 
into a lens which causes the majority of rays to be bent out of the region entirely. 
Those that make it through to the camera do so either by 'luck' or by traveling 
through the small region between the bubble wall and the location of the pressure 
peak in the fluid. 'Luck' as used here, in very broad strokes, refers to the fact that 
light is diffracted as it travels through the fluid, and that two otherwise identical 
rays will wind up in completely different places depending on their wavelengths. 
What this all amounts to is that the intensity profile developed by the rays as they 
exit the sphere will show a peak immediately adjacent to the bubble, and darker 
regions beyond that. 
While this technique certainly requires some refinement in order to be a truly 
useful way to measure pressure, it shows promise, at least insofar as it correctly 
predicts major aspects of the intensity profile observed in images. There are a few 
important differences between simulations and images, however. Most notably is 
that that the simulations do not show a dark band but rather a fairly smooth gra-
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client of ever decreasing intensity beyond the bright region immediately adjacent 
to the bubble. This can largely be explained as resulting from two things. First, 
ray tracing is a computationally intensive process and so in order to make it more 
tractable only a finite number of rays were used. It may be that the rays not used 
in simulations are the ones that would have bent back around to brighten up the 
edge of the image. The other source of discrepancy comes from the position of the 
flash used in experiments. It was not positioned directly behind the bubble and 
this is evident in the uneven gradient observed in images, often showing the top 
left corner to be brighter than the bottom right. These two issues are resolvable, 
however, and so may be addressed at a later date. 
9.2.3 Summary and Discussion of High Pressure Phase Transitions in H20 and 
D20 
Lastly, we come to the ring structures observed to form after the collapse of bub-
bles, which we have argued are the result of a high pressure phase transition in wa-
ter. The study of these objects came to dominate the end of the experimental work 
carried in the spheres as they were consistently observed to form during experi-
ments involving single bubble collapses and, among all the phenomena observed, 
were the least well understood or described. What makes these objects so intrigu-
ing, and so frustrating for that matter, is that many of their observed features, at the 
temperatures and pressures at which they were generated, are inconsistent with 
the known phases of water. The theoretical possibility that collapse events produce 
high pressure phases of ice has been explored previously as a way to explain some 
of the anomalous features of sonoluminescence [53] . However, in this treatment 
by Hickling only the high pressure crystalline phases are addressed. And while 
a number of studies have been carried out which have looked at the nucleation 
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of ice induced by bubble collapse events in water [106, 107], these studies were 
carried out in supercooled water and the observations presented in these studies 
strongly suggest, if not outright admit, that they ultimately produced Ice-Ih, the 
kind you'd find in your freezer. Though the evidence presented in these studies 
doesn't necessarily preclude the possibility that a high pressure phase may have 
formed and served as a heterogeneous nucleation site for the dendritic growth of 
Ice-Ih, neither do they require it. 
Arguments For and Against Crystalline and/or Amorphous Transitions 
It still remains to be determined whether or not the objects observed really are the 
result of a high pressure phase transition in water, but describing them as such fits 
best with the evidence currently available. Chief among the evidence suggesting 
these structures are the result of a high pressure phase transition are the pressures 
calculated at the ring locations via Equation 7.4 and represented by the curves in 
Figure 8.39. In these it can be seen that the outer and inner rings form where the 
pressures first cross 1.6 and 18 GPa, respectively. In addition, by manipulation Eq. 
7.4 we find in Eq. 7.9, that the radius at which the pressure first crosses these 
threshold is linearly dependent on the bubble's maximum radius, a result which 
is corroborated by the data seen in Figure 8.39. While these pressures do no corre-
spond exactly to the known transition pressures for the crystalline phases of water 
ice, they do bound that of Ice-VII which forms at 2.1 GPa. 
Unfortunately, this is not the end of the story, as it was observed that these 
structures behave in a fashion more fitting of a highly viscous liquid than a crys-
talline solid, as can be seen in the images presented in Figures 8.40-8.46. Here 
it was observed that the objects support material flow through and within them-
selves, and support and recover from large shape deformations in response to fluid 
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forcing by bubbles growing and collapsing in their vicinity. One explanation for 
why the ring structures observed might be the result of a transition to a highly vis-
cous liquid phase of H 20 or D20 instead of a crystalline solid phase may be found 
by considering the dynamics of the collapse event. Importantly, previous studies 
of the crystalline phases have largely been carried out under quasi-static loading 
conditions in anvil cells with crystalline windows. In studies looking at the forma-
tion of these phases under shock loading conditions in the anvil cells, it was found 
that the windows played an important role in the transition process, beyond what 
thermodynamic considerations alone would account for [81]. The conditions in 
the fluid generated by collapse events are wholly different than these. The two 
greatest differences between the collapse experiments and previous experiments 
in anvil cells are the lack of windows which may act as nucleation sites, and the 
dynamic nature of the pressurization process in collapse events as compared to 
the quasi static nature of the pressurization process in most of the anvil cell exper-
iments. To get a better idea of the differences between the dynamics of the two 
situations, we look to describe the velocity of the fluid region where the ring struc-
tures form in the collapse experiments. The velocity at any point in the fluid may 
be described via manipulations of Equation 7.3. However, at the location of pres-
sure maximum, where we assume the formation of the ring structures to begin, 
it may be described using Eq. 7.12, which shows that the velocity of the fluid as 
the pressure crosses the transition threshold is not only independent of any values 
of the radius, but is in fact constant for a given transition pressure. At the loca-
tion of the outer and inner rings this corresponds to fluid velocities of 1000 m/ s 
and 3500 m/ s, respectively, values clearly very far from what one might consider 
quasi-static. 
At this point, we have evidence from pressure considerations alone suggesting 
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that what we observe may be the result of a crystalline transition in the fluid to Ice-
VII. Evidence from images showing these objects being deformed and supporting 
flow within and through themselves, however, refute this claim. By considering 
the differences in the dynamics of the experiments carried out in the resonators 
and the anvil cells, we may argue that instead of a crystalline solid, the objects are 
the result of a transition to a highly viscous liquid phase of water. If it weren't 
one simple fact, the argument might presumably end here. However, because no 
one has observed any liquid-amorphous or liquid-liquid phase transitions in water 
above temperatures at or near cryogenic, it makes drawing the conclusion that we 
have, difficult. While this piece of evidence seems to argue strongly against a tran-
sition to a highly viscous liquid phase, that no such transitions has been observed 
or predicted previously does not mean that such a transition is not possible. To that 
end, we may make at least one argument grounded in previous work which has 
looked at the amorphous phases of water at cryogenic temperatures to plausibly 
justify the argument that what we observe is what we claim it to be. 
Previous studies of water's amorphous phases have primarily generated them 
in three ways. One way they can be formed is by cooling regular Ice-Ih down to 
cryogenic temperatures, where it transitions to Ice-Ic, and then slowly pressurizing 
it, which causes the crystal structure to breakdown and results in an amorphous 
phase. They may also be generated by vapor deposition onto plates at cryogenic 
temperatures. The method by which they may be generated that is of interest 
to us, however, is via hyper-quenching by firing small droplets of water through 
streams of liquid aerosols. A plausible justification for arguing that what we ob-
serve is the result of a transition to a highly viscous state may be found by making 
comparisons to this hyper-quenching process. To do so, we consider results from 
the shock loading experiments which established lower bounds on the crystalline 
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transition times of 2-Sns [81]. If we consider the lack of apparent heterogeneous 
nucleation sites in the collapse experiments, and that the pressurization process in 
the transition region happens on nano- to sub-nanosecond time scales, a compari-
son to hyper-quenching in the form of a pressure analog to it may be drawn. If we 
assume the pressurization process in the region of the collapse really is a pressure 
analog to hyper-quenching, that we might be generating a liquid or amorphous 
phase of water by it becomes a plausible scenario. 
On When the Region Forms 
An important question regarding these structures, regardless of what they actu-
ally are, is when during the collapse they form. This is because their formation is 
always observed to be obscured by the dark bands that develop in the water as 
a result of how the pressure built up around the collapsing bubbles refracts light. · 
In order to answer this question we look to markers in the collapse dynamics that 
would indicate a formation time. These include deviations in the expected rela-
tionship between the bubble's radius and velocity, and abrupt changes in the ve-
locities of the shock waves and Rayleigh-Taylor jets as they cross the boundaries, 
among others. 
Looking first at the radius versus time curves of collapsing bubbles as seen in 
Figure 8.48, we notice small deviations from expectations as the bubbles cross the 
radius at which they would generate appropriate pressures in the fluid for a transi-
tion to commence. However, these deviations are not noticeably larger than other 
deviations, and with only eight frames of a collapse event to go off of, are not suffi-
cient to make claims that they indicate the ring structures form during the collapse 
instead of after. We then move on to the curves showing the predicted velocities 
versus the observed velocities of the bubbles and look for differences between the 
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predicted and observed velocities of bubbles with different radii (Figs. 8.51 & 8.53). 
Here we see the first hints that the structures form during collapse rather than after. 
In these curves it can be see that deviations in the expected and observed veloci-
ties grow significantly as bubbles fall below the radii at which the pressures in the 
fluid would be expected to produce the transitions. This same feature is seen in the 
curves representing the scaling relationships between the bubble's radius and ve-
locity (Fig. 8.50), where it is observed that deviations grow considerably as bubbles 
shrink. This may be a good initial indicator, but because the theoretical velocities 
were most often calculated using derived values of the bubble's maximum radius, 
which may themselves factor in to the deviations observed, this observation alone 
doesn't provide enough information to make a solid claim about when the rings 
form. 
Moving to results from the shock waves and Rayleigh-Taylor jets, we look for 
changes in the behaviors of these objects as they cross the boundaries of the ring 
structures. These don't necessarily tell us whether or not the regions form during 
collapse, but do provide an indication as to whether or not they are formed by the 
time these two features begin traveling away from the center. Looking at the results 
of both of these data sets in Sections 8.5.1 and 8.6 we see essentially the same thing, 
that as either the jet tip, or the shock wave approach or pass the boundaries of the 
ring structures, their behaviors are noticeably altered. Whether this is a result of a 
physical interaction with the objects or the result of optical effects associated with 
different indices of refraction across the region, it seems to suggest that the ring 
structures have formed by the time the jets or shocks pass by them. 
Finally, we may make a plausibility argument about when these regions form 
based on the results of Section 8.7.2 comparing the radius of the SBSL regions to 
the bubble's maximum radius. It was argued in this section that a possible expla-
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nation for the lack of apparent trend between the bubble's maximum radius and 
the radius of the SBSL region produced may be found by making arguments about 
the energy density of the fluid contained within the inner boundary of the ring 
structure. In order for this relationship to hold, the ring structure must necessar-
ily form during the collapse and not after. We may then make the argument that 
the lack of apparent trend between the size of the SBSL region and the bubble's 
maximum radius is an indicator that the ring structures form during the bubble's 
collapse. 
As an addendum here, we consider the following. If the regions didn't form 
until after the collapse, that they seem to occupy the small region of space that 
they do becomes more unexplained than it already is. Consider, for example, the 
pressures produced by the bubbles presented in Figure 9.1. If we use the argument 
that the rings form as a result of the pressures built up in the fluid due to the 
collapse events, then if they were to form at any time other than during the collapse 
they would occupy a region of space substantially larger than what was observed. 
They would be so much larger, in fact, that in the majority of cases their boundaries 
would be out of the field of view of the images in which they were captured during 
experiments. Moreover, if the rings didn't form during the collapse, many of the 
arguments presented to this point would be largely invalidated, or at least require 
major rethinking in order to justify. As it stands, however, evidence suggests that 
the rings do form during collapse, not after,.and so nothing more than mention of 
the consequences of alternative scenarios will be presented here. 
Prospects For Fusion 
In considering the formation of these ring structures important questions come to 
mind related to the idea that collapsing bubbles might present conditions within 
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Figure 9.1: Peak Pressure Profiles Generated in a Fluid with an Ambient Pressure 
of 10 MPa by Bubbles of Different Maximum Radii 
them requisite for nuclear fusion to occur. Namely, if the arguments presented in 
Section 8.7.2, describing why the radii of the SBSL regions seem only minimally 
affected by the maximum radii of the bubbles generating them, are correct, then it 
implies there is an intrinsic limitation on a bubble's ability to focus energy. While 
it remains to be seen whether or not collapsing bubbles may generate conditions 
requisite for nuclear fusion, such a limitation on their ability to focus energy would 
not bode well for their prospects. That being said, however, even if the argu-
ments of Section 8.7.2 are correct, they were made based on observations of col- · 
lapse events in H 20 and D20 and so only rightly apply to collapse events in those 
fluids. As such, one may be able to overcome such limitations in a bubble's ability 
to concentrate energy by studying them in fluids which do not undergo the same 
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types of transitions as water and so would not present the same types of intrinsic 
limitations. It remains to be determined, however, what types of fluids would be 
good candidates for such studies as the mechanisms by which the ring structures 
form are not currently known. 
9.3 Recap and Future Directions 
As a very brief recap, going all the way back to the beginning, the major phenom-
ena studied in this document include the effects of pressure on the laser induced 
dielectric breakdown threshold in water, MBSL events from cloud collapses, SBSL 
events from single bubble collapses, and the formation of what we have argued is 
the result of a high pressure phase transition. The latter three of these were sum-
marized in the previous section so don't require much of a restatement here, but a 
short refresher on the breakdown studies is probably worth while. 
In the laser breakdown studies it was observed that with increasing pressure 
the breakdown threshold initially decreases, over the range from 0 to about 3.4 MPa, 
and then increases monotonically thereafter up to at least 27.6 MPa and perhaps up 
to 55.2 MPa, beyond which point the trends break down. In analyzing the results 
of these experiments, we were able to derive a key parameter for describing the 
breakdown threshold in materials, the electron-heavy collision time, and its de-
pendence on pressure in water. As far as using laser induced dielectric breakdown 
as a method for pressure sensing, it's a viable method, but more work is required 
to refine the technique to make it truly useful for that purpose. 
Future work related to what has been presented herein could follow any of a 
number of directions. Regarding the SL studies, it remains to be seen why the 
light emitting regions of MBSL events show explosive growth while those of SBSL 
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events do not. Answering this question might help shed light on the mechanisms 
by which light emissions in both cases develop. For the MBSL case, it would an-
swer the question of whether light emissions develop as a result of conditions 
present across the region as a whole, or as the result of propagation of said condi-
tions across individual bubbles within the cloud. And for the SBSL case it would 
answer the question of whether or not light emissions are a 'binary' mechanism, 
i.e. existing only in a state of on or off, or if they have a development stage like the 
MBSL events at time scales below what we were capable of resolving. 
Regarding high pressure phase transitions in H 20 and D20, it still remains to 
be seen whether or not the objects observed are the result of a phase transition or 
some other unaccounted for effect. This is a very important question for a whole 
host of reasons. First, and as mentioned earlier, not only has such a phase never 
been observed before, neither has such a transition been predicted. If the objects 
observed are indeed a high pressure phase of water, there would be far reaching 
impacts across a number of fields. At the very least, the mechanisms by which 
this phase forms, and the physical properties of it would require description. Be-
yond that, the techniques used to generate these objects are not specific to .water 
and are easily extensible to other transparent fluids and, with some modifications, 
opaques fluids beyond that. As such, this type of phase transition might provide 
new investigative avenues in phase space for studying transitions in other types 
of fluids as well. 
Evidence presented so far suggests that, whatever these objects are, they likely 
form during the collapse and not after, but a more definitive answer is still required. 
An answer to this question would provide further evidence as to the plausibility 
of the argument presented in Section 8.7.2, suggesting that the formation of these 
objects is a limiting factor in the energy available to collapsing bubbles and part of 
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the reason why the size of SBSL events show no clear relationship to the maximum 
radii of the bubbles generating them. Knowing whether they form during or after 
is also important in considering the mechanisms by which they form. Importantly, 
the dynamics that might lead to an amorphous or liquid transition in water only 
exist during two brief windows in the lifetime of the collapse event, immediately 
before collapse, when the fluid is rushing inwards, and immediately after as the 
shock waves begin propagating outwards. While evidence suggests the former, 
and seems to argue strongly against the latter, it still remains unclear and so more 
work needs to be done to answer this question. 
Other aspects of this work, including that done on the Rayleigh-Taylor jets and 
the ray tracing method of inferring fluid pressure, also merit future considerations. 
Among other things, this system provides a unique avenue for studying the gen-
eration of supersonic Rayleigh-Taylor jets which may be used for comparisons to, 
or the development of, fluid mechanical models describing them. The ray tracing 
method of inferring the fluid pressure may also provide an avenue for answering 
questions about the absolute pressures developed in the fluid during collapse, and 
in the shock waves generated thereafter. These are questions that have plagued re-
searchers for years, and the work presented here may help to provide the answers 
to them that are so greatly desired. 
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Appendix A 
MBSL Gallery 
A.l MBSL and Cloud Collapses 
A.l.l Cycle to Cycle Variations 
Figure A.1: FOV: 25.6 x 19.2mm, P00 : 10.3MPa, Exposure Time: 1 p.s, 1 Frame per 
Acoustic Cycle (38 p.s) 
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Figure A.2: FOV: 25.6 x 19.2mm, P00 : 10.3MPa, Exposure Time: 1p_s, 1 Frame per 
Acoustic Cycle (38p_s) 
Figure A.3: FOV: 25.6 x 19.2 mm, P 00 : 10.3 MPa, Exposure Time: 1p_s, 1 Frame per 
Acoustic Cycle (38p_s) 
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Figure A.4: FOV: 25.6 x 19.2 mm, P 00 : 10.3 MPa, Exposure Time: 1 J.lS, 1 Frame per 
Acoustic Cycle (38 J.lS) 
Figure A.5: FOV: 25.6 x 19.2 mm, P 00 : 10.3 MPa, Exposure Time: 1 J.lS, 1 Frame per 
Acoustic Cycle (38 J.lS) 
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A.1.2 Time Resolved MBSL 
Figure A.6: FOV: 25.6 x 19.2 rnm, P 00 : 31 MPa, Exposure Time: 5 ns, Interframe 
Time: 5ns 
Figure A.7: FOV: 25.6 x 19.2 mm, P 00 : 31 MPa, Exposure Time: 5 ns, Interframe 
Time: 5ns 
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Figure A.8: FOV: 25.6 x 19.2 mm, P 00 : 31 MPa, Exposure Time: 5 ns, Interframe 
Time: 5ns 
Figure A.9: FOV: 25.6 x 19.2 mm, P 00 : 31 MPa, Exposure Time: 5 ns, Interframe 
Time: 5ns 
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A.1.3 Special MBSL Cases 
Double Emitters 
Figure A.lO: FOV: 25.6 x 19.2mm, P00 : 10.3MPa, Exposure Time: l11s, Interframe 
Time: 38lls 
Figure A.ll: FOV: 4.3 x 3.2 mm, P 00 : 31 MPa, Exposure Time: 50 ns, Interframe 
Time: Sns 
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Figure A.12: FOV: 4.3 x 3.2 mm, P 00 : 31 MPa, Exposure Time: 50 ns, Interframe 
Time: 5ns 
Oblong Regions 
Figure A.13: FOV: 4.3 x 3.2 mm, P 00 : 31 MPa, Exposure Time: 50 ns, Interframe 
Time: 5ns 
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Figure A.14: FOV: 4.3 x 3.2rnm, P00 : 17.2MPa, Exposure Time: SOns, Interframe 
Time: 5ns 
Figure A.15: FOV: 4.3 x 3.2 mm, P 00 : 17.2 MPa, Exposure Time: 50 ns, Interframe 
Time: 5ns 
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A.1.4 Backlit Images: Collapse, MBSL, Shocks 
Figure A.16: FOV: 4.3 x 3.2mm, P00 : 17.2MPa, Exposure Time: SOns, Interframe 
Time: Sns 
Figure A.17: FOV: 4.3 x 3.2 mm, P 00 : 17.2 MPa, Exposure Time: 50 ns, Interframe 
Time: Sns 
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Figure A.18: FOV: 4.3 x 3.2mm, P00 : 17.2MPa, Exposure Time: SOns, Interframe 
Time: Sns 
Figure A.l9: FOV: 4.3 x 3.2mm, P00 : 17.2MPa, Exposure Time: SOns, Interframe 
Time: Sns 
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Figure A.20: FOV: 4.3 x 3.2 mm, P 00 : 20.7 MPa, Exposure Time: 50 ns, Interframe 
Time: Sns 
Figure A.21: FOV: 4.3 x 3.2mm, P00 : 20.7MPa, Exposure Time: SOns, Interframe 
Time: Sns 
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Figure A.22: FOV: 4.3 x 3.2 mm, P 00 : 17.2 MPa, Exposure Time: 50 ns, Interframe 
Time: 5ns 
Figure A.23: FOV: 4.3 x 3.2 mm, P 00 : 20.7 MPa, Exposure Time: 50 ns, Interframe 
Time: 5ns 
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Figure A.24: FOV: 4.3 x 3.2mm, P00 : 20.7MPa, Exposure Time: SOns, Interframe 
Time: Sns 
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AppendixB 
SBSL Gallery 
Figure B.1: FOV: 1.75 x 1.32mm, P00 : 17.2MPa, Fluid: H 20, Exposure Time: 5ns, 
Interframe Time: 0 ns. Frame 1 captured 16P-S prior to Frame 2. 
Figure B.2: FOV: 1.75 x 1.32 mm, P 00 : 17.2 MPa, Fluid: H 20, Exposure Time: 5 ns/ 
Interframe Time: 0 ns. Frame 1 captured 16P-S prior to Frame 2. 
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Figure B.3: FOV: 1.75 x 1.32 mm, P 00 : 17.2 MPa, Fluid: H 20, Exposure Time: 5 ns, 
Interframe Time: 0 ns. Frame 1 captured 16 ps prior to Frame 2. 
Figure B.4: FOV: 1.75 x 1.32 mm, P 00 : 17.2 MPa, Fluid: H 20, Exposure Time: 5 ns, 
Interframe Time: 0 ns. Frame 1 captured 16 ps prior to Frame 2. 
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Figure B.5: FOV: 1.75 x 1.32 mm, P 00 : 17.2 MPa, Fluid: H 20, Exposure Time: 5 ns, 
Interframe Time: 0 ns. Frame 1 captured 16ps prior to Frame 2. 
Figure B.6: FOV: 1.75 x 1.32mm, P00 : 17.2MPa, Fluid: H 20, Exposure Time: 5ns, 
Interframe Time: 0 ns. Frame 1 captured 16ps prior to Frame 2. 
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Figure B.7: FOV: 1.75 x 1.32 mm, P 00 : 17.2 MPa, Fluid: H 20, Exposure Time: 5 ns, 
Interframe Time: 0 ns. Frame 1 captured 16J.!s prior to Frame 2. 
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AppendixC 
Single Bubble Collapse Gallery 
Figure C.l: FOV: 1.75 x 1.32mm, P00 : 17.2MPa, Exposure Time: 5ns, Interframe 
Time: Ons 
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Figure C.2: FOV: 1.75 x 1.32 mm, P 00 : 17.2 MPa, Exposure Time: 5 ns, Interframe 
Time: Ons 
Figure C.3: FOV: 1.75 x 1.32 mm, P 00 : 17.2 MPa, Exposure Time: 5 ns, Interframe 
Time: Ons 
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Figure C.4: FOV: 1.75 x 1.32 mm, P 00 : 17.2 MPa, Exposure Time: 5 ns, Interframe 
Time: 0 ns. Frame 1 captured 12 ps prior to Frame 2. 
Figure C.5: FOV: 1.75 x 1.32 mm, P 00 : 17.2 MPa, Exposure Time: 5 ns, Interframe 
Time: 10ns 
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Figure C.6: FOV: 1.53 x 1.15mm, P00 : 10.3MPa, Exposure Time: 5ns, Interframe 
Time: Ons 
Figure C.7: FOV: 1.53 x 1.15mm, P00 : 10.3MPa, Exposure Time: 5ns, Interframe 
Time: Ons 
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Figure C.8: FOV: 1.53 x 1.15 mm, P 00 : 20.7 MPa, Exposure Time: [5 ns, 5 ns, 5 ns, 5 ns, 
10ns,20ns,40ns,60ns], Interframe Time: 2.5p.s 
Figure C.9: FOV: 1.53 x 1.15 mm, P 00 : 20.7MPa, Exposure Time:[5 ns, 5 ns, 5 ns, 5 ns, 
10 ns, 20 ns, 40 ns, 60 ns ], Interframe Time: 2.5p.s 
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Figure C.lO: FOV: 1.53 x 1.15mm, P00 : 20.7MPa, Exposure Time:[5ns, 5ns, 5ns, 
5 ns, 10 ns, 20 ns, 40 ns, 60 ns], Interframe Time: 2.5lls 
Figure C.ll: FOV: 1.53 x 1.15mm, P00 : 20.7MPa, Exposure Time:[5ns, 5ns, 5ns, 
5 ns, 10 ns, 20 ns, 40 ns, 60 ns ], Interframe Time: 2.5lls 
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AppendixD 
Ring Structure Gallery 
Figure D.l: FOV: 1.75 x 1.32mm, P00 : 17.2MPa, Exposure Time: 20ns, Interframe 
Time: lOOns 
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Figure D.2: FOV: 1.75 x 1.32 mm, P 00 : 17.2 MPa, Exposure Time: 20 ns, Interframe 
Time: lOOns 
Figure D.3: FOV: 1.75 x 1.32 mm, P 00 : 17.2 MPa, Exposure Time: 20 ns, Interframe 
Time: lOOns 
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Figure D.4: FOV: 1.75 x 1.32 mm, P 00 : 17.2 MPa, Exposure Time: 20 ns, Interframe 
Time: lOOns 
Figure D.5: FOV: 1.75 x 1.32 mm, P 00 : 17.2 MPa, Exposure Time: 20 ns, Interframe 
Time: lOOns 
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Figure D.6: FOV: 1.75 x 1.32 rnm, P 00 : 10.3 MPa, Exposure Time: 5 ns, Interframe 
Time: Ons 
Figure D.7: FOV: 1.75 x 1.32 mm, P 00 : 17.2 MPa, Exposure Time: 5 ns, Interframe 
Time: Ons 
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D.2.1 Growth----tCollapse----tRing Structure 
Figure D.8: FOV: 2.26 x 1.7 mm, P 00 : 10.3 MPa, Exposure Time: 5 ns, Interframe 
Time: 3ps 
Figure D.9: FOV: 2.26 x 1.7 mm, P 00 : 10.3 MPa, Exposure Time: 5 ns, Interframe 
Time: 3ps 
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Figure D.lO: FOV: 2.26 x 1.7mm, P00 : 10.3MPa, Exposure Time: Sns, Interframe 
Time: 3ps 
Figure D.ll: FOV: 2.26 x 1.7mm, P00 : 10.3MPa, Exposure Time: Sns, Interframe 
Time: 3ps 
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Figure D.l2: FOV: 2.26 x 1.7mm, P00 : 10.3MPa, Exposure Time: Sns, Interframe 
Time: 3ps 
Figure D.13: FOV: 2.26 x 1.7mm, P00 : 10.3MPa, Exposure Time: Sns, Interframe 
Time: 3ps 
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D.2.2 Collapses----tRing Structure and What Comes After 
Figure D.14: FOV: 1.53 x 1.15mm, P00 : 20.7MPa, Exposure Time: [5ns, 5ns, 5ns, 
5 ns, 10 ns, 20 ns, 40 ns, 60 ns ], Interframe Time: 2.5ps 
Figure D.15: FOV: 1.53 x 1.15mm, P00 : 20.7MPa, Exposure Time: [5ns, 5ns, 5ns, 
5 ns, 10 ns, 20 ns, 40 ns, 60 ns], Interframe Time: 2.5ps 
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Figure D.16: FOV: 1.53 x 1.15mm, P00 : 20.7MPa, Exposure Time: [5ns, 5ns, 5ns, 
5 ns, 10 ns, 20 ns, 40 ns, 60 ns], Interframe Time: 2.5ps 
Figure D.17: FOV: 1.53 x 1.15mm, P00 : 20.7MPa, Exposure Time: [5ns, 5ns, 5ns, 
5 ns, 10 ns, 20 ns, 40 ns, 60 ns], Interframe Time: 2.5ps 
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Figure D.18: FOV: 1.75 x 1.32mm, P00 : 17.2MPa, Exposure Time: 5ns, Interframe 
Time: 20ns 
Figure D.19: FOV: 1.75 x 1.32mm, P00 : 17.2MPa, Exposure Time: 5ns, Interframe 
Time: 20ns 
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Figure D.20: FOV: 1.75 x 1.32mm, P00 : 17.2MPa, Exposure Time: Sns, Interframe 
Time: 20ns 
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Appendix E 
Rayleigh-Taylor Jet Gallery 
Figure E.l: FOV: 1.75 x 1.32 mm, P 00 : 17.2 MPa, Exposure Time: 5 ns, Interframe 
Time: 0 ns. Frame 1 captured 16 ps prior to Frame 2. 
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Figure E.2: FOV: 1.75 x 1.32 mm, P 00 : 10.3 MPa, Exposure Time: 5 ns, Interframe 
Time: Ons 
Figure E.3: FOV: 1.75 x 1.32 mm, P 00 : 10.3 MPa, Exposure Time: 5 ns, Interframe 
Time: Ons 
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Figure E.4: FOV: 1.75 x 1.32 mm, P 00 : 17.2 MPa, Exposure Time: 5 ns, Interframe 
Time: 0 ns. Frame 1 captured 12 p.s prior to Frame 2. 
Figure E.5: FOV: 1.75 x 1.32 mm, P 00 : 17.2 MPa, Exposure Time: 5 ns, Interframe 
Time: 0 ns. Frame 1 captured 12 p.s prior to Frame 2. 
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Figure E.6: FOV: 1.75 x 1.32 mm, P 00 : 17.2 MPa, Exposure Time: 5 ns, Interframe 
Time: 0 ns. Frame 1 captured 12ps prior to Frame 2. 
Figure E.7: FOV: 1.75 x 1.32 mm, P 00 : 17.2 MPa, Exposure Time: 5 ns, Interframe 
Time: 2.5ps 
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Figure E.8: FOV: 2.26 x 1.7 mm, P 00 : 10.3 MPa, Exposure Time: 5 ns, Interframe 
Time: 3ps 
Figure E.9: FOV: 1.53 x 1.15 mm, P 00 : 20.7 MPa, Exposure Time: 5 ns, Interframe 
Time: 2.5ps 
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Figure E.lO: FOV: 1.53 x 1.15mm, P00 : 20.7MPa, Exposure Time: Sns, Interframe 
Time: 2.5ps 
Figure E.ll: FOV: 1.53 x 1.15 mm, P 00 : 20.7MPa, Exposure Time: 5 ns, Interframe 
Time: 2.5ps 
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Figure E.12: FOV: 1.53 x 1.15mm, P00 : 20.7MPa, Exposure Time: 5ns, Interframe 
Time: 2.5 p.s 
Figure E.13: FOV: 1.53 x 1.15mm, P00 : 20.7MPa, Exposure Time: 5ns, Interframe 
Time: 2.5 p.s 
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Figure E.14: FOV: 1.53 x 1.15mm, P00 : 20.7MPa, Exposure Time: 5ns, Interframe 
Time: 2.5 p.s 
Figure E.l5: FOV: 1.53 x 1.15mm, P00 : 20.7MPa, Exposure Time: 5ns, Interframe 
Time: 2.5 p.s 
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Figure E.16: FOV: 1.53 x 1.15mm, P00 : 20.7MPa, Exposure Time: 5ns, Interframe 
Time: 2.5 p.s 
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Appendix F 
Special Cases Gallery 
F.l.l Asymmetric Collapses 
Figure F.l: FOV: 1.75 x 1.32mm, V)Q : 17.2MPa, Fluid: H 20, Exposure Time: Sns, 
Interframe Time: 0 ns 
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Figure F.2: FOV: 1.75 x 1.32 mm, P 00 : 17.2 MPa, Exposure Time: 5 ns, Interframe 
Time: 0 ns. Frame 1 captured 16lls prior to Frame 2. 
Figure F.3: FOV: 1.75 x 1.32 mm, P 00 : 17.2 MPa, Exposure Time: 5 ns, Interframe 
Time: Ons 
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Figure F.4: FOV: 1.75 x 1.32 mm, P 00 : 17.2 MPa, Exposure Time: 5 ns, Interframe 
Time: Ons 
Figure F.5: FOV: 1.75 x 1.32 mm, P 00 : 17.2 MPa, Exposure Time: 5 ns, Interframe 
Time: 0 ns. Frame 1 captured 16p.s prior to Frame 2. 
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F.1.2 Two Bubbles 
Figure F.6: FOV: 1.75 x 1.32 mm, P 00 : 17.2 MPa, Exposure Time: 5 ns, Interframe 
Time: 0 ns. Frame 1 captured 16}1s prior to Frame 2. 
Figure F.7: FOV: 1.75 x 1.32 mm, P 00 : 17.2 MPa, Exposure Time: 5 ns, Interframe 
Time: 0 ns. Frame 1 captured 16}1S prior to Frame 2. 
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Figure F.8: FOV: 1.75 x 1.32 rn.rn, P 00 : 17.2 MPa, Exposure Time: 5 ns, Interframe 
Time: 0 ns. Frame 1 captured 16 ps prior to Frame 2. 
Figure F.9: FOV: 1.75 x 1.32 mm, P 00 : 17.2 MPa, Exposure Time: 5 ns, Interframe 
Time: 0 ns. Frame 1 captured 16 ps prior to Frame 2. 
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F.2.1 Asymmetric Collapses 
Figure F.10: FOV: 1.53 x 1.15 mm, P 00 : 10.3 MPa, Exposure Time: 5 ns, Interframe 
Time: 2.5 p.s 
Figure F.ll: FOV: 1.53 x 1.15 mm, P 00 : 10.3 MPa, Exposure Time: 5 ns, Interframe 
Time: 2.5 p.s 
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Figure F.12: FOV: 1.53 x 1.15 mm, P 00 : 10.3 MPa, Exposure Time: 5 ns, Interframe 
Time: 2.5ps 
F.2.2 Growth and Collapse of Bubbles in the Vicinity of Transition Region 
Figure F.13: FOV: 1.53 x 1.15mm, P00 : 20.7MPa, Exposure Time: 5ns, Interframe 
Time: 2.5ps 
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Figure F.14: FOV: 1.53 x 1.15 mm, P 00 : 20.7 MPa, Exposure Time: 5 ns, Interframe 
Time: 2.5ps 
Figure F.15: FOV: 1.53 x 1.15mm, P00 : 20.7MPa, Exposure Time: 5ns, Interframe 
Time: 2.5ps 
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Figure F.16: FOV: 1.53 x 1.15mm, P00 : 20.7MPa, Exposure Time: 5ns, Interframe 
Time: 2.5ps 
Figure F.17: FOV: 1.53 x 1.15mm, P00 : 20.7MPa, Exposure Time: 5ns, Interframe 
Time: 2.5ps 
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Figure F.18: FOV: 1.53 x 1.15 mm, P 00 : 20.7 MPa, Exposure Time: 5 ns, Interframe 
Time: 2.5ps 
Figure F.l9: FOV: 1.53 x 1.15mm, P00 : 10.3MPa, Exposure Time: 5ns, Interframe 
Time: 2.5ps 
Appendix G 
Code 
G.l Breakdown Codes 
G.l.l Multiphoton Ionization Threshold 
1 #include <math. h> 
2 #include <stdio . h> 
3 #include "nrutil .h" 
4 
5 #define NMAX 6 
6 #define H 0 .4 
7 #define AI (2.0/3.0) 
8 #define A2 0.4 
9 #define A3 (2.0/7 . 0) 
10 #define nO 1.32 
11 #define epsO 8.8541878176e-12 
12 #define hbar 1.05457148e-34 
13 #define me 9.10938188e-31 
14 #define e 1.60217646e-19 
15 #define c 299792458.0 
16 #define pi 3.141529 
17 
18 double dawson(double x) 
19 { 
20 in t i , n; 
21 double dl, d2, el, e2, sum, x2 1 xp 1 xx 1 ans; 
22 static double c1 [NMAX+ 1]; 
23 static int init = 0; 
24 
25 if ( in it == 0) { 
26 in it = 1; 
27 for ( i = 1; i <=l\lMAX; i + +) c1 [ i ] = exp ( -SQR (( 2. 0 * i - 1. 0) *H) ) ; 
28 
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29 i f (fa b s ( x ) < 0 . 2 ) { 
30 X2 = X*X; 
31 ans=X* (l.O -Ahx2 *(1.0 -A2*X2 *(1.0 -A3*X2))); 
32 
33 else { 
34 xx = fabs(x); 
35 n = 2 *(int)(0.5 * XX/H+0.5) ; 
36 
37 
38 
39 
40 
xp 
el 
e2 
dl 
d2 
= 
= 
xx- n *H; 
exp(2.0 * Xp *H); 
el *el; 
n+l; 
dl-2.0; 
41 sum = 0.0; 
42 for ( i = 1; i <=NT\1AX; i ++ ,dl +=2.0 ,d2 -=2.0 ,eh=e2) 
43 sum += c1 [ i ] * ( e 1 I d 1 + 1. 0 I ( d2 * e 1 ) ) ; 
44 ans=0.5641895835 *SIGN(exp(-xp*xp) ,X) *sum; 
45 
46 return ans; 
47 
48 
49 void w () 
50 
51 int n = 500; 
52 double lambda, omega, m, z, Eion, phi, A, B, vol , W[n], I [n]; 
53 int i, K; 
54 
55 lambda = 53 2 . 0 e - 9; 
56 omega = 2* pi *c/lambda; 
57 m = me / 2; 
58 Eion = 1.0414147e - 18; //joules 
59 K = 3; 
60 z = pow(2.0 *K-2 .0/hbar *Eion / omega,0.5); 
61 phi = dawson(z); 
62 vol = (1.50e - 6) *1.50e - 6*pi *pi * l.5e - 6*1.5e - 6 / 532e - 9; //focal 
v olume m/\3 
63 
64 A= (2 *omega / (9 * pi)) *pow(me/2*omega/ hbar, 1.5) *exp(2.0 *K) *pow 
( 1 . 0 I 16 .0 ,K) *phi; 
65 B = (e*e/(me/2*Eion *omegHomegaH *epsO *nO)); 
66 
67 FILE * fp_real = fopen('W.dat", "w"); 
68 
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69 f o r ( i = 0; i <n ; i + + ){ 
70 I [ i ] = ( 1. 0 e 14 + i * 4 . 8 e 12 ) ; 
71 
72 W[i] =A*pow(B* I[i] ,K) ; 
73 
7 4 I I p r i n t f ( " rho = % . 2 0 f \ n " , (W[ i 1 * 5 e - 9) I 1 . 0 e 2 0 ) ; 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
fprintf (fp_real, " %.20£ " 
fprintf(fp_real, " %. 20£ " 
fprintf(fp_real, " %.20£ " 
fprintf(fp_real, " %. 20£ " 
fprintf (fp_real, "\n " ); 
84 in t main() 
85 
86 w(); 
87 return(O); 
88 
G.1.2 Cascade Ionization Threshold 
1 #include <math.h> 
2 #include <stdio .h> 
3 
4 #define nO 1.32 
5 #define epsO 8.8541878176e-12 
6 #define hbar 1.05457148e - 34 
7 #define me 9.10938188 e -31 
8 #define e 1.60217646e - 19 
9 #define c 299792458.0 
10 #define pi 3 .141529 
11 
12 void cascade_thresh () 
13 
14 int n = 500 ; 
I[i]ll.Oe15); 
(W[i] *5e-9ll.Oe6) ll.Oe18) ; 
(W[ i ] * 5 e-9/1 .0 e6 ) I 1. 0 e 19 ) ; 
(W[ i ] *5e - 9ll.Oe6) ll.Oe20); 
15 double lambda , omega, m, Eion, eav, tau, nu, d , D, L, g, rhoO ; 
16 double eta[n], rho_c[n], Ith[n] ; 
17 int i, K; 
18 
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19 lambda = 532.0e-9; 
20 omega= 2.0 * pi*C/lambda; 
21 m = 2 .99150726e -26; 
22 Eion = 1.0414147e-18; //joul es 
23 eav = Eion I 2. 0 ; 
24 tau = l.Oe-15; 
25 nu = 1.0 / tau; 
26 d = 1. 5 e -6; 
27 D = 2 .0 * eav /(3.0 *me*nu) ; 
28 L = (4.8 / d) * (4 .8/d)+pow(l/(ph d *d/(4 *lambda)) 1 2 .0); 
29 g = D*L; 
30 rhoO = l.OeO; 
31 K = 3; 
32 
33 FILE * fp_real = fopen ("easel . dat" I "w"); 
34 
35 f o r (i = 0; i <n ; i + + ){ 
36 
37 rho_c[i] = l.Oe18+id .Oe17; 
38 
39 lth [ i] = ((meH *nO *epsO *Eion * (l.O+omega*omega*tau *tau) /(e *e * tau 
) ) * 
40 (g+2 .0 I 5e-9*log ( rho_e [ i] I rhoO)) +2.0 *me*me*eav *omega*omegH ( C* 
nO *epsO) I ( e *e*ID)) I 1.0 e15; 
41 I I p r in t f ( " rho = % . 2 0 f \ n " I (W[ i h 5 e - 9) I 1 . 0 e 2 0 ) ; 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 int 
50 
fprintf(fp_real 1 " %.20£ " 
fprintf (fp_real 1 " %.20£ " 
fprintf ( fp_real 1 " \ n") ; 
main () 
51 easeade_thresh(); 
52 return(O); 
53 
G.1.3 Free Electron Density vs. Time 
t J #include <math. h> 
rho_e[i]/l.Oe18); 
( lth [ i ]) ) ; 
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2 #include <stdio. h> 
3 #include "nru til .h" 
4 
5 #define NMAX 6 
6 #define H 0.4 
7 #define A1 (2 .0/3.0) 
8 #define A2 0.4 
9 #define A3 (2 .0/7.0) 
10 #define nO 1.32 
11 #define epsO 8.8541878176e-12 
12 #define hbar 1.05457148e-34 
13 #define me 9.10938188e-31 
14 #define e 1.60217646e - 19 
15 #define c 299792458.0 
16 #define pi 
3 .1415926535897932384626433832795028841971693993751058209749 
17 #define lambda 532 .0e-9 
18 #define Eion 1.0414147e-18 
19 #define K 3 
20 #define tp 6 .0e-9 
21 #define tau l.Oe-15 
22 #define 10 20e14 
23 #define M 2.99150726e - 26 
24 #define omega 2.0 * pi *c/lambda 
25 #define wO 3.5e-6 
26 
27 double *Xp, *YP, dxsav=l.Oe - 13; 
28 in t kmax=5000000, kount; 
29 int n = 2; //number of variables 
30 
31 double B1, B2, B3, B4, phi, z; 
32 
33 void odeint (double ystart [], int nvar, double x1, double x2, 
double eps, double h1, 
34 double hmin , int *nok, int *nbad , 
35 void ( * deri vs) (double, double [] , double []) , 
36 void ( nkqs) (double [] , double [] , int , double *, double , 
double, double [] , 
37 double *, double *, void ( * ) (double, double [], double []))); 
38 
39 void rkqs(double y[], double dydx[], int n, double *X, double 
htry , double eps, double yscal [], double *hdid, double *hnext , 
310 
void (*derivs)(double, double [], double [])); 
40 
41 double dawson (double x) 
42 { 
43 
44 
45 
inti, n; 
double dl, d2, el , e2, smn, x2, xpl, xx, ans; 
static double cl[NMAX+l]; 
46 s t a t i c i n t i n i t = 0 ; 
47 
48 i f ( in i t == 0 ) { 
49 in it = 1; 
50 for ( i =1; i <::::NI\1AX; i ++) cl [ i ]=exp(-SQR( (2 . 0 * i -1.0) *H)); 
51 
52 i f (fa b s ( x ) < 0 . 2 ) { 
53 X2 = X*X; 
54 ans=x*(l.O -Ahx2 *(1.0 -A2*X2 * (1.0 -A3*X2))); 
55 
56 else { 
57 xx = fabs(x); 
58 n = 2 *(int)(0.5 *xx/H+0.5); 
59 xpl = XX-n*H; 
60 e 1 exp ( 2. 0 * xp hH) ; 
61 e2 el*el; 
62 dl n+l ; 
63 d2 = dl-2.0; 
64 smn = 0.0 ; 
65 for ( i = 1; i <::::NI\1AX; i ++ ,dl +=2 .0 ,d2 -=2.0, eh=e2) 
66 smn += cl[i]*(el/dl+l.0/(d2*el)); 
67 ans =0.5641895835 *SIGN( exp( -xphxpl) ,x) *Smn ; 
68 
69 return ans; 
70 
71 
72 void derivs(double t, double x[], double dydx[]) 
73 
74 double I; 
75 
76 I= 1.83129d0 *exp(-1.74847* ht /( tp * tp)); //from fit to pulse 
shap e 
77 
78 dydx[l] = Bhpow(I , K) /l. Oe6 + x[l]*((B2* 1 - B3) - B4- 2.0e-9*X 
[ 1]) ; 
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79 
80 //printj("%.40f Bl\n"l Bl); 
81 f * printj(" %.40f B2 \ n" l B2); 
82 printj(" %.40f B3\n "l B3); 
83 printj(" %.40f B4\n " 1 B4); 
84 printj( "% .40f BS\n" l BS); */ 
85 
86 f*printj("%.40f t\n" l t); 
87 printj( "% .40f I \ n" 1 I); */ 
88 
89 
90 
91 void drhodt () 
92 
93 double *X 1 *dydx 1 t1 1 t2; 
94 double htry 1 eps 1 h1 1 hmin; 
95 int nok 1 nbadl p; 
96 
97 x=dvector (1 1 n); 
98 dydx=dvector (1 1 n); 
99 
100 x[1] = 0.0; x[2 ] 0.0; 
101 t1 = 0.0 -l.Oe -7; t2 = 1. Oe-7; 
102 eps = l.Oe-8; 
103 h1 = l.Oe-10; hmin = l.Oe-30; 
104 
105 odeint(x 1 n 1 tl 1 t2 1 epsl h1 1 hmin 1 &nok 1 &nbad 1 derivs 1 rkqs); 
106 
107 FILE * fp_real = fopen("rho20 - 9.dat" 1 "w"); 
108 for(p=1; p <= kount; p++){ 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
fprintf (fp_reall " %.20£ " 
fprintf(fp_reall "%.20£ " 
fprintf ( fp_real 1 "\n"); 
115 in t main() 
116 
117 xp=dvector (1 1 kmax) ; 
118 yp=dvector (1 1 n *kmax); 
119 
xp [p] I tp); 
yp[1+TI*p]); 
120 z = sqrt(2 .0 * (double )K-2.0*Eion/(hbanomega)); 
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121 phi = dawson(z); 
122 
123 B1 = 2.0*omegal(9.0*pi)*pow(mel2.0*omegalhbar 1 1.5) 
124 *pow(e*el(16 .0*mei2. 0*Eionwmega*omega* C*epsO*nO) 1 K) 
125 *exp(2.0 *K)*phi ; II cascade term 
126 
127 B2 = (11(omega*ornega*tau*tau+1)) *(e*e*taul(c*nO*epsO *rne*Eion)); 
lleq 5.10 part 1 
128 
129 B3 = (1 I (omega*omega*tau*tau+1)) *(mewmega*omega* tau/M) ; 
130 
131 B4 = tau*Eionl(3.0*rne)*(2.4*2.4l(wO*wO) + pow(1l(pi*wOI(larnbdal 
n0)) 1 2)); 
132 
133 drhodt () ; 
134 return (0); 
135 
G.2 Optics Code 
G.2.1 Non-Linear Self Focussing 
1 I************************************************************** 
2 
3 In linear regime 1 benchmarked against fdtd_par4 . cu 1 
4 which was benchmarked against public domain 20 FDTD codes. 
5 Very good agreement with outside code I though boundary conditions 
6 here are absorbing 1 theirs were PML. Perfect agreement between 
7 this and fdtd_par4.cu 
8 
9 
10 Another note on this code . Q.IDA complex support sucks. 
11 Basically had to build my own complex structure so ... 
12 all variab l es with .x are real all with .y are imag 
13 
14 
15 Otherwise a poorly commented code. My condo l ences in trying to 
decipher it. 
16 
17 ***************************************************************I 
18 
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19 #include <stdlib .h> 
20 #include < s t d i o . h> 
21 #include <math.h> 
22 #include <cuda .h> 
23 
24 #define block_dimx 16 
25 #define block_dimy 16 
26 
27 #define pi 3.14159265358979323846264338327950288 
28 #define epsO 8.854187817e-12 
29 #define mu 1.25663706143592e-6 
30 #define chi3 l.Oe-24 1/le-24 
31 #define sig 5.5e-6 
32 #define cc 2.99792458e8 
33 #define lambda 532.0e-9 
34 #define dx 30.0e-9 
35 #define dy 30.0e-9 
36 #define dt dx I (2 .0 *CC) 
37 #define ie block_dimX*30 
38 #define ib ( ie +1) 
39 #define j e block_dimy *30 
40 #define jb (je+l) 
41 #define abc 2.0 
42 #define omega 2.0 * pi*Ccllambda 
43 #define t 8000 
44 #define delay 0.0 
45 #define 1_0 2 .5 e18 
46 
47 I* Stores Efield for top and bottom ABC *I 
48 __ global __ void etbl (double2 *Ez, double2 *ezt, double2 *ezb) 
49 { 
50 int blockldx. X*blockDim . x + threadldx. x; 
51 int threadldx. y; 
52 
53 ezt[i + i*ie].x Ez[(i+l)*jb+je - l+j ]. x; 
54 ezt [ i + i * ie].y Ez[(i+l) * jb+je-l+j ].y; 
55 
56 ezb [ i + i * ie].x Ez[(i+l)*jb+l-j ].x; 
57 ezb [ i + i * ie].y Ez[(i+l)*jb+l-j ] .y ; 
58 
59 __ syncthreads () ; 
60 } 
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61 
62 I* S t o r e s E f i e I d f o r r i g h t ABC* I 
63 __ global __ void er1 ( double2 *Ez 1 double2 Hzr) 
64{ 
65 int blockldx . X* blockDim. x + 
66 int blockldx . Y* blockDim. y + 
67 
68 ezr[i *jb + j ) . X Ez [ ( i e -1 + i ) * j b 
69 ezr[i * jb + j ] . y 
70 
71 __ syncthreads () ; 
72} 
73 
Ez[(ie-1+i) * jb 
74 / * Hfi eld calculation *I 
threadldx . x; 
threadldx. y; 
+ j ) . X; 
+ j ] . y; 
75 __ global __ void hfield ( double2 *Ez 1 double2 *Hx~ double2 *Hy) 
76 { 
77 int 
78 int 
79 
blockldx . H blockDim. x + threadldx . x; 
blockldx. Y*blockDim . y + threadldx. y; 
80 Hx [ i * j b + j ] . x = ( Hx [ i * j b + j ] . x - d t I mu * ( Ez [ ( i + 1 ) * j b + j 
+ 1]. x - Ez [ ( i + 1) * j b + j ] . x) I dy) ; 
81 Hx[i * jb + j ].y = (Hx[i * jb + j ].y- dt I mu * (Ez[(i+1) * jb + j 
+ 1]. y - Ez [ ( i + 1) * j b + j ] . y) I dy) ; 
82 
83 Hy[i * jb + j ].x = (Hy[i * jb + j ].x + dt I mu * (Ez[(i+1) * jb + j 
+ 1 ] . x - Ez [ i * j b + j + 1 ] . x ) I dx ) ; 
84 Hy[i * jb + j].y = (Hy[i * jb + j] .y + dt I mu * (Ez[(i+1) * jb + j 
+ 1 ] . y - Ez [ i * j b + j + 1 ] . y ) I dx ) ; 
85 
86 _ _ syncthreads(); 
87 } 
88 
89 I* E f i e I d s o u r c e c o n d it i o n *I 
90 _ _ global __ void es ( double2 *Ez 1 double Hzs1 1 int n) 
91 { 
92 int j = blockldx . Y*blockDim. y + threadldx. y; 
93 
94 1/e"-iwt = cos wt - i *s in wt 
95 if (n<1000) { // Turn on cond ition 1 impulse exci tation suc k s 
96 Ez [ j ] . x = ezs1 [ j] * exp ( - abs (1000.0 - n) *abs (1000.0 -n) 
/120000.0) * cos(omega * dt * n);// + fab s(j-je/2 .0)/je* 
d elay *pi); 
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97 Ez[j ] . y = -ezs1[j] * exp( - abs(1000.0-n)*abs(1000 .0-n) 
98 
99 else 
100 
/120000 .0) * sin(omega * dt * n);// + fabs(j-je/2.0)/je* 
delay* pi); 
101 Ez[j].x = ezs1[j] * cos(omega * dt * n);// + fabs(j-jb/2.0)/ 
jb*delay*pi); 
102 Ez[j] .y = - ezs1[j] * sin(omega * dt * n);// + fabs(j-jb/2.0)/ 
103 
104 
jb * delay * pi); 
105 __ syncthreads () ; 
106 } 
107 
108 I* Efield calculations *I 
109 __ global __ void efield ( double2 *Ez, double2 *Hx, double2 *Hy) 
110 { 
111 int 
112 int 
113 
blockldx. X* blockDim . x + threadldx. x + 1; 
= blockldx. Y* blockDim . y + threadldx. y + 1; 
114 shared double E2, ca, cb; !/Don't let this be global , lead s 
to suc kage 
115 
116 E2 = (Ez[i*jb+j ].X*Ez[i * jb+j ] .x + Ez[i*jb+j ].y*Ez[i * jb+j ].y); 
//abs(E)/\2 
117 ca = (2HpS0*(1+chi3*E2)-sig*dt) 1(2Hps0*(1+chi3*E2)+sig*dt); 
118 cb = 2*dt/(2Hps0*(1+chi3 *E2)+sig*dt); 
119 
120 Ez [ i * j b + j ] . x = ( c a * Ez [ i * j b + j ] . x 
121 + cb * ((Hy[i*jb+j -1].x- Hy[(i - 1) * jb+j -1].x) I dx 
122 - (Hx[(i-1) * jb+j ].x- Hx[(i - 1) * jb+j -1].x) I dy)); 
123 
124 Ez[i * jb+j ].y = (ca * Ez[i * jb+j ].y 
125 + cb * ((Hy[i*jb+j -1].y- Hy[(i-1) *ib+j -1] .y) I dx 
126 - ( Hx [ ( i - 1) * j b + j ] . y - Hx [ ( i - 1) * j b + j - 1 ] . y ) I d y ) ) ; 
127 
128 __ syncthreads () ; 
129 } 
130 
131 I* Application of the Efield ABC top and bottom *I 
132 __ global__ void etbabc ( double2 *Ez , double2 Hzt, double2 *ezb) 
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133 
134 inti= blockidx.X*blockDim . x + threadldx . x ; 
135 
136 double ca; 
137 
138 ca = ( cc * d t - dy) I ( cc * d t + dy) ; 
139 
140 Ez [ ( i + 1) * j b ] . x = 
x); 
ezb [ i ] . x + ca * ( Ez [ ( i + 1) * jb + 1]. x ezb[i+ie]. 
141 Ez [ ( i + 1 ) * j b ] . y = 
y); 
ezb[i].y + ca * (Ez[(i+1) *ib+1].y- ezb[i+ie] . 
142 
143 Ez [ ( i + 1) * j b + j e ] . x = e z t [ i ] . x + c a * ( Ez [ ( i + 1) * j b + j e - 1] . x - e z t [ 
i+ie] . x); 
144 Ez [ ( i + 1 ) * j b + j e ] . y ezt[i].y + ca * (Ez[(i+1) *ib+je -1] .y- ezt[ 
i+ie].y); 
145 
146 __ syncthreads () ; 
147 } 
148 
. 149 I* A p p l i c a t i o n of the E f i e l d ABC r i g h t *I 
150 __ global__ void era be ( double2 *Ez 1 double2 H zr) 
151 { 
152 int j = blockldx. Y*blockDim . y + threadldx. y; 
153 
154 Ez [ i e * j b + j ] . x = 
Ez [ ( i e -1) * j b 
155 Ez [ i e * j b + j ] . y = 
Ez [ ( i e - 1) * j b 
156 
157 __ syncthreads(); 
158 } 
159 
160 
161 void fdtd () 
162 { 
ezr [ j ] . x + ( cc * dt - dx) 
+ j ].x- ezr[jb+j ].x); 
ezr[ j ] . y + (cc * dt - dx) 
+ j ].y- ezr[jb+j ].y); 
163 II decla re variables 
I 
I 
(cc 
(cc 
* dt 
* dt 
164 unsigned int ehsize 1 ieabcsize 1 sourcesize 1 abcjbsize; 
165 int i 1 j, n; II count ers 
166 double source_y; II variabl e for gaussian source 
167 
168 
+ dx) * 
+ dx) * 
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169 II CPU field declarations 
170 double2 *ez; I I E-fie 1 d grid 
171 double2 *hx; II H-field grid 
172 double2 *hy; 
173 double2 * ezt; 
174 double2 *ezb; 
175 double2 *ezr; 
176 double * ezs; II E-fie 1 d source 
177 
178 II GPU field declarations 
179 double2 *ez_d; I I E-fie 1 d grid 
180 double2 *hx_d; II H-field grid 
181 double2 *hy_d; 
182 double2 *ezt_d; 
183 double2 *ezb_d; 
184 double2 * ezr_d; 
185 double *ezs_d; II E-field source 
186 
187 ehsize = ib*jb*sizeof(double2); 
188 sourcesize = jb * sizeof (double); 
189 ieabcsize ie *abc* size of ( double2); 
190 abcjbsize = abc* jb *size of ( double2); 
191 
192 ez 
193 hx 
194 hy 
195 ezt 
196 ezb 
197 ezr 
198 ezs 
199 
200 ez d 
201 hx d 
202 hy_d 
203 ezt_d 
204 ezb d 
205 ezr d 
206 ezs d 
207 
( double2 *) malloc ( ehsize); 
( double2 *) malloc ( ehsize); 
( double2 *) malloc ( ehsize); 
= 
(double2 *)malloc(ieabcsize); 
(double2 *)malloc(ieabcsize); 
(double2 *)malloc(abcjbsize); 
(double *) malloc ( sourcesize); 
( double2 *) malloc ( ehsize) ; 
( double2 *) malloc ( ehsize) ; 
( double2 *) malloc ( ehsize) ; 
( double2 *) malloc ( ieabcsize); 
(double2 *)malloc(ieabcsize); 
= ( double2 *) malloc ( abcjbsize); 
(double *) malloc ( sourcesize); 
208 I I a 11 o c a t e memory on GPU 
209 cudaMalloc ( (void**) &ez_d, ehsize ) ; 
210 cudaMalloc ( (void**) &hx_d, ehsize ) ; 
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211 cudaMalloc ( (void**) &hy_d, ehsize ) ; 
212 cudaMalloc ( (void**) &ezs_d, sourcesize); 
213 cudaMalloc ((void**) &ezt_d, ieabcsize); 
214 cudaMalloc((void**) &ezb_d, ieabcsize); 
215 cudaMalloc ((void**) &ezr_d, abcjbsize); 
216 
217 
218 
219 I I initialize E and H fields 
220 £or ( i = 0; i < i b ; i + + ){ 
221 for(j=O; j<jb; j++){ 
222 ez [ i * jb + j ] . x 0. 0; 
223 ez [ i * jb + j ] . y 0. 0; 
224 hx[ i * jb + j]. x 0.0; 
225 hx [ i * j b + j ] . y = 0 . 0 ; 
226 hy[i * jb + j ].x 0.0; 
227 hy [ h jb + j ] . y 0. 0; 
228 
229 
230 
231 
232 
233 
234 
if (j <abc && i<ie 
ezt[h(int)abc 
ezb[h(int)abc 
ezt[i *(int)abc 
ezb [ i * ( int )abc 
) { 
+ j ] . X 
+ j ] . X 
+ j ] . y 
+ j ] . y 
= 0 . 0; 
= 0.0; 
= 0.0; 
= 0.0; 
235 if(i<abc) { ezr[i*jb + j ].x = 0.0; ezr[i*jb + j ] .y 
236 
237 
238 
239 II copy fields and boundaries from CPU to CPU memory 
240 cudaMemcpy( ez_d, ez, ehsize, cudaMemcpyHostToDevice); 
241 cudaMemcpy(hx_d, hx, ehsize , cudaMemcpyHostToDevice); 
242 cudaMemcpy(hy_d, hy, ehsize, cudaMemcpyHostToDevice); 
0. 0;} 
243 cudaMemcpy(ezt_d, ezt, ieabcsize, cudaMemcpyHostToDevice); 
244 cudaMemcpy( ezb_d, ezb, ieabcsize , cudaMemcpyHostToDevice); 
245 cudaMemcpy( ezr_d, ezr, abcjbsize , cudaMemcpyHostToDevice); 
246 
247 II spatial location of source center 
248 source_y = ( j e * dy) I 2.0; 
249 
250 II apply source conditions in E-fie l d 
251 for(j=O; j < jb; j ++) { 
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252 ezs[j] = sqrt(I_0/(1.33*CoepsO))*exp(- pow(((double )j * dy-
253 
254 
source_y) I (dy * 2500e-9/dx) , 2.0)); 
255 //copy source to CPU 
256 cudaMemcpy( ezs_d, ezs, source size , cudaMemcpyHostToDevice); 
257 
258 I I s e t up ex e c u ti o n p a r a m e t e r s 
259 dim3 threadsEH ( block_dimx, block_dimy) ; 
260 dim3 gridEH ( ie I threadsEH. x, j e I threadsEH. y) ; 
261 
262 dim3 threadsEtb (block_dimx, abc); 
263 dim3 gridEtb ( ie I threadsEtb. x, abc/ threadsEtb. y); 
264 
265 dim3 threadsEr (abc, block_dimy); 
266 dim3 gridEr (abc/ threadsEr . x, j e I threadsEr. y); 
267 
268 dim3 threadsEs(1, block_dimy); 
269 dim3 gridEs(1, je/threadsEs.y); 
270 
271 I I k e r n e l ( s ) , s a n de r s 
272 
273 
274 for(n=O; n < t; n++){ 
275 
276 etb1 «<gridEtb, threadsEtb >>>(ez_d, ezt_d, ezb_d); I I top bottom 
boundary store 
277 
278 er1<<<gridEr, threadsEr>>>(ez_d, ezr_d); //right boundary store 
279 
280 hfield<«gridEH, threadsEH>>>(ez_d , hx_d, hy_d); 1/Hfield math 
281 
282 es <<<gridEs, threadsEs >>>(ez_d, ezs_d, n); I I Esource 
283 
284 efield <«gridEH, threadsEH>>>(ez_d, hx_d, hy_d); I I Efield math 
285 
286 etbabc <<<gridEtb, threadsEtb >>>(ez_d, ezt_d, ezb_d); I I top 
bottom boundary abc 
287 
288 erabc <<<gridEr, threadsEr >>>(ez_d, ezr_d); I I right boundary abc 
289 
290 I I n loop 
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291 
292 
293 cudaMemcpy(ez, ez_d, ib*jb*sizeof(double2), 
cudaMemcpyDeviceToHost) ; 
294 
295 FILE * fp_real = fop en ("rna trix_real9. dat", "w"); 
296 I I FILE * fp_imag = fop en (" matrix_imag9. dat ", "w"); 
297 for(i=O; i < ib; i++){ 
298 for ( j = 0; j < jb; j ++) { 
299 fprintf(fp_real, "%.20£ " fabs(ez[i*jb+j ].X*ez[i *jb +j ].x) 
*1.33*CC*eps0); 
300 II fprintf(jp_imag, "%.20f ", fabs(ez[i*jb+j].y)); 
301 } 
302 fp rin tf ( fp_real , "\n"); 
303 II fprintf(jp_imag,"\n"); 
304 } 
305 
306 II !l////////////////////////////ll/1111111111 
307 I I r e l e a s e t h e r e s o u r c e s 
308 II 
309 
310 
311 
312 
313 
314 
315 
316 
317 
318 
cudaFree ( 
cudaFree ( 
cudaFree ( 
cudaFree ( 
cudaFree ( ezb_d 
cudaFree ( ezr_d 
cudaFree ( ezs_d 
319 int main () 
320 
ez_d 
hy_d 
hx_d 
ezt_d 
) ; 
) ; 
) ; 
321 printf("woot! \n"); 
322 fdtd (); 
323 return (0); 
324 J 
G.2.2 Ray Tracing 
) ; 
) ; 
) ; 
) ; 
G.3 Weak Shock Theory 
321 
1 import sqlite3 as lite 
2 import numpy as np 
3 import subprocess 
4 import csv 
5 import OS 
6 from scipy import optimize 
7 import math 
8 
9 de£ db_start (): 
10 con = lite. connect ( 1 analysis!. db 1 ) 
11 con. execute ( 1FRAGMA foreign_keys::::CNI) 
12 cur= con.cursor() 
13 
14 return con 1 cur 
15 
16 de£ db_close (con): 
17 con . commit () 
18 con. close() 
19 
20 de£ make_csv ( fname 1 t 1 rdot 1 r 1 ur) : 
21 
22 f = open(fname 1 'wb 1 ) 
23 c = csv. writer (f) 
24 m = 0 
25 for n in range (0 1 len ( t)): 
26 c . wri terow ( [ t [ n] 1 r dot [ n] 1 r [ n] 1 ur [ n] ] ) 
27 
28 f. close() 
29 
30 pt = subprocess.Popen([ 1 gnuplot 1 1 1 -e 1 ] 1 shell=True 1 stdin= 
subprocess. PIPE 1 ) 
31 
32 de£ make_plot(r 1 rdot 1 Cph 1 cphNL 1 p 1 rho 1 rm 1 im_id): 
33 
34 r = r *le3 
35 dr = r .max() - r .min() 
36 de = cph .max()-cph. min() 
37 dcnl = cphNL.max()-cphNL.min() 
38 drdot = rdot . max () - rdot. min() 
39 if rdot.min() < cph.min(): 
40 ptlmin = rd ot . min() -drdoh 0.1 
41 else: 
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42 ptlmin = cph .min ()-de *0.1 
43 
44 if rdot.max() > cph.max() : 
45 ptlmax = rdot.max() +drdohO . l 
46 else: 
47 ptlmax = cph. max() +de * 0.1 
48 
49 if rdot.min() < cphNL.min(): 
50 pt2min = rdot .min()-drdohO.l 
51 else: 
52 pt2min = cphNL. min ()-dcnl *0.1 
53 
54 if rdot .max() > cphNL.max(): 
55 pt2max = rdot.max()+drdohO.l 
56 eli£ cphNL.max() > 2e4: 
57 pt2max = 20. e3 
58 else: 
59 pt2max cphNL.max() +dcnl *0.1 
60 
61 if len(r)>3 : 
62 fname = '{}{}{} '.format(' . /shocks/weak/v_v_r',im_id,'.csv') 
63 make_csv (fname, r, rdot, cph ,cphNL) 
64 pname = ' { } {} {} ' . format ( ' . I shocks /weak/ v _ v _r-' , im_id , ' . eps ' ) 
65 pname2 = '{}{}{} '. format( './shocks/weak/v_v_rnl-' ,im_id, ' . eps 
, ) 
66 
67 pt.stdin.write("set datafile separator ','\n") 
68 pt. stdin. write ("set key top right; set key box \ n") 
69 pt. stdin. write ("set parametric\n" ) 
70 pt. stdin . write ("set term postscript eps enhanced font ' 
Helvetica' 25 \ n") 
71 pt. stdin . write ( " set output '%s ' \ n" %(pname)) 
72 
73 pt. s tdin. write ("set xrange[%s:%s] \ n" %(r .min() -O. h dr, r .max() 
+O.hdr)) 
74 pt. stdin. write ("set yrange[%s:% s] \n "%(ptlmin, ptlmax )) 
75 pt.stdin.write("set ylabel 'Velocity (m!s) \ n") 
76 pt . stdin . write ("set xlabel ' Radius (nrn) \ n") 
77 
78 if rho< 1001.: 
79 pt . stdin.write("set title ' Shock Velocity vs . Radius {/ =18 
(H_20, %.1£ 1\.1Pa)} ' \ n "%(p /1 . e6)) 
80 else: 
81 pt.stdin . write("set title 'Shock Velocity vs. Radius {/=18 
(D_20, %.1£ MPa)} '\n" %(p/l.e6)) 
82 
83 pt.stdin.write("plot '%s' u 1:2 w points pt 7 ti 'Experiment 
', '' u 1 :3 w lines ti 'Weak Shock Th.' \n"%(fname)) 
84 
85 pt. stdin. write ("set output '% s '\n" %(pname2)) 
86 pt . stdin . write ("set y range[%s:% s] \n" %(pt2min, pt2max)) 
87 pt.stdin.write("plot '%s' u 1:2 w points pt 7 ti ' Experiment 
', '' u 1:4 w lines ti 'Weak Shock Th. ' \ n" %(fname)) 
88 
89 de£ get_shock_ vals () : 
90 con,cur = db_start() 
91 
92 cur . execute ('SELECT DISTINCT ImageData. image_id, ImageData. 
pressure FROM ImageData INNER JOIN RadiusData CN RadiusData . 
radius_image=lmageData . image_id WHERE Radius Data . method=? 
AND RadiusData. radius_type=?' ,( 'LSQ', 'Shock')) 
93 f = cur. fetchall () 
94 
95 for g in f: 
96 cur. execute ('SELECT DISTINCT ImageData. pressure, ImageData. 
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rho, RadiusData. r , RadiusData. ur, RadiusData. t_start FRa\1 
ImageData INNER JOIN Radius Data CN ImageData. image_id= 
RadiusData . radius_image WHERE Radius Data. method=? AND 
RadiusData. radius_type=? AND ImageData . image_id=? ORDER BY 
t_start' ,( 'LSQ', 'Shock' ,g[O])) 
97 shock_dat = np. arra y (cur. fetchall ()) 
98 
99 cur . execute ('SELECT RadiusData. r FROM RadiusData INNER JOIN 
ImageData CN RadiusData. radius_image=lmageData. image_id 
WHERE RadiusData. method=? AND RadiusData. radius_type=? AND 
Image Data . image_id=?' , ( ' LSQ' , 'Single Bubble' , g [ 0])) 
100 bub= np . array(cur . fetchall()) 
101 
102 cur. execute ( 'SELECT Radius Data . r FROM RadiusData INNER JOIN 
ImageData CN RadiusData . radius _image=ImageData. image_id 
WHERE RadiusData . method=? AND RadiusData. radius_ty pe=? AND 
ImageData.image_id=?' ,( 'LSQ', 'Inner Ice ' , g[O])) 
103 inner_ice = np. array (cur. fetchall ()) 
104 
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105 cur. execute ( ' SELECT RadiusData. r FROM RadiusData INNER JOIN 
ImageData CN RadiusData. radius_image=ImageData . image_id 
WHERE RadiusData . method=? AND R~diusData . radius_ type=? AND 
Image Data. image_id =?' , ( 'lSQ' , 'Outer Ice ' , g [ 0]) ) 
106 outer_ice = np . array(cur.fetchall()) 
107 
108 cur. execute ('SELECT RmaxBarFit. rmfit FROM RmaxBarFit INNER 
JOIN ImageData CN Image Data. image_id=RmaxBarFit. im_id 
WHERE Image Data . image_id =? ' , ( g [ 0] , ) ) 
109 RM = np.array(cur.fetchall()) 
110 rO = 0.0 
111 try : 
112 pO g[1] 
113 rhoO = shock_dat[0 , 1] 
114 
115 t = ( shock_dat [: ,4] - shock_dat [: , 4]. min ()) 
116 trange = t. max () - t . min() 
117 
118 r = shock_dat[:,2] 
119 dr = r.max()-r . min() 
120 
121 
122 
123 
rbar 
rdot 
= (r[1:]+r[0: - 1])12 
(r[1:) -r[O: -1])l(t[1 :] -t[O: -1]) 
124 if len (bub) >0: 
125 rmin = bub [ : , 0] . min () 
126 else: 
127 rmin = 80. e-6 
128 
129 if len (RM) >0: 
130 rm = RM[: ,0] 
131 eli£ len(inner_ice)>O: 
132 z = 4. ** (4.13) *(18e9lp0-1)+4 
133 rm = inner_ice [: , O] . mean() l (4 .* (z - 1)l(z * (z - 4))) ** (1./3) 
134 eli£ len ( outer_ice) >0: 
135 z = 4. ** (4.13) * (1.6e9lp0 - 1)+4 
136 rm = outer_ice [: ,O] . mean() 1(4 .*(z-1)l(z *(z-4))) ** (1.13) 
137 else: 
138 
139 
rm = 1.1e- 3 
140 Z = (rmlrmin) **3 . 
141 prpmO = pO * ( 1 + (Z- 4) ** ( 4. I 3) I ( 4. ** ( 4 I 3) * (Z - 1) ** ( 1 I 3 . ) ) ) 
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142 
143 if rbar.min() > 2e-4: 
144 rO = 1. e-4 
145 else : 
146 rO = rbar. min() 
147 
148 except: 
149 pass 
150 
151 if rO >0.0 : 
152 if isinstance(prpmO,float) --False: 
153 prpmO=prpmO [ 0] 
154 weak_shocks (pO, rhoO, rO, prpmO, rbar, rdot ,rm, g [ 0]) 
155 
156 db_close(con) 
157 
158 de£ weak_shocks(pO,rho,rO,prpmO, rbar,rdot,rm,im_id): 
159 ThO = 500.e-9 
160 rhoO = water_dens (pO, rho) 
161 cO = ((1000) l(water_dens ((p0+500) ,rho)-water_dens ((p0-500) ,rho) 
) ) ** 0 .5 
162 print cO 
163 beta = 3.5 
164 ZO = rho0*C0 
165 #print prpmO, rO, rbar 
166 p = prpmOHOirbar 
167 cph = cO +0.5 * betHpiZO 
168 anl = beta *prpmOI(Th0Hho0H0**3.) 
169 Th = Thbmp . sqrt(1 + anhrOmp.log(rbarlrO)) 
170 ph= prpmOHO I (rbarmp.sqrt(1 + anhrO *np . log(rbarlrO))) 
171 cphNL = cO + 0.5 * beta *phiZO 
172 
173 make_ plot ( rbar, rdot, cph, cphNL, pO, rho ,rm, im_id) 
174 
175 de£ water_dens (p , rho) : 
176 return (0.997nho/1000. + 0.214 *np.log((476.693 + pll.e6) I 
(476.693 + 0.1))) *1000 
177 
178 if _name_ __main __ 
179 
180 get_shock_ vals () 
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